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Abstract
Hopper design codes are currently based on empirical knowledge which is
limited to the conditions tested. There is also a lack of accurate analytical
tools for the prediction of stresses and flow patterns in granular materials. 
Most methods are based on the continuum technique which does not explicitly 
include particle properties such as shape and size variation. With the recent 
advance in computer power the Distinct Element modelling technique which 
starts from the particle properties directly becomes a potentially powerful 
tool to aid understanding of granular physics. This thesis investigates how 
such a model can be applied to granular flow in hoppers and the accuracy of 
the results.
This dissertation is the first systematic study of Distinct Element 
simulations of the filling and discharge of non-cohesive discs and spheres in
2-dimensional (2D) and 3-dimensional (3D) hoppers, respectively, under
gravity. The model includes normal elastic forces between contacting particles 
using either the Continuous Interaction curve from molecular dynamics, the 
Hertz contact mechanics equations, or a Hooke linear spring constant. The 
effect of these different interactions is compared. The model also includes 
friction, contact damping, gravity, wall forces and air drag. The bulk of the 
work in this project has been aimed at establishing confidence in the 
simulation technique by comparing the results with experiment directly or with 
current established knowledge of granular flow in silos. Good agreement has 
been obtained for discharge rate, wall stresses (static and dynamic), velocity 
profiles, internal stress patterns, voidage profiles and rupture zones. Some 
of these have been compared with data in the literature or from laboratory 
scale experiments in the project involving 2D photographic and 3D gamma-ray 
tomography.
The model has also been extended to include air drag on the particles for 
air-assisted flow and air-retarded flow. There is a strong indication that the 
results are more accurate from this model than from current continuum 
approaches, because of the microstructural detail included.
Filling and Discharging a small 3D Hopper
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Industrial Hoppers
Storage and flow of granular materials in hoppers (including silos, bunkers, 
bins) is of interest in many process engineering applications such as in the 
coal, food, pharmaceutical, cement and chemical industries. These encompass 
operations such as pneumatic conveying, mixing and sizing. Examples range from 
small scale pharmaceutical or food handling operations where composition 
control may be critical (eg spice dosing, Klahr et al 1995), to larger scale 
2500 tonne (capital cost £12m) sugar refinery (Ottewell 1993), and even larger 
scale 15000 tonne operations (Schlesinger 1995). Problems encountered include 
erratic flow or blockage, time consolidation, dead zones and material ageing, 
segregation, attrition, wall adhesion, wear of the hopper wall, silo-quake, 
hopper collapse and dust explosions. Silo discharge systems are also available 
(Kemutec Group 1993) which can be added to existing silos to overcome problems 
of bridging, segregation and rat-holing.
A particularly common problem encountered in the coal industry is to maintain 
a continuous low flowrate discharge to a boiler from a large silo. Gravity 
flow alone would be too large, hence the coal has to be drawn out, say by a 
screw feeder, onto a conveyor. With varying particle size, shape and moisture, 
design of this mechanism is not simple. A similar difficulty is encountered in 
the pharmaceutical industry in feeding particle mixtures into tabletting 
encapsulation equipment (Tüzün 1993). A greater understanding of particle 
mechanics could make a significant difference to the economic viability of 
certain processes such as in the coal industry.
1.2 Theoretical Methods
Granular flow systems are well known to exhibit various transitional flow 
regimes in handling and conveying equipment characterised by the non-uniform 
distributions of the particles and the carrier fluid; see for example, Zenz 
and Othmer (1960), and Clift et al (1977). Our current understanding of the 
different flow regimes in such systems is largely empirical. There is, as yet, 
no universal method of predicting stress and velocity fields in hoppers, see 
for example Tüzün (1987). Theoretical methods are a useful complement to 
experimental investigations as they could help to establish key factors in 
hopper design. Discrete particle simulation is particularly useful in this
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context because the hopper geometry has a strong influence on the 
many-particle dynamics and the physical characteristics of the granules.
Currently a broad range of theoretical techniques is employed in the analysis 
of hopper flow. These include the following.
(i) Empirical/theoretical techniques such as Beverloo’s equation for 
predicting mass discharge rate (see chapter 2).
(ii) Analytical continuum methods such as Janssen’s differential slice force 
balance method (see chapter 2). Nguyen et al (1979) present an approximate 
solution to the flow of cohesionless granular materials in conical hoppers 
where the material is modelled as a perfectly plastic continuum which 
satisfies the Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion. In continuum methods the majority 
of the work ignores the effects of microstructure. Most bulk properties are 
assumed to be constant across the system and independent of particle 
properties such as shape, size and friction. Often the velocity and stress 
distributions within the flowing bulk are assumed to follow a certain 
functional form which is justified a posteriori by experiment. These models 
therefore have limited application in predicting effects such as the 
transition from transient to steady flow which depend largely on the particle 
properties.
(ill) Finite Element (FE) programs as used by Ragneau (1993) to model wall 
stresses. Finite Element methods can model aspects such as wall stress 
reasonably well provided the constitutive properties are known. These in 
principle can be obtained using Discrete Element techniques (see below). FE 
methods can model larger systems than DE techniques as they are more 
"coarse-grained", but for this reason they cannot rigorously model aspects 
such as segregation or composition.
(iv) Discrete Element (DE) models as originally developed for granular flow by 
Cundall and Strack (1979). Discrete Element particle simulations model the 
individual particle characteristics directly and their effect on the system 
arises out of the analysis. The main advantage of the approach is that no 
global assumptions are required on the material, such as steady-state 
behaviour or uniform constituency. Transient behaviour and polydispersity of 
single particle properties can be handled easily, so simulation of mixing 
processes is feasible. Hopper flow processes can include quasi-static (slow 
shear dense phase) regions and dynamic (high shear leaner phase) regions. The 
nature of the contacts ' in these regions is very different, from enduring
contacts in the slow region to impacts in the fast region where the particles 
are highly "thermalised". Both these processes can be handled in a DE model 
computer code, which can simulate transition states quite naturally. The main 
limitation of this technique with present computer resources is that only a 
finite number of granules can be modelled, far fewer than in typical 
industrial hoppers. The consequences of the smaller system size can be 
investigated by performing simulations with different numbers of particles.
(v) The Cellular Automata method is a relatively new technique which has been 
applied with some success to mesoscopic phenomena (eg turbulent colloidal 
flow) because they are very efficient at handling large numbers of particles. 
Particles are constrained to move on a lattice grid obeying displacement rules 
compatible with the relevant physics; Ladd et al (1988) have successfully used 
this technique to model the Brownian motion of solids in suspension. The 
connection between the automata dynamics and the real systems is still poorly 
established for powders, however.
(vi) There are also a range of hybrid models (some combination of those 
above), for example as used by Tanaka & Tsuji (1993) who combined the DE 
method for particle motion with the FE method for air flow around the 
particles.
1.3 Experimental Methods
It is essential that theoretical techniques are refined and tested in the 
light of real experiments. The main thrust of this thesis is to establish 
model credibility in this manner and in particular with experiments undertaken 
in this project and described in chapters 8 & 9. Experiments can also be used 
directly to investigate industrial problems but they are generally expensive, 
time consuming and do not reveal all data like a simulation. In particular 
data on the state of the powder bed are difficult to obtain and rather 
inconclusive to date. There are numerous experimental papers which describe 
the use of stress probes, radioactive tracers, gamma-rays (see chapter 7). 
Some methods use a continuous steady-state approach where others investigate 
transient states. Some techniques take "snapshots" in time where others use 
long-time averages. The x-ray and y-ray methods (see chapter 9) are direct 
visualisation techniques, whereas tracer methods infer the results. X-ray 
techniques (Bransby et al 1973) are limited by depth of view and time of flow. 
They rely on lead markers and hence show only snapshots in time. Chen et al 
(1995) describe large scale experiments which measured the residence times of
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radio tags in a 10m high gypsum silo to infer the internal velocity profiles 
during discharge. This shows that scaling up effects from laboratory 
experiments is not trivial. Perry et al (1967) use transducer pills to measure 
stresses in 3D bulk flowing systems. The problem here is that the pill affects 
the packing structure of the surrounding particles and the orientation of the 
transnducer is unknown after it has started to flow.
1.4 Advantage of DE Simulation and Objectives of Thesis
From the overview in section 1.2 it is evident that the DE technique has a 
great potential for simulation of microstructural particle effects. Although 
this thesis does not directly address to what extent the DE method could be 
used in practice to design hoppers, these small scale simulations with 
thousands of particles (rather than millions or billions in full scale silos) 
give useful insight into the physics of the processes involved which 
eventually could lead to design improvement. It is also envisaged that 
scale-up procedures, simulations in 2D, the development of hybrid models, 
specifications of boundary conditions are potential techniques for predicting 
large scale effects. By the Judicious incorporation of the key lengthscales 
and degrees of freedom in the model it is envisaged that simulations of a 
small number of particles will be able to address systems comprising a large 
number of particles. The continuing developments in computer technology 
clearly make the DE technique a viable line of attack to enhance our 
understanding of hopper flow and one which will grow in importance in years to 
come.
1.5 Overview of Thesis
This thesis describes the development of a mathematical model of granular flow 
from hoppers based on the Distinct (or Discrete) Element Newtonian method. The 
2D model simulates gravitational discharge of discs from a wedge-shaped 
hopper. The 3D version models spheres discharging from a conical hopper. The 
model uses a time stepping numerical integration algorithm to evolve the 
particle positions and orientations. Non-cohesive particle and silo wall 
forces are modelled including normal elastic, friction and contact damping 
f orces.
Chapter 2 gives an overview of the current understanding of bulk solids 
handling in silos, based on empirical/theoretical flow models and the
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continuum differential slice force balance stress analysis. Many of the later 
simulation results are compared with these models. Chapter 3 gives an overview 
of the Distinct Element method and its many applications.
The aim of the initial phase of the project was to investigate the effect of 
normal and tangential interactions on hopper flow. This entailed the 
development of a 2D model based on the Continuous Interaction (Cl) normal 
force curve widely used in DE molecular and colloidal dynamic simulations. A 
novel aspect of this stage was the combination of the Cl curve with the 
Mindlin et al (1953) equation to model tangential friction. Chapters 4 & 5 
describe the models of the particle forces and their application to simulate 
assembly mechanics. A quantitative comparison is made of the model results 
against established criteria on the kinematics of flow and the hopper wall 
stresses (chapter 6). This shows excellent agreement with discharge rate and 
limited agreement with wall stress.
The model was then enhanced to incorporate polydispersity, a more realistic 
silo filling procedure which significantly improved the prediction of static 
wall stresses, and a 3D version. Other model normal particle interactions were 
also considered, namely the Hertz contact mechanics equation, and the Hooke 
linear spring constant (chapters 4-6). These options reveal some interesting 
differences in the detailed results, namely in internal packing, velocity
profiles, contact forces, contact "slip ratios" and internal stresses. 
Comparisons were made with experimental work in the literature on velocities 
and internal stresses. The most striking feature was that the Cl model 
produced the most realistic representation of bulk deformation in that it 
generated rupture zones. Chapter 7 describes the analysis of the detailed 
internal results.
To enhance confidence in the model, experimental work was undertaken (chapter 
8) of 2D photographic discharge of discs (draughts), which although only 
comprised approximately 100 particles "exercised" all aspects of the model for 
a detailed comparison. These showed excellent agreement in terms of flow
patterns, rotation and packing structure. Experiments were also carried out in 
3D using gamma-ray tomography (chapter 9) to compare static and discharging 
voidage profiles of 7mm diameter maple peas in a 144mm diameter mass flow
hopper. These showed good agreement for voidage profiles in general, but with
certain differences in individual cases.
The last stage of the project incorporated air effects in a 3D mass flow 
hopper in the model - chapter 10. This used the Ergun equation to model air
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drag on the particles in both air-assisted discharge and air-retarded cases. 
In the latter case the top of the hopper is closed and air must flow 
counter-current to the discharge. These showed some improvements on the 
results of current continuum techniques because the particle-air interactions 
can be modelled more explicitly.
Chapter 11 concludes with a summary of the principal results of the 
simulations and also looks at potential future developments.
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2. Summary of Empirical an d Continuum Theoretical 
Methods of Hopper Flow Analysis
2.1 Introduction
Before introducing the simulation work it is important to review the current 
state of knowledge on hopper flow. DE simulation is a relatively new technique 
in this area so it is necessary to establish its credentials against the 
current knowledge. This includes making quantitative comparisons with 
empirical discharge rate equations, continuum bulk stress analysis, and 
kinematic and radial velocity field models. Nedderman (1992) gives a detailed 
derivation of the analytical equations for these phenomena. A summary of 
Nedderman’s continuum model for predicting the mass discharge rate in 
air-assisted and air-retarded mass flow hoppers is given in Appendix D.
2.2 Mass Discharge Rate
This section describes the empirical/theoretical equations for predicting the 
mass discharge rate of granular material from a hopper under gravity developed 
by Beverloo et al (1961) and Rose & Tanaka (1959). Chapter 6 shows that the DE 
simulations give very similar results. The Beverloo equation is based on the 
product of orifice area and particle velocity due to free fall from a height 
equal to orifice radius. The bulk density is often based on the flowing bed 
although this only makes about 5% difference. Two empirical constants are 
required.
2.2.1 Slot Orifice
For the discharge of a liquid from a slot orifice :
W « L B V'(gh)
where the velocity of discharge is proportional to /(gh). For a granular 
material the orifice size is reduced by an empty annulus factor based on the 
idea that the centre of a particle cannot be within d/2 of the wall. The 
height of "free fall" , h, is also proportional to the slot size, B, since a 
circular arch is formed around the orifice. Hence, for a slot orifice the 
equation for granular flow is as follows :
1 4
w = c p. (L - k^d) (B - k^djl'S . F ( a . 0^) (2.1) ^
I
where the Rose & Tanaka factor for mass flow is as follows !
-0 35F () = ( tana tan0^) ’ ; if a < 90 - mass flow
F () =1 ; if a > 90 - funnel flow
where W is the mass discharge rate, C and k^ are empirical constants, p^ is 
the flowing bulk density, g is gravitational acceleration, B is orifice width, 
d particle diameter, a is the hopper half-angle to the vertical, <f>^ is the 
angle between the region of flowing and static material measured to the 
horizontal (taken as 45° in this work). For the 2D simulations there is no 3rd 
dimension, hence the term (L-k^d) disappears and is replaced by L the 
thickness defined in the system. The above equation is not accurate for small 
orifice sizes : B < 6d .(However, good agreement was found with the model even 
at B = 3.5d, This is probably because the model currently handles idealised 
disc particles. ) Discharge rate was zero for B = 2d in the model. The 
empirical constants used here were : C = 1.03, k^= 1.4 as given in Nedderman 
(1992).
2.2.2 Conical Hopper
For a liquid discharging from a circular hole 
W (X /(gh)
hence for a 3D conical hopper with a circular orifice the equation for 
granular flow is as follows :
W = C p_ g°'5 (B - kgd)2"5 . F ( a , 0g) (2.2)
where the Rose & Tanaka factor is as above. The constant C was taken here as 
0.64 from Nedderman (1992 p294) for spherical particles.
2.3 Differential Slice Stress Analysis
This section summarises the differential slice method of predicting hopper 
wall and internal stresses. This method has been developed in various stages 
by Janssen (1895), Walker (1967) and Walters (1973). Chapters 6 and 7 compare
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these model predictions with the DE simulations.
2.3.1 Force Balance
The basic principle is shown in Fig.2.1 for the vertical section and wedge 
section of a hopper. A force balance is set up over an incremental horizontal 
slice of material assuming stress is constant in a horizontal plane and wall 
stress is fully developed. The equations are integrated to form the following 
solutions. These are presented for the 2D "wedge" hoppers. The nomenclature is 
as follows : A cross-section area, C wall circumference, h height above
imaginary apex, h^ h at vertical section, K ratio of vertical and horizontal 
stress, m index, stress due to overburden, u & friction coefficients
material and wall, 0 & 0^ friction angles material and wall, <r normal stress, 
T shear stress, w ratio .
(a) Janssen/Walker - Vertical Section
o'yy = 1 - exp( -Kp^Cy/A)] + Q^expC -Kp^Cy/A) (2.3)
O’ = Kg'XX yy
K = KwA
l-sin0cos(w-0 ) 
l+sin0cos(w-0^) Active State
(2.4)
(2.5)
K = KwP
l+sin0cos(w+0 ) 
l-sin0cos(w+0^) Passive State (2.6 )
sino) = sin0^/sin0 (2.7)
(b) Walker/Walters - Wedge Section
°'hh ”  ^ (pgh/m-1). (l-Ch/h^)^  ^) (2. 8)
Passive State
sin0sin(o)+0 +2a) m = m =  r-^w---p tana(l-sin0cos(w+0^+2a)) (2.9)
, 1 + sin0cos(w+0 )O’ = (o', , ) —q---- ------r— r^w—w hh w 1 - sin0cos(w+0^+2a) (2.10)
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Active State
sin0sin(tt)-0,,-2a)_________ ni
^ ”^A tana(l+sin0cos(ct)-0^-2a) )
, . 1 - Sin0COS(W-0_) (ry°hh w 1 + sin0cos(w-0^-2a)
The principle of the force balance is exactly the same for the 3D conical 
hopper and the equations are similar to those above. The only difference in 
fact is that there is a 2.0 in the numerator of equations 2.9 and 2.11.
2.3.2 Active / Passive States
The concepts of active and passive states are shown in Fig.2.2. In the active 
state the vertical stress is greater than the horizontal - point W in Fig.2.2. 
This occurs in the static state. In the passive state the horizontal stress is 
greater - point W’ . This can occur on discharge and if 0^ < 0 then the 
wall stress can be greater in the passive state. In practice the situation is 
more complex especially in the conical section where the active state may not 
occur, but it is considered that the active and passive states are outer 
limits.
2.3.3 Switch Stress
In the static filled state the material in the hopper is active. As it 
discharges it becomes passive. The major principal stress rotates by 90°. The 
passive region grows, starting from the plane of the orifice and rises. At the 
region between the active and passive states there is a sharp peak in the
stress which is referred to as the switch stress. This is illustrated in
Fig.2.3, In the upper section the material is still in the active state as 
before discharge. Where the two zones meet there is a very high normal wall 
stress due to the interaction of the two states. This is explained in the 
figure. This is higher than the passive wall stress. The design of the hopper
must account for a switch stress occurring any way along the length of the
hopper. The construction of the Mohr circles shown in Figure 2.3 is not given 
in the literature, but is proposed here to show the relation between the 
states either side of the switch plane.
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Vertical Section
yy
XX
+ Ô<ryy yy
O' .A + weightyy yy yy
Wedge Section
+ ôo',hh hh
Ôh
hh
— a
hh hh
Fig.2.1 Differential Slice Force Balance
Hopper
normal 
wall stress
(lines show approximate direction of major principal stress)
/  lYL /
Mohr Circle
WYL
Active Passive
The Mohr circle relates the shear stress t to the normal stress tr through all
planes in the material. The Internal Yield Line lYL is tangent to this circle
at the point where the material is yielding - and hence the ratio of x/tr along
this line is equal to the internal friction coefficient (j l. Similarly WYL
defines the wall yield line. The slope is defined by the wall friction
coefficient u . If this coincides with the lYL it is referred to as the fully ' w
rough wall. W and W* are the stress states at the wall.
Fig.2.2 Active and Passive States
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Hopper
Switch Envelope
(lines show approximate direction of major principal stress)
Active
Passive
W YL
vertical stress at switch plane
a
Fig.2.3 Switch Stress
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2.4 Internal Velocity Profile
Two current theories for predicting velocity profiles will be summarised here. 
The kinematic model of Nedderman and Tüzün (1979) for funnel flow silos, and 
the Radial Velocity Field model for mass flow. Chapter 7 compares these model 
results with the DE simulations and considers the validity of the basic 
assumptions of these models.
2.4.1 Kinematic Model
Fig.2.4 shows a schematic diagram of the kinematic model. This model is 
analogous to a diffusion problem of heat and mass transfer and is based on the 
following equation :
u = (2.13)
combining with the continuity for incompressible flow equation gives :
(2.14)
Sy dx
where u and v are the velocities in x and y respectively, and is a
constant. There is apparently no general solution which includes radial flow.
For a slot orifice in an infinitely wide 2D FF silo with a volumetric flowrate mQ the solution to v is parabolic as follows :
*
V =     exp
/(4%B^y)
(2. 15)
The references give solutions for a finite 2D bin width and for an axially 
symmetric 3D bin silo with finite orifice and bin diameter.
2,4.2 RVF Model
This is applicable for flow in the cone of a MF hopper. Fig. 2.5 shows a 
schematic diagram. It assumes all particles flow along radial lines which meet 
at the virtual apex of the hopper cone. For incompressible flow in a hopper 
cone the radial velocity v^ is :
v^ = - f(8)/r*, Vg = 0 (2.16)
where n=l for a 2D wedge hopper and n=2 for a 3D axially symmetric cone.
21
where r is the distance to the hopper virtual apex, 0 is the angle to the 
vertical and a is the hopper half-angle. f(0) is determined from the Radial 
Stress Field theory (Nedderman 1992) using a complex iterative procedure. 
Radial incompressible flow is compatible with radial stresses, but a radial 
stress field does not necessarily imply a radial velocity field.
2 2
L.
/ velocity trajectory
t  y
Fig.2.4 Kinematic Model
velocity
virtual apex
Fig.2.5 Radial Velocity Field
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3. Review of the Distinct Element Method
3.1 Introduction
The Distinct Element (DE) method - sometimes, referred to as Discrete Element - 
is becoming increasingly popular for simulation of particle assemblies. With 
this technique the position of each element is evaluated and the interactions 
between the elements subsequently calculated. The interactions are then used 
to adjust the element positions. Elements usually represent individual 
particles, but they might represent clusters. The simulation may apply to a 
static assembly structure, but more often it is used in a dynamic analysis. 
The method is closely related to the established Finite Element (& Finite
Difference) technique, but with the important difference that in DE models
each particle is integrally separate in its behaviour from its neighbours. 
Fig 3.1 illustrates the basic features.
There are many variations of the DE method and many areas of application. This 
thesis does not include a consideration of Molecular Dynamics models (Haile
1992) which spawned the DE technique. The Cellular Automata method is briefly
described. Other methods include Newtonian dynamics and stochastic techniques 
to determine the element dynamics.
This thesis is restricted to applications of granular systems; ie it does not 
cover atomic particles or, on the other scale, traffic flow problems. The 
method can be used in applications such as simulation of unit operations e.g. 
granular flow in silos, and in the analysis of intrinsic assembly properties 
e.g. simulation of a shear cell. The basic advantage of the method over 
continuum techniques is that it simulates effects at the particle level. 
Individual particle properties can be specified directly - such as size and 
shape variation - and the assembly response comes out of the simulation. There 
is less need for global assumptions, such as uniform stress at a certain depth 
in the assembly. Certain phenomena such as particle segregation can be 
simulated directly, whereas in the continuum method this is far more 
difficult. However, the main disadvantage of DEM (Distinct Element Modelling) 
is that with current computing power, simulations are usually restricted to a 
relatively small number of particles -1'hat is small in terms of the number of 
particles in the real system. (10,000 particles is a small salt cellar not a 
large hopper). However, the principal use of DE models at the current stage of 
development is to gain an insight into the physics of the system^ ^ or instance
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Fig. 3.1 Principle of the Distinct Element Newtonian method - see eq. 3.1
I. Position at time t
wall particlesis
Interaction forces
\
c. Net acceleration (including gravity)
\
d. Position at time t + n At (several timesteps later)
I
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in translating single particle properties into bulk phenomena. Improved 
understanding should lead to better design and operation of bulk solids 
handling equipment. Ideally the DE model will be used alongside the continuum 
models and experimentation as a complementary tool.
3.2 History and Current Applications
Pioneering work in the application of the method to granular systems was
carried out by Cundall & Strack (1979). They developed the program BALL to 
simulate assemblies of discs. Out of this model the program TRUBAL was
developed which is now widely used (see "Powders & Grains 93" Thornton ed 
1993). Early work concentrated on the use of "springs and dashpots" to
represent particle interactions. Some researchers have more recently applied 
detailed contact mechanics to these interactions. Langston et al (1995a) ha^(L 
compared such approaches and also applied more generic interactions, well 
established in molecular dynamics simulation, where the particle interaction 
is on a particle size scale as discussed in chapter 4.
The DE method (TRUBAL and other models) is now being used in areas such as 
packing geometries (Satake 1993), agglomerate collisions (Kafui et al 1993), 
quasi-static assembly strength (Ouwerkerk 1990), vibrating beds (Taguchi
1993), pneumatic conveying (Tanaka et al 1993), avalanches, hopper flow
(Langston et al 1995a), fluidised beds (Tsuji et al 1993), mixing, trickle bed 
reactors (at Shell, Amsterdam), stockpiles, powder forming and metallurgy 
(Aizawa 1993). These range from static to slow flow, to fast flow assemblies, 
to low-high stress/strain systems, some in a multi-phase assembly, some with 
chemical reactions and heat transfer. In short the technique is fundamentally 
applicable. Fig. 3.2 shows an example application of filling and discharging a 
silo and Fig. 3.3 illustrates mass flow and funnel flow in 2D silos.
3.3 Methodology
The basic methodology of DE models is shown in Fig 3. 1 for a dynamic Newtonian 
analysis. The model keeps track of the particle positions. From these the 
forces acting on the particles are determined and then the subsequent dynamics 
is evaluated using Newton’s equations of motion. The analysis determines the 
particle positions at time intervals. These are often regular : t, t+At, t+2At 
etc., but some analyses are "event based", eg conditions are assumed constant 
until the next collision. Constant or linearly varying conditions are assumed
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over the time interval, and hence the time interval must be small enough to 
maintain algorithm stability and sufficient accuracy. The effect of the 
timestep magnitude is discussed later.
In Newtonian dynamics all the forces acting on each particle are determined eg 
friction at contacts, gravity, and then the net acceleration of the particle 
is determined, both linear and angular. The positions and orientations at the 
next timestep are then determined using an explicit numerical time integration 
such as :
*t+At= (3. la)
Xt+at= + ' V  Xt+at ) 0 5 at o.ib)
This is the Euler method of integration. There are other techniques such as 
Runge-Kutta. It is called an explicit method because the positions at t+At are 
obtained directly from the acceleration at t. In FE models - Smith et al 
(1982) - this is also used, but in some programs an implicit method is
adopted. In this an iteration is undertaken between t & t+At to satisfy the 
assembly matrix differential equations at t+At. This is a more accurate method 
and can tolerate a larger timestep, but the analysis is more complex and 
requires more computer memory. It may not be feasible with some DE models 
since the geometrical relationships between the elements can alter more than 
in FE models. Haile (1992) gives more details of these methods applied to 
Molecular Dynamics.
In stochastic (Monte Carlo) models random numbers are used to calculate 
particles displacements This is useful where chaotic effects are significant. 
At appropriate times particles are given small random displacements or 
velocities and the consequences on the assembly are then followed through. 
Fig.3.4 illustrates such an analysis on the effects of vibrations on a 
granular pile. A vibration is represented by small vertical displacements 
scaled to the magnitude of the disturbance, combined with a lateral 
displacement sampled from a normal distribution. The particles then settle 
allowing no overlaps. The Monte Carlo technique is easier to apply, especially 
where particles models are discontinuous (eg hard sphere). However, it does 
not produce a rigorous chronologically ordered set of states. Therefore its 
application to dynamic events as in this thesis would not be appropiate.
The Cellular Automata method has been applied to silo discharge analysis by
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a)
Fig. 3.4 Duke et al [1990] stochastic simulation of a vibrating assembly,
(a) shows the original pile and (b) shows it after a large shake and
(c) shows it after a small shake. Insets show contact network of highlighted 
cluster.
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Martinez et al (1995) as illustrated in Fig 3.5. Here particles move along a 
lattice grid according to certain rules. Each cell can be occupied by one 
particle or it is empty. At each timestep a particle is set to move to a 
neighbouring cell from the probability distributions. Each empty cell is 
similarly set to receive a possible particle. The particle is then actually 
moved if it has found a compatible cell. This technique is efficient at 
simulating 2D granular flow, but it does not appear to have been widely used 
in 3D. It also seems that it is more difficult to analyse stresses in such a 
model, eg silo wall stresses. The physical basis of the movement rules also 
seem to be empirical rather than derived from fundamental theory.
A critical aspect of DE models is that of contact identification, ie which 
particle is touching which? Obviously to test every possible pair of particles 
in a large system at every timestep would be inefficient. Since the number of 
particles which can be simulated in a reasonable time is the principal 
limitation of DE methods, an efficient algorithm here is important. There are 
two common methods to speed up the analysis : near-neighbour schemes and
zoning. With the neighbour scheme the program identifies all particles within 
a certain small distance of each particle. The detailed analysis of possible 
interaction in subsequent timesteps is then made with these particles only. 
The neighbour lists are recompiled whenever any particle has moved more than a 
certain distance such that the old lists might miss a particle-particle 
contact. With geometrical zoning the unit is divided into zones. Each particle 
is tested against other particles in the same zone and the neighbour zones 
only. (Cellular Automata is a special case of zoning.) It is also important to 
note that the history of the contacts may be required, eg in the friction 
force calculation the tangential displacement vector developed over several 
timesteps will be needed. Hence it is important to store these correctly in 
the neighbour lists.
Periodic Boundaries ; with "infinite systems" the application of periodic 
boundaries enables the problem to be simulated with a relatively small number 
of particles as shown in Fig. 3.6. A particle moving out at the top boundary 
reappears at the lower boundary. The cell is thereby repeated indefinitely in 
all directions. This is widely used in Molecular Dynamics where bulk liquids 
are of interest. This thesis is concerned with finite systems where the 
boundaries are significant, hence this technique has not been applied here. 
Chapter 11 considers the potential use of "stress boundaries" to model only 
the critical region of the hopper.
Another important feature of these models is to note whether they are 2D or
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Fig. 3.6 Periodic Boundaries. A 2D periodic cell is shown. As a particle 
leaves the right hand boundary a mirror image enters from the left boundary, 
similarly for the upper & lower boundary.
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3D. (Here 2D implies planar elements moving in a plane, ie xy coordinates
varying, and constant z coordinate). 2D is simpler and faster, and it is
easier to see what is happening inside the unit. It can be very instructive. 
However, very few industrial granular process units are truly 2D. On the other 
hand, certain process systems may be genuinely modelled as 2D DE systems : 
cigarette packaging, bottling lines for example. The 3D simulations are more 
complex because the contact analysis is considerably more involved, the number 
of contacts is greater and the number of particles for a similarly sized unit 
is greater. Presentation of graphical results is also more difficult.
The timestep is a critical parameter. If it is too large the errors become
significant and the results are inaccurate or the model becomes unstable (ie 
particles overlap too much and they undergo increasingly large and unrealistic 
accelerations). If the timestep is too small the computer runtime will be
unnecessarily long. Rounding errors can propagate over the timesteps causing
errors for too small timesteps. Another effect of a small timestep is spurious 
oscillations. Disturbances can be propagated through the medium too fast, that 
is faster than the wave speed through the medium. In terms of the Rayleigh 
wave speed the corresponding timestep is given by :
1 /?At = (TcR/otg) (p/G) (3.2)
where R is the particle radius, is a constant, p is material density and G 
is the shear modulus. Some researchers relate the timestep to the natural
period of oscillation of the system. Thompson & Grest (1991) state that the 
timestep should be less than 0.12 /(m/k) for particle mass m and stiffness k. 
Zhang & Campbell (1992) propose that it should be less than 0.075 /(m/k). 
These should give a good estimate of the required timestep, however, in
practice this should be followed by trial runs with different At values to 
check that the results are stable and reasonably constant over this range of 
At.
3.4 Particle Forces
Chapter 4 of this thesis describes the model of forces acting between 
particles applied in this project. This section looks at the application of 
particle forces in DE models in general. Langston, Tüzün and Heyes 
(1994,1995a), have developed DE granular models for non-cohesive particles 
using three different functional forms for the normal interaction. These are 
illustrated in Fig.3.7. The Continuous Interaction curve is widely used in
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Molecular and Colloidal simulations. The Hertz curve is based on the contact 
mechanics of spheres - see Johnson (1985). The spring constant is the simplest 
mathematical form and is fairly widely used. In deciding how to model particle 
normal interaction the analyst needs to consider what the simulation is 
investigating and establish what physical force the interaction represents. In 
Langston et al (1995a) the characteristics of flow in silos were shown to be 
dominated by geometrical effects. That is the velocity profiles and stress 
effects have been realistically modelled using softened interactions which 
allow some particle "overlap". The precise details of the contact mechanics 
are not necessary and are in any case poorly specified. This allows for a 
relatively large timestep compared with microcontact~based simulations. In 
effect this allows more particles to be simulated in the same runtime. Bearing 
in mind that most real granular systems are irregular and rough, it seems 
unrealistic to model granular flow with ideal Hertzian contacts. Clearly the 
interaction must not be too soft to allow excessive overlap, or the analysis 
will be inaccurate. Chapter 7 compares flow simulations using the three 
functional forms shown in Fig 3.7. If the analyst is interested in modelling a 
few particles in a shear cell to obtain "continuum" constitutive properties, 
then it may be necessary to model the detail contact physics more closely. 
Frictional forces are modelled here using the Mindlin analytical form (1953) 
which is shown in Fig.3.8. Some other analysts use a spring constant for 
friction, usually with a cut-off at the maximum force given by the friction 
coefficient.
Contact damping is an essential feature of granular dynamics which can be 
generally modelled by treating the contacts as 2nd order systems as shown in 
Fig 3.9. The damping force for granular media is often specified in terms of 
the ratio of critical damping. This ratio is typically in the range 0. 1 to 
0.5. Others work in terms of coefficient of restitution. Zhang & Campbell
(1992) relate the coefficient of restitution to critical damping for a 2nd 
order system. A similar analysis is shown in Appendix B here.
The simulations can be extended to include cohesive forces such as 
electrostatic and Van der Waals (see Shamlou 1988). Gravitational forces are 
easily included as a constant linear force vector acting at the centre of each 
particle.
Fluid forces such as occur in pneumatic conveying, fluidised beds or air 
assisted hopper discharge present other problems which can be handled in a 
number of ways. Tsuji (1993) has modelled fluidised beds using a DE model for 
the particle dynamics and a fixed (Euler) grid for the air flow. Mass and
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Fig. 3.7 Modelling normal forces. Non-cohesive normal force options shown.
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Fig. 3.8 Modelling frictional forces. Mindlin friction equation. Scaled to 
the normal displacement.
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Fig. 3.9 Modelling contact damping forces. Includes normal and tangential. 
The retarding force is directly proportional to the relative velocity.
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momentum balances were carried out on the air for each zone, ie a Finite 
Element technique. The drag force on each particle was calculated using the 
Ergun equation (a theoretical/empirical equation for the pressure drop of a 
gas over a packed bed - see Ergun 1952). Each particle was modelled as a 
localised packed bed with a voidage dependent on the positions of the 
neighbouring particles. The drag force effect on the air momentum balance is 
also accounted for. An example of Tsuji’s model results is shown in Fig 3.10. 
Chapter 10 describes a DE model for air assisted discharge of a hopper which 
does not require the explicit simulation of air flow, ie it does not carry out 
the momentum balance.
Another advantage of DE methods is that they can handle any general unit 
(container) geometry. For example a screw feeder, drum mixer or conveyor, 
These do not present any geometrical difficulty (their size may be a problem 
in terms of N the number of particles to fill the unit). Particle-container 
interactions can be handled in a similar manner to particle-particle contacts. 
Most often the unit wall is fixed so the analysis is simpler, eg deformation 
of hopper walls is neglected.
3.5 Particle Size and Shape
A major potential advantage of DE models is that they can handle the effects 
of particle shape and size directly; however, modelling non-spherical 
particles can present significant problems. This is in marked contrast to the 
comments above about the container geometry. Most granular systems have some 
polydispersity in particle size. Campbell et al (1993) have shown that even a 
small polydisperity can significantly effect the packing structure. Langston 
et al (1995a) have also shown this for packing 2D discs in a silo, see 
Fig.3.11, which is for a uniform 10% variation in particle diameter. Other 
distributions could easily be used, such as "log-normal" which is probably the 
most generally applicable to real granular systems. Some industrial processes 
may include handling multi-modal mixtures, eg a set of large particles, and a 
set of fines. This can lead to segregation during handling and storage leading 
to undesirable product quality, or handling problems such as erratic flow. The 
DE method is ideal for simulation of these effects, unlike the continuum 
models.
Most DEM studies to date model discs in 2D and spheres in 3D, but some 
research groups are making efforts to investigate other shapes. The contact 
identification is more complex here as is the force analysis. The 3D analysis
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Fig. 3.11 Effect of polydispersity on the packing structure. In a monosized 
system a crystalline structure is set up. With only 10% polydispersity it is 
more amorphous.
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is even more complex for non-spheres both in terms of contact determination 
and in the equations of momentum which determine the variation of orientation 
with time. (3D angular motion is complex - see Fincham (1992)). Hogue (1993) 
uses a general method of specifying radii with angle for 2D particles. The 
necessity for such a general representation is debatable. Mustoe & DePoorter
(1993) use an elliptical equation to model 2D shapes which looks quite 
efficient. Other shapes which have been considered include "end-rounded 
cylinders" and squares. Basically the choice of shape depends on the 
application and the requirement of the model. For most compact particles a 
softened sphere analysis, such as using the Continuous Interaction model, is 
probably reasonable to simulate flow, especially since with spheres more 
particles can be modelled within a given runtime. This effectively introduces 
"averaging" into the model. For needle shaped particles the elongated shape 
needs to be modelled explicitly. This could be modelled as a single cylinder 
or with several spheres "stuck together". Some studies may want to investigate 
shape in detail on a small scale. The consequences of the shape on the small 
scale might then be scaled up. For instance if small cubes are being handled 
the effects of tessellation may be significant. Fig 3. 12 shows an example 2D 
non-disc simulation from Walton (1983).
Another important feature of granular material is that of attrition and 
fracture. If data is available on attrition, where the particle is "worn away" 
under various loads and movement, this can be incorporated in the model to 
reduce the particle size. In such a model it is reasonable to maintain the 
same particle shape and ignore the fines produced from the attrition. With 
fracture, however, the consequences for residual particles is not so 
straightforward. Data may be available on particle breakup under force, but 
the shape and size distribution of the products is difficult to classify in 
such a model. Ouwerkerk (1991) has used TRUBAL to model the bulk strength of a 
2D disc asgembjLy as a function of single particle properties as shown in Fig. 
3.13. Ning^has used TRUBAL to model fragmentation of agglomerates due to 
impact as shown in Fig. 3.14. The introduction of a time dependent granule 
shape/volume is an exciting challenge for future DE studies.
3.6 Stress Analysis
The author has undertaken a detailed study of internal and wall stresses in 
hopper flow using a Newtonian DE method - Langston et al (1995a). The critical 
consideration here is the calculation of bulk stresses from "point" contact 
forces. For the walls this was reasonably straightforward : sum the
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Fig. 3.12 Walton (1983) 2D non-disc simulation of shale flow. Shows positions 
and velocity vectors.
4 3
Fig. 3.13 Ouwerkerk (1991) modelling of assembly bulk strength. Two 
consecutive 2D TRUBAL simulations. The thickness of the lines is proportional 
to contact forces and broken particles are numbered in order of breakage.
4 4
Fig. 3. 14 Fragmentation of polydisperse agglomerates due to impact. 
(Figure supplied by Zemin Ning, Surrey University).
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particle-wall contact forces over small elements of the wall and divide by the 
area, both for normal and tangential forces. Fig. 3. 15 shows an example of 
simulation of wall stresses for a discharging 2D hopper. Chapter 6 considers 
this in more detail.
The internal distributions of the normal and tangential bulk stresses have 
been calculated by adopting a local averaging technique that works on the 
values of the normal and tangential contact force vectors at various "probe" 
points within the particle assembly. The information thus generated is 
analogous to the experimental measurements obtained by placing force 
transducer pills at different positions within the bulk; see for example Perry 
and Handley (1967). Normal and shear stresses for each probe point are 
calculated as described in chapter 7. Fig. 3. 16 shows an example of the 
internal normal stress in a 2D discharging hopper.
3.7 Concluding Remarks
Distinct Element models are being increasingly used for investigating powder 
and granular problems. They can be used in a predictive manner to test the 
effects of a certain design or design alterations, for instance in discharge 
rate and composition from a hopper with the introduction of inserts. 
Alternatively they can be used in a more fundamental manner to enhance 
understanding and possibly explain existing phenomena, as well as to develop 
more soundly based theoretical models of the granular state.
4 6
Fig. 3.15 Wall stress in a 2D discharging hopper. Line lengths are 
proportional to simulated wall stress, normal and tangential.
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Fig. 3.16 Internal normal stress in a 2D discharging hopper. Shows vertical 
and horizontal stress at "probe" points in simulation. Line lengths are 
proportional to stress (reorientated slightly for clarity).
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4. Particle - Particle Interaction Model
4.1 Introduction
There are two fundamentally different approaches in the literature on 
Newtonian granular dynamics. The first uses the contact mechanics approach to 
model as closely as possible the microcontact physics of interacting spheres;
see for example Thornton and Yin (1991). The second approach uses a simple
spring constant (Hooke’s law) on the basis that this is the simplest 
mathematical relationship which keeps the particles apart. This thesis 
incorporates both of these methods but a major aspect has been the use of the 
Continuous Interaction curve widely used in Molecular and Colloidal 
simulation. There are two aspects to consider here : validity and computer
runtime. In other words how realistic is the model application and how long 
does it take to calculate the results ?
In quasi-static flows, it has been possible to simulate the behaviour of an 
assembly of particles through a very short duration of motion (typically of 
the order of a fraction of a second) using micro-contact mechanics algorithms. 
The major drawback associated with applying the above simulation techniques to 
hopper discharge problems is the very short period of time of bulk flow that 
can be followed due to the emphasis placed on reproducing the behaviour of 
individual particle contacts on a distance scale several orders of magnitude 
smaller than the particle diameter. Consequently, the time steps necessary to 
perform the simulation must be much smaller than the interparticle contact 
duration. To use this approach to simulate hopper flows would require an
unrealistically large number of time steps, beyond the capability of most
present day computers if it is to be performed on a routine basis.
In this thesis methods are employed which allow simulation of the hopper 
filling and discharge events over time periods comparable with practical 
application. This is achieved by utilising softer interparticle interactions 
which decay on the same distance scale as the prevailing particle size, in 
contrast to the previous treatments which concentrate on interaction distance 
scales of the order of the interparticle contact diameter (typically several 
orders of magnitude less than the particle size). The softer interactions have 
been employed on all three (Cl, Hertz & Hooke) normal force curves.
The other aspect is validity. One of the main proposals of this thesis is that 
hopper flow is largely controlled by geometrical aspects of the particles
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(rather like a traffic flow problem), and only weakly on their continuum 
material properties such as elastic modulus. Most granular systems are 
non-spherical, rough, possibly frangible etc. Is it therefore appropriate, 
indeed relevant, to model micro-contact physics in detail ? The simulation 
here is aimed at incorporating the dominant physics in a simple approach as is 
realistic. The results described in chapter 6 & 7 show that the Cl approach 
reproduces hopper flow phenomena in a realistic manner.
In the category of "soft" interactions Sakaguchi & Ozaki (1993) and Thompson & 
Grest (1991) and others have used Hooke's law (linear spring constant particle 
stiffness during contact). This is a feasible method for hopper flow but it is 
considered that the continuous interaction method used here is a more faithful 
representation of the true microstructural physics. The stiffness of this 
analytical form increases as the particles "overlap" increases. As the 
particles impinge more into the "forbidden zone" the "correcting" force 
increases and this reduces excessive particle overlap under high loads. 
Sakaguchi also uses a tangential spring constant which is not as realistic as 
the Mindlin et al (1953) analytical form used here.
Before describing the details of the computational model, it is important to 
establish here that a critical aspect of the granular flows addressed in the 
present study is the inclusion of a contact frictional force algorithm which 
allows the modelling of interparticle and particle-wall friction in static and 
flowing granular materials. The force models used here have been developed at 
a simple level deliberately, without the inclusion of the effects of surface 
forces such as Van der Waals, capillary or electrostatic forces which are 
believed to be not significant in dealing with flows of coarse granular 
materials ; see Tüzün (1987). The approach is capable of refinement to include 
interparticle forces as well as friction.
4.2 Normal Elastic Interaction
4.2.1 Continuous Interaction
The computational technique used is essentially the molecular dynamics method 
(MD) which in its usual form involves a numerical integration of Newton’s 
equations of motion describing a system of N particles. The first MD 
calculations were carried out in late 1950’s using hard sphere particles 
(billiard balls). Rahman (1964) performed the first MD simulations of 
continuous potential particles, applying the technique to liquid argon. Since 
then the technique has been applied to many phenomena and systems in the
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gaseous, liquid and solid states. The particles simulated in this study have 
solely repulsive interactions decaying as r where r is the centre to centre 
separation distance between the particles. A similar system ( r ) called 
the soft-sphere potential is frequently used as a model reference fluid in MD 
computations. For example Cape and Woodcock (1980) investigated the glass 
transition of the soft sphere fluid and, with some relevance to this work, 
Broughton et al (1981) considered the equation of state of the 2D (r ^^ ) 
system. In fact, there have been many 2D molecular dynamics simulations of 
the liquid and the solid states; see for example Variyar et al (1992) who cite 
a considerable body of work in the field.
The fundamental non-cohesive Cl curve is given by ;
n
0(r) = e ( d/r ) (4.1)
where 0 (r) is the potential energy between two particles with centre to
centre distance of r and of diameter d is called the soft sphere potential. 
This form has found much application in liquid state statistical mechanics. 
The case of n = 12, for example, has been particularly investigated as it is 
the high temperature limit of the Lennard-Jones Potential.
The main use of the potentials of the generic form in eqn(4.1) has been to 
provide a reference molecule on which perturbation theories of the liquid and 
solid state can be based. Its success has been due to the fact that the 
microstructure of liquids and solids is mainly determined by the excluded 
volume of the molecules which is well represented by the form in eqn(4. 1). 
Real molecules have attractive components to the pair potential and their 
properties have been treated successfully as a perturbation expansion about 
those of the soft sphere phase. The simplicity of its analytic form confers 
simple scaling behaviour onto its thermodynamic (see Hoover et al (1971)) and 
transport behaviour; Ashurst and Hoover (1975). In this study of hopper flow, 
the role of the continuous potential is mainly to provide for the excluded 
volume effects of the particles. The hard sphere interaction is the limit 
n =» co; however, the value chosen for most simulations here is n = 36 which is 
sufficiently large not to influence significantly the flow behaviour of the 
granular assembly. Recent simulations comparing hard spheres ( n = oo ) and n = 
36 spheres have shown their physical properties to be essentially identical; 
see Borgelt and Hoheisel (1989). The normal force between the particles is 
given by ;
= - 50 / 5r (4.2)
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All length scales used in the present program are in units of particle size, d 
and the mass of the hopper contents is scaled in units of particle mass, m. 
The scaling behaviour for these interactions is made more specific for the 
present work than is generally the case for soft sphere fluids by setting the 
interaction force at a separation r = d equal to the gravitational force on 
the particle, i.e. :
mg = n G ( d / r )^ . r  ^ (4.3)
where r = d. Therefore the interaction parameter, e in eqn(4. 1), can be 
expressed in terms of the gravitational constant, g as follows :
e = dmg / n (4.4)
This is a new potential form from which unit force is equivalent to the 
gravitational force on the particle. In the Cl model the normal force extends 
beyond r > d. Hence, some cut-off is required. Initially the particles were 
considered to be non-interacting when r > r^ = 1.2d, where is negligible.
Variations on r^ have been tested, as described later.
Again, going beyond a simple molecular picture, we can relate m to d through 
the density of the partie 
the disc particle, then :
cle, p. as m = tc d^pl / 4 where 1 is the thickness of
G = 71 d^ p 1 g / 4n . (4.5)
The time scale for the program is in units of d ( m / g  n )^ ^^  or using
eqn(4.4), dg^ '^ .^ One program unit of time is equal to 10 ( d / mm ms. The
granular temperature is in units of en / kg where kg is the Boltzmann constant 
or equivalently, dmg / kg. The term "temperature" is used in this work with 
some reservation as the movements of the particles (to which a temperature is 
ascribed) are derived from the physical agitation of the particles at the 
start of the filling stage of the hopper. This is not related to the actual 
thermodynamic temperature of the particles.
The exponent n in the normal interaction curve was fixed at the value 36 in 
the simulations initially. This value was taken as a compromise between 
reasonable particle hardness for geometrical accuracy and sufficient 
compliance to allow a reasonably large time interval based on earlier studies 
on colloidal systems (Melrose & Heyes 1993). The value of n was varied in some
simulations later to assess the effect it has on the kinematics, bulk density
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and wall stress profiles. The value of n=36 generally reproduces the most
realistic bulk flow phenomena such as shear rupture zones and velocity
profiles (see chapter 7 for further discussion of results).
4.2.2 Hertzian Interaction
An analysis of the normal interaction of spheres was undertaken by Hertz from 
the fundamental physics of contact mechanics and has been described by Johnson
(1985). The equation is as follows :
* q/9= 4/3 E Vb ( d - r )'" “ (4.5)
1/E* = (l-y^)/E^ + (4.7)
1/R = 1/R^ + l/R^ (4.8)
where E is Young’s modulus, and v is Poisson’s ratio, subscripts 1 & 2 
indicate particles 1 and 2. Appendix E illustrates some interesting scaling 
features of the Hertz equation, namely that it is not independent of scale.
4.2.3. Hooke’s Law
This is the simplest relationship and is as follows :
F^ = k ( d - r ) (4.9)
where k is a stiffness constant.
4.2.4. Summary
Figure 4.1 compares the three normal force curves for different constants. As 
can be seen they have a distinctly different dependence on the separation 
distance r. (The forces are normalised so that unit force equals mg, the 
product of particle mass and gravitational acceleration.) Hence adjustment of 
the constants can achieve agreement only over a limited range of r. In all 
three cases the constants used in this study resulted in stiffnesses that are 
quite soft when compared to real elastic constants. For example the values 
used for bulk modulus in Fig 4. 1 are 10^-10^ times smaller than for most 
typical particles. The respective normal stiffnesses are given by the 
derivatives (-5F/5r) :
k^^ = (n+l)F^/r = en(n+l)/r^ . (d/r)^ (4.10)
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Continuous, Hertz and Spring Reactions
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B
300
E=15000
: k=21000
: E=50000 \200
: n=144
100
; n=36
0 1.11.098
r / d
Fig. 4.1 A comparison between the normal force equations of the : Continuous 
Interaction (n=36, 144) ; Hertz (E=15000, 50000) ; and Hooke law (k=21000) ;
as a function of particle separation.
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k„ . = 3F./2(d-r) = 2eV r * (d-r)‘^ ^ (4.11)Hertz N
^Hooke = FN/(d-r) = k (4.12)
A significant feature of the Cl form is that it becomes appreciably stiffer 
with greater overlap d-r. Also the Hertz and Hooke interactions both go to 
zero at r=d (ie F^=0). As described above, the Cl curve extends beyond this, 
ie F^ is finite for r>d. This was found to be significant for generating shear 
rupture zones as described in chapter 7.
4.3 Tangential Friction Interaction
This section describes how the frictional forces are calculated.
4.3.1 Mindlin Friction
The model calculates the relative displacement, 6, of the interacting 
(contacting) surfaces within each time step and accumulates the total
displacement, 5^ , between the surfaces from the time they initially came into 
contact. The variation of the frictional force, F^ , prior to gross sliding
(see below) between surfaces is calculated using a modification of the
Amonton's Law (F^= F^) first proposed by Mindlin et al (1953).
F^ = ^ F ( 1 - ( 1 - I I / a )3/2 ) (4.13)F N ' F ' max
If I a I > a , then I a I = a* F ‘ max • F * max
If I a I exceeds a , then sliding occurs (i.e. so-called gross sliding) and' F ' max
a^  does not increase. It should be noted that, in the model, the friction 
force, F^ does not depend on whether a^ is increasing or decreasing; i.e any 
hyteresis in the tangential loading and unloading is ignored. If the contact 
is broken ( i.e. when r > r^  ) then a^  is set to zero and all memory of that 
contact is lost.
It is important to appreciate that although equ 4. 13 has the same analytical
form as Mindlin’s original derivation for microcontacts, the distance scales
of a and a here are several orders of magnitude greater. TheF max
implementation here is to model quite different physical processes. Rather 
than elastic-plastic deformation of a micron sized contact, here the 
tangential force represents elastic-plastic deformation of the local
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microstructure region of a particle.
Various relationships between ô and the normal interaction were explored.max
In this study the maximum displacement before the onset of gross sliding is 
given by :
a = C . jLi F (initial model) (4.14a)max F N
a = a_ a (improved model) (4.14b)max
is the average tangential compliance. In the initial version of the model 
(Langston et al 1994) it was assumed to be a constant and was input to the 
model by the user. The compliance varies as the tangential load is applied and 
as a increases along the Mindlin curve. The average compliance was taken as 
the ratio a /F at the instant of gross sliding. However, subsequentmax F
analysis resulted in an improved model which uses a constant ratio a^  ^ to
relate a to the normal displacement ô as described in the next section, max n
4.3.2 Coupling Tangential Reaction to Normal Reaction
An important feature of this work is the use of a continuous softened
interaction to model the normal forces between contacting particles. One of
the advantages of this approach is that it enables large simulation time steps
to be taken when compared with, eg Thornton (1991). Clearly the tangential
interactions at particle contacts must be related to the softened normal
interactions. The stiffness of the Mindlin curve is determined by the
tangential displacement for the onset of gross sliding, ie this scales the
entire Mindlin curve. If ô is determined from contact mechanics then themax
time step would have to be very small just as if the Hertz formula was used
for normal interactions. In the initial model Cp is a constant during the
simulation independent of F., hence ô « F.. . Subsequent to this a moreN max N
detailed analysis of the contact mechanics equations of Hertz and Mindlin has
revealed that C„ is dependent on the normal load and is not a constant. Usingr
these equations it is shown that at the limit of gross sliding for elastic
spherical particles the ratio of tangential displacement to normal
displacement is a constant. This new result is derived in Appendix A. The
analysis gives :
0 „ =  Ô / Ô =0.5fi (2-y) / (1-y) (4.15)R max n
where ju is the coefficient of friction and y is Poisson’s ratio. Hence for an 
elastic material where p=0.6 and y=0.3 we have 6^=0.73.
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Hence it is more rigorous for a constant ratio of tangential to normal
displacement to be specified, and for the model to use this ratio to calculate
Ô to scale the Mindlin curve. The relationship between the tangential max
force-displacement state and the normal force-displacement state is then the 
same in the model as in the equations of contact mechanics for elastic 
particles and can be determined from the material properties of Poisson’s 
ratio and friction coefficient. The ratio of tangential-normal displacement 5^ 
is an input parameter (one value for particle-particle contact and one for 
particle-wall contact). The parameter 6^  ^ can be computed from equation 4.15 
(which is not coded in the program) if required or another more arbitrary 
value can be used.
If a particle undergoes normal compression after it has experienced tangential 
motion, then the algorithm employed could model an unrealistic energy gain 
(neglecting effects of contact damping which are described next). Appendix C 
shows how the model ensures that there is no energy gain at the contact during 
tangential motion.
4.4 Contact Damping
In order to allow for energy dissipation through mechanical work at the
contact zone, contact damping is incorporated in both the normal and 
tangential directions. The algorithm is based on an approximation to a second 
order system :
mx + c x + k x  = F (4.16)
where c is the damping constant and k is the current contact stiffness. The 
critical value of damping c = 2 4 mk . The damping constant c is related to 
the critical damping c by the use of a damping ratio which is chosen to 
reflect the real elastic response of typical particles; see for example 
Thornton and Randall (1988). Accordingly, the damping force at any instant is 
given by F = -cx for both the normal and tangential components of the
relative velocity. It is also worth noting here that when gross sliding
occurs, it is assumed that the Amonton’s Law of Friction applies ( i.e.
Fp=pF^) which relates the tangential and normal contact stresses allowing for 
the frictional dissipation to take over. In this limiting case, therefore, no 
tangential damping force is explicitly applied although it is implicitly there 
via Amonton’s Law of Friction. Another common method of representing damping
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is by the coefficient of restitution. Campbell et al (1993) relate these for 
a linear 2nd order system. Appendix B here shows a fundamental derivation (not 
taken from any references) which gives a slightly different result.
It is emphasised that contact damping is a real phenomenon and should not be 
confused with the modelling feature of global damping often used to retard a 
system and bring it to steady state and also damp out spurious algorithmic 
oscillations from stiff interactions. (Chapter 5 shows how this feature is 
incorporated, but it has not been necessary to use it in this study). If the 
features of a static assembly of particles are important then more research is 
required to establish the damping physics at low relative velocities more 
accurately.
4.5 Particle-Wall Interactions
The interaction of a particle with the hopper wall is modelled in the same 
manner as a particle-particle contact, except that the wall is stationary. For 
computational convenience, it is assumed that a particle can have only one 
contact with the hopper wall at any moment. This is quite reasonable in terms 
of the macroscopic results of the simulation, even if in the corners of the 
silo it is possible for a single particle to touch the wall at two points. The 
model uses different data constants for particle-wall interaction and 
particle-particle interactions.
4.6 Polydispersity.
Campbell et al (1993) have shown that uniform discs can give rise to special 
geometrical effects, eg the packing arrangement can build up ordered 
"crystalline" stress patterns. In order to reduce this and to mimic more 
closely real granular materials, particle size polydispersity was introduced 
into the model. The range of particle diameters. Ad, is specified and the 
model uses random numbers, n^ , to calculate each particle diameter sampling 
from a uniform distribution :
d . = d - Ad n (4.17)J m r
where d^ is the maximum particle diameter. Figure 3.11 shows an example of 
particle packing in the lower part of a 2D silo for Ad=0.1 d^ and compares it 
with an example of Ad=0.0 (mono-sized particles). These illustrate how the
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polydispersity reduces the tendency to form an ordered structure and gives 
rise to a more amorphous structure which is closer to real granular systems. 
It is generally considered that 10% polydispersity in 2D is sufficient to 
prevent structured packing, and even less in 3D.
The previous equations in this section have been written for a mono-sized
system where all d=1.0 in the reduced units. These equations have been applied
in the model using the average particle diameter in any two particle
combination. For instance, if 10% polydispersity is used a particle could have
0.9 < d. < 1.0. Then d = (d + d )/ 2.J 1
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5. Hopper Model Development
5.1 Introduction
This section describes how the analytical forms chosen for the particle forces 
are utilised to simulate the assembly behaviour.
5.2 Particle Assembly Updating Scheme
5.2.1 Numerical Integration
The model simulates the flow of discs in a two dimensional (2D) hopper and 
spheres in a three dimensional axial symmetric hopper using an explicit time 
stepping numerical integration of the forces acting on the discs. At every 
time step, At, the model calculates the resultant force and moment acting on 
each particle and hence generates its linear and angular accelerations. 
Numerical integration of the velocities produces the positions and 
orientations of the particles for the next time step. All contact and 
gravitational forces on a particle are summed at each time step to provide the 
linear acceleration on each particle. The tangential forces give rise to 
moments on the particles which are summed to form the angular acceleration. An 
appropriate modification of the Verlet algorithm was used :
\  . At/2 = \_At/2 * (5 la)
" Fft1 ’X  =  - - p  X  (5.1b)t m t
which describe the linear motion of particles, where /3 is the global damping 
constant which is set to zero in the current study because the explicit 
contact damping terms discussed above were found sufficient to achieve rapid 
stabilization of the particle assembly during the filling stage of the hopper. 
Similar expressions are used to calculate the resultant moments and the polar 
moment of inertia associated with angular motion. Particle positions are 
updated according to :
+ At = + At/2 • lit (S.lc)
The Verlet algorithm has been used extensively in the simulation literature 
and has been found to be extremely stable under a wide range of applications 
including non-equilibrium conditions analogous to the present study; see for
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example Fincham and Heyes (1985),
5.2.2 Near-Neighbour List
Without any special particle interaction book keeping scheme, the
computational time is proportional to the square of the number of particles in
the hopper. This would seriously limit the number of particles that can be
considered in the simulation. ,Moreover, the objectives of the present study
would not be served effectively by considering such small systems. In order
to increase the number of particles, N, in the simulation I have employed a
near neighbour list book keeping scheme used widely by the molecular
simulation community. Periodically, the program records those particles with
a separation distance less than a critical value r^ which is somewhat larger
than the interaction cut-off r. (section 4.2.1). I have use r = 1.55r. in the1 0 1
present study. For the following time steps, only those particles within the 
near-neighbour list are searched to obtain the particle interactions. The 
neighbour list tables are updated when there is a possibility of a particle 
having traversed between the outer radius r^ and the inner radius r^ ; see 
Haile (1992). The simulation algorithm does not therefore miss any particle 
combinations that interact.
5.2.3 Zone Method
Even with the near-neighbour list scheme every so often all combinations of 
particles would have to be tested. To avoid this a method of geometrical zones 
has been employed. The hopper is divided into square (2D) or cubic (3D) 
regions of sidelength r^ (the outer radius of the neighbour list search 
region). When the program sets up the neighbour list it first assigns each 
particle to a zone and then tests for "nearness" against other particles in 
that zone and adjacent zones. As before the neighbour lists are recompiled 
when the maximum distance travelled by any particle is (r\-r^)/2 where r^ is 
the particle interaction cut-off distance.
Fig. 5.1 illustrates the near neighbour list scheme and Fig. 5.2 the zoneing 
method to increase computer efficiency.
5.3 Hopper Geometry, Filling and Discharging Scenarios
5.3.1 Scenaro 1
Fig.5.3(a) shows the 2D hopper geometry modelled, the initial particle 
positions and the subsequent flow. Both the wedge-shaped and flat-bottomed 
containers were modelled, the ■ former giving rise to the so-called mass flow
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A B
I’i = fc (Ra + Rb )
Tr = 1.2 for Cl model
= 1.0 for Hertz & Hooke models
ro = 1.55 ri all models
Fig. 5.1 Near neighbour list scheme to reduce CPU time for contact 
determination. All particle pairs with separation less than r^ are 
interacting. All particle pairs with separation less than r^ are tested for 
possible interaction in future timesteps until any particle has an accumulated 
movement of (r^-r^) when the neighbour list is recompiled. R is the particle 
radius.
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Fig. 5.2 Hopper zoning scheme to reduce CPU time for contact determination. 
When the neighbour lists are compiled only particle-pairs in the same or 
neighbour zones are tested. The zones are squares (2D) or cubes (3D) with 
sidelength equal to the neighbour list search radius r^ .
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Fig. 5.3 Simulation of hopper fill and discharge : (a) "En Masse" used for
initial runs, particles dropped en masse; (b) "Gradual" used for later runs,
particles added at top over a period.64
(MF) condition and the latter representing the funnel-flow (FF) case.
As seen in Fig.5.3(a), the particles are arranged initially in a hexagonally 
close - packed array (as it is the most efficient packing in a 2D assembly) 
near the top of the hopper with random velocities scaled to an input granular 
"temperature". These particles are allowed to fall under gravity in the 
absence of the interstitial fluid, all the time interacting between themselves 
and with the walls if contact should be made. Eventually, due to frictional 
and damping forces, the assembly comes to rest at the base of the hopper. 
During the falling and settling stages, the base of the hopper is closed until 
near steady-state conditions have been achieved. Then the base is opened and 
the particles are allowed to flow out of the hopper under gravity. It should 
be noted that no periodic boundary conditions are used in this model, in 
contrast to many molecular simulations in the literature.
5.3.2 Scenario 2
It is considered that the en masse method of filling the model hopper, as just 
described, produces an unrealistic arrangement of particles unrepresentative 
for most hopper applications. For instance this would impart much larger
stresses on the walls on impact (as is shown in the simulations). It is also
noted that the literature on hopper wall stresses divides the scenario into two 
regimes : (i) filling and static (which are treated as a single event); (ii)
discharging. There is no distinction between the filling process and the 
static full situation. Hence the en masse fill method is not realistic and the 
filling process needs to be more gradual.
Hence the model filling process was modified to introduce a few particles at a 
time at the top of the hopper over a longer time period as shown in Figure
5.3b. This process is closer to the way particles are in fact delivered into
hoppers, for example by pneumatic conveying or a conveyor belt. This makes a 
significant difference to the static wall stress profile as is shown in 
chapter 6. With en masse filling, the wall stress is essentially equivalent to 
the hydrostatic (linear) case, whereas with gradual filling it is exponential 
as found in practice. The gradual fill method gives a more unidirectional 
stress field as described in chapter 6.
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5.4 The 3D Model
The 3D model has been developed along the same lines as the 2D version. It 
simulates polydisperse non-cohesive spheres filling a closed cone-cylinder 
hopper (gradual method), settling to a near static state and then discharging 
under gravity when the orifice is opened. Most of the analysis is similar to 
the 2D model except that it is concerned with an xyz co-ordinate geometry. The 
"novel" aspect is in the modelling of friction. Fig. 5.4 illustrates the 
filling and discharge of the 3D hopper.
5.4.1 Friction Algorithm
There is little detail in literature on 3D friction^algorithms. Johnson (1985) 
describes the work of Lubkin,and of Deresiewiez, and of Hetanyi & McDonald, 
who have investigated certain features of pure spin and particular cases of 
spin and rolling. Tanaka & Tsuji (1993) and Thornton & Yin (1991) model 3D 
friction but few details are presented in the references. The method described 
here has been developed from the 2D model largely from first principles.
The model uses the Mindlin equation as in the 2D case. The most complex
feature is the calculation of the contact tangential displacement ôp, which is 
now a vector in 3D. The algorithm goes through the following steps:
(i) calculate contact co-ordinates
(ii) calculate the velocity of each particle’s point of contact ;
X  + w * R (linear + angular x radial vector product)
(iii) calculate the contact tangential displacement in the current time
interval, 6, from the relative velocities of the two particles’
contact points
(ivj accumulate the displacement vector to the displacement from
previous time steps
= Sp + s
(v) project ôp onto the plane perpendicular to the line of the
particle centres but maintain the same magnitude
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(vi) reduce the magnitude of ôp if it exceeds 6^^^, ie if gross sliding 
occurs
(vii) calculate the magnitude of the friction force from the magnitude 
of ôp using Mindlin ; the direction of the friction force vector 
is determined from the displacement vector.
The above algorithm neglects the effects of particle spin (rotation about the 
line of the particle centres). There are two effects here. Torsional friction 
will set up a torsional moment about this axis, but as the area of contact for 
spheres will be very small the moment will also be very small. Spin may also 
affect the direction and magnitude of the tangential displacement vector ôp. 
It was considered that these are likely to be second-order effects and have 
not been included at this stage of model development.
5.4.2 Particle Motion
The contact forces are vectorially summed for each particle and the linear 
acceleration calculated at each time step. The moment G acting on each 
particle from each tangential force F.p is calculated from the vector product 
of the particle radius and force :
G = R * F^
These are vectorially summed for all contacts on the particle and the angular 
accelerations then calculated. The Verlet algorithm is used to calculate the 
particle motion as in the 2D simulation.
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Fig. 5.4 3D simulation of hopper (gradual) fill and discharge.
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6. Si m u l a t i o n o f Di s c h a r g e Ra t e a n d Wa l l  St r e s s
6.1 Introduction
The most important engineering parameters in general, and those which have 
been most established in terms of prediction methods, are the mass discharge 
rate and the wall stress - see Beverloo and Rose & Tanaka equations and 
continuum differential slice force balance method in chapter 2. Hence in order 
to establish confidence in the model these parameters were investigated first.
A large number of filling-discharge simulations were carried out with varying 
hopper half-angles, orifice widths, internal and wall angles of friction 
covering a range of values typical for practical installations. A number of 
runs with different initial start conditions (e.g. drop height) were also 
undertaken to assess the statistical variations in the results. Although there 
were localised fluctuations, the overall behaviour and conclusions were 
unaffected.
These simulations were undertaken in two stages. The initial stage (Langston 
et al 1994) used a 2D model with monodisperse discs and en masse filling and a 
simplified Mindlin equation as described in chapters 4 & 5. The second stage 
(Langston et al 1995a) improved the filling process, the use of Mindlin, 
incorporated polydispersity and developed a 3D version. The principal data is 
shown in Tables 6.1 & 6.2 for the two stages respectively.
A reduced system of units is used based on unit values of the maximum particle
diameter, d^ , the maximum particle mass, m^ , and the gravitational
acceleration, g. The reduced time units are then given by, t = (tVg/d)^^,
where, t, is the time in reduced units and the subscript SI indicates
parameters in SI units. The filling analysis was run until, t = 50, and the
discharge until, t = 100. The time step used was. At = 0.001. With 1 cm
particles for example, the real time of experiment is 3.2 sec and the real
-5time step is 3.2 x 10 sec which is considered small enough for sufficient 
accuracy.
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Parameter Main value variatons
Hopper diameter D 17
Orifice diameter B 5 2 3 5 7 10
Half-angle (deg) a 90, 19 30 50 70
Number of particles N 1000
Diameter dispersion Ad 0. 0
Internal friction M 0. 3 0.0 0.6
Wall friction 
Internal damping y
0. 3 
0. 1
0.0 0.6
Wall damping 0. 5
Normal interaction n 36
index
Time interval At 0. 001
Time orifice open 
Time simulation stop
topen
t . stop
50.
100.
Reduced units d^=1.0 upper limit of particle diameter
m =1.0 particle mass at d=1.0 m
g =1.0 gravitational acceleration 
To convert to real time units reduced time units should be multiplied by 
/ (d/g); for example if the analysis considers 1 cm discs falling vertically 
100 reduced time units represents 3.2 secs.
Table 6.1 Principal Simulation Data - Stage I
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Parameter 2D 3D
Hopper diameter D 17 14
Orifice diameter B 10 9
Half-angle (deg) a 90, 19 90, 19
Number of particles N 2000 8000
Diameter dispersion Ad 0. 1 0. 1
Internal friction 0.6 0. 6
Wall friction 0. 3 0.3
T angent-normal ^R as eqn.4. 15 as eqn.4.15
displacement ratio
Damping ratio y 0. 5 0. 5
Normal interaction n 36 36
index
Time interval At 0. 001 0. 001
Time orifice open topen 150. 50.
Time simulation stop tstop 200. 75.
Variations on the above are shown in the figures of the results.
Reduced units : see Table 6.1
Table 6.2 Principal Simulation Data - Stage II
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6.2 Prediction of Discharge Rate
The initial simulations were concerned with monodisperse particles in 20 
hoppers.
6.2.1 Dependence on Material Head
Figs. 6.1 and 6.2 show the discharge rate variation for the wedge-shaped and 
the flat-bottomed 2D hopper types as they are batch discharged under a falling 
material head in the hopper. The configurations were set up with a 
sufficiently high H/D ratio to test how flow rate W varies with H. The 
results show that W is effectively constant with minor fluctuations which 
agrees well with general observations on hoppers as well as with the continuum 
theories of hopper flow such as the Hour-Glass Theory (Davidson and Nedderman 
1973). The discharge rate is seen to reduce somewhat when the material head H 
becomes rather small ; i.e H a D.
6.2.2 Friction Effects
The effects of internal and wall friction on the discharge rate for the 2D 
hoppers is illustrated in Fig.6.3. Fig.6.3(b) shows the plots of the 
fractional discharge versus time from the flat - bottomed hopper for different 
combinations of internal and wall friction coefficients. The predicted curve 
for a fluid is also shown here. Similarly, Fig.6.3(a) shows a log/log plot of 
the discharge rate W against the material head in the hopper. Quite clearly, 
setting the internal friction coefficient to zero in the simulation produces a 
head dependence of the discharge rate which is similar to that found with 
fluids; i.e W a H . It is believed that the agreement with fluid behaviour 
would have been even closer had the particle size chosen been smaller, 
resulting in a much greater number of particles and a closer approach to the 
continuum limit. In the limit of infinitely small discs, this discrete 
particle effect should disappear completely. Increased values of the 
coefficients of friction, more noticeably of internal friction, result in a 
transition from fluid-like to granular flow, giving rise to the observed 
independence of the discharge rate on the material head.
6.2.3 Dependence on Orifice Width
Figs. 6.4(a) and (b) show how the discharge rates vary with the hopper outlet 
width B for each hopper type for the system of particles where ju = ii^ = 0.3. 
In the case of B = 2, the flow rate was zero after a small number of particles 
had discharged due to "geometric arching" at the orifice. The flow was found 
more steady when B 2: 3.5. These results conform closely with the experimental 
observations reported in earlier literature. The simulation results presented 
here are compared with a modification of the Beverloo et al (1961) correlation
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(a ) Tim e = 50
(d)
(e)
I
(b ) Time = 70 (c ) Time = 90
l.Or-
0.6
0.4
0.2
100
Discharge fraction Y  vs lime X
10020
Discharge rate n/dt Y vs time X
Fig. 6.1 2D Funnel Flow hopper discharge - shows constant discharge rate with 
falling head. '
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(a ) Tim e = 50 (b ) Time =  70 (c ) Time = 90
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Discharge fraction Y  vs time X
(e)
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Discharge rate n/dt Y  vs lime X
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Fig. 6.2 2D Mass Flow hopper discharge shows 
falling head.
constant discharge rate with
7 4
wF = fluid case (slope = 0.5)00j^=0,^.= 8.3
30 = 0.3 033 = 0.3 0.3
66 =  0.6 0.6
logio H (head)
(b)
0.7X. 0.6Mis 0.5•g
g  0.4c
-  0.3
i*  0.2
0.1
Time t
Fig. 6.3 Effect of friction on discharge rate of 2D FF hopper - demonstrates 
how increasing internal and wall friction reduces rate and makes it head 
independent unlike zero friction case.
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Funnel flow hopper
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Orifice size B
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(c)
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Mass flow
—  Theory Mass flow hopper o Model40
SIP
6 8 1040 2
Funnel hopper
 Theoryo Model
Theory: modified Beverloo/Rose and Tanaka
20 40 60  80Hopper half-angle (°)
Fig. 6.4 Variation of discharge rate from 2D hopper vvif/jthe orifice size and 
hopper half-angle.
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for a slot orifice of length L and width B and incorporating the Rose and 
Tanaka (1959) factor for mass flow as described in Section 2.2. In a true 2D 
system as in these simulations, the discharge rate will be given for per unit 
slot length L ; and therefore the term (L - k^d) in eqn.2.1 will equivalently 
tend to L. The agreement between the predictions based on theory/experiment 
and the results of the DE simulations is exceptionally good in the case of the 
f lat-bottommed hopper and for the mass flow for all the orifice widths 
investigated.
6.2.4 Effect of the Hopper Half-angle
Fig.6.4(c) shows how the discharge rate increases as the hopper half-angle , a 
decreases from 90° (i.e. flat-bottom) to 19° (within the mass flow regime). 
The agreement between the simulation results and theory is shown to be quite 
good, with both predicting a funnel flow to mass flow transition around a^= 
40-45°. This is quite consistent with the established prediction of the 
internal slip planes based on the Mohr-Coulomb Failure Criterion for granular 
materials described in detail elsewhere; see for example Nedderman (1992) and 
refer to Fig. 6.5.
The later simulations were undertaken on larger polydisperse systems in 2D and 
3D hoppers.
6.2.5 Dependence on Orifice Size
As in the first stage simulations, the discharge rate is constant with falling 
head during discharge for both the 2D and 3D simulation as shown in Fig. 6.6. 
Simulations were undertaken for different orifice diameters for the FF and MF 
hoppers in 2D and 3D and compared with the Beverloo et al / Rose et al 
equations. The agreement is excellent in all cases as shown in Fig.6.6. It has 
also been noted that the discharge rate is statistically indistinguishable for 
different particle stiffnesses and different normal force reactions (Cl, 
Hertz, Hooke). This is because the process is driven by the geometry around 
the orifice region, rather like a traffic flow problem. Hence the model 
behaves realistically over a wide range of outlet size (relative to the hopper 
width D). Empirical evidence shows that B > 6 is necessary to obtain stable 
flow for granular systems, however, because the particles are modelled as 
idealised circular discs and spheres the Beverloo equation holds below this 
value in these simulations. (In the initial study (Langston et al 1994) flow 
continued for B=3.5 and stopped for B=2 with mono sized particles).
6.2.6 Zero-Friction
Some simulations were also carried out with zero internal and wall friction.
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internal yield line
slip plane
sa sp
(Tj , (Tjj major and minor principal compressive stresses
(r mean compressive stress m
<f>^ angle of stagnant zone boundary measured from horizontal 
direction
Fig. 6.5 Internal slip planes in Active and Passive states.
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Discharge rate v orifice size 2D hopper
•  MF simulation 
V FF simulation
—  MF empirical
—  FF empirical
20
0 124 8
(a)
B
Discharge rate v orifice size 3D hopper
160
• MF simulation 
V FF simulation
—  MF empirical
—  FF empirical
120
12
(b)
B
Fig. 6.6 Discharge rate v orifice size for 20 and 30 hoppers with 
polydisperse particles. Shows good agreement with Beverloo .et al & Rose & 
Tanaka equations.
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B DE Continuum
2D 10 60 119
3D 9 210 530
Table 6.3 Initial Discharge Rate FF Zero Friction Hopper
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It is noted that the discharge rate W is higher than the friction cases and 
also somewhat dependent on material head. A comparison with the initial 
hydrostatic discharge rate in Table 6.3 shows that the DE simulation W is 
somewhat lower due to finite size effects. It is envisaged that the results 
would be closer for smaller particles, ie larger N.
6.3 Nature of Flow
According to Fig.6.5, if the stagnant zone boundary in a funnel flow field is 
assumed to be an internal failure (slip) plane, then the angle of the stagnant 
zone boundary is given by 0 = tc/4-0/2 = 35° in the active stress state whichsa Q
corresponds to a critical hopper half angle = 7r/2-0^= 55 . Similarly, in 
the passive stress state the stagnant zone boundary is 0^^= tt/4+0/2 = 55° and 
hence the critical hopper half angle a = tt/2-0 = 35° for the simulationcp S
material with an internal friction coefficient of p = 0.3 . The funnel flow 
boundary angle, inferred from the predictions of discharge rate versus hopper 
half-angle (Fig. 6.4c) appears to lie between these two limiting values and, 
as would be expected, closer to the passive stress state limit. It is believed 
that this is the first time that the mass-to-funnel flow transition hopper 
half angle has been predicted using discrete particle simulation.
The nature of flow in the extreme cases of a = 90° and cc ~ 19° is shown in
Figs. 6.7 and 6.8 respectively. The top two figures identify horizontal layers 
(Y bands) of particles : layer 1 corresponding to 0 < Y < 1 , layer 2
corresponding to 2 < Y < 3 ; etc. at time t = 50 when the orifice is opened.
The subsequent positions of these bands at time t= 60 shows the regions of 
greater and lesser flow in Fig.6.7. It is difficult to define clearly the
precise location of the funnel flow boundary here because of the relatively 
large size of the particles compared to the hopper width. In Fig.6.8, however,
the mass-flow behaviour is observed clearly. The relative magnitudes of the
particle velocity vectors (scaled so that the maximum velocity equals the 
particle radius) in the hopper are also shown in both these figures, which 
also illustrate the types of flow in the two hopper geometries. In Fig.6.7, an
increase in voidage near the orifice is shown which is believed to occur in
practice.
Fig.3.3 shown earlier illustates by means of velocity vectors at a moment
during discharge good examples of funnel flow FF in the flat-bottom hopper 
(silo) and mass flow MF in the 19° hopper. It is also interesting to note how 
the particles are moving in clusters with some stochastic asymmetry. Chapter 7
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Positions and Y bands Time = 60 Positions and Y bands Time = 50
) (c)
Positions and velocities Time = 60
Fig. 6.7 Flow details of 2D FF hopper, (a) shows initial horizontal bands 
labelled and (b) shows their positions at a moment during discharge, (c) shows 
the particle velocity vectors at this time. Funnel Flow nature evident from 
stagnant regions in corners.
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Positions and Y bands Time = 60
Positions and Y bands Time = 50
Positions and velocities Time = 60
Fig. 6.8 Flow details of 2D MF hopper. Scheme as previous figure.
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i (a) n=36
(b) n=72
.(c) n=144
Fig. 6.9 Packing structure. Shows the static assembly near the base of a flat 
bottomed hopper for different values of the Continuous Interaction index. 
Polydisperse particles in 2D and 3D (mid-plane).
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Fig. 6.9 (cont)
investigates internal phenomena in greater detail. Fig.6.9 illustrates the 
different packing structures for variation of the index n in the Cl model for 
both 2D and 3D static assemblies.
6.4 Prediction of Hopper Wall Stress
The simulations were used to calculate the normal and shear stress profiles 
along the hopper walls during both the filling and the discharge stages for 
flat bottom (funnel flow) and mass flow hoppers. The values of the wall 
stresses at different heights were calculated by averaging over a height of 
approximately three particle diameters at a time. In the schematic
representations of the hopper simulations, the magnitude of the normal stress 
component at the wall is represented by the length of a horizontal line. 
Similarly, the magnitude as well as the direction of the shear stress 
component are represented by the length of a vertical line pointing upwards or 
downwards. The direction shown corresponds to that experienced by the hopper 
wall.
The profiles of wall normal stress predicted by the model are compared with 
literature predictions from continuum mechanics theories, such as those of 
Janssen (1895), Walters (1973) and Walker (1967), which make use of 
differential force balances over a cross-sectional slice of the hopper 
contents. (See Nedderman 1992.) The figures show an "A" to indicate the 
theoretical magnitude of normal wall stress for an active state of material, 
and a "P” for a passive state (at bottom left of letter). The "H" indicates 
the hydrostatic prediction. In some instances the A and P are coincident 
because p=p and in some instances they are not shown, for example when the 
internal friction coefficient ju=0 which is outside the domain of these 
equations. Each of the figures shows the hopper in a static state prior to 
opening and then in a dynamic discharge state soon after opening the orifice. 
The simulations were repeated with different values of the internal and wall 
coefficients of friction to illustrate the effects on wall stresses of the 
transition from fluid-like to granular flow.
The computer model was used to simulate "hydrostatic" and granular effects. 
The analysis first considers a hopper with zero wall friction filled with 
particles between which there is no friction. Then it will present the results 
of calculations including internal friction. The motivation for this is to 
distinguish between the relative roles of the internal and particle-wall 
interactions in governing hopper flow. In the first situation the flow
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behaviour should approximate that of hydrostatic fluid flow. All these 
simulations were undertaken with the mono-disperse 2D particles using en masse 
filling and the data shown in Table 6.1.
6.4.1 FF Zero internal and wall friction, u=0 and 0 :
Fig. 6. 10 shows an example of funnel flow for which the internal and wall 
friction coefficients are set to zero. Prior to discharge and after allowing 
for settling of the particles (i.e. the ‘static’ case) the wall stress is 
reasonably close to the hydrostatic prediction as would be expected, except 
close to the outlet. This may be due to the formation of a highly ordered 
lattice resulting from the packing of perfectly shaped particles of identical 
size which can lead to geometric arching effects (caused by the relatively 
large size of the particles) supporting the load and relieving the pressure on 
the wall. On discharge, the wall stresses are slightly lower than in the 
static case. This can be attributed to the presumed dilation of the particle 
bed adjacent to the wall plane during flow, which helps reduce the value of 
the normal stress at the wall. One can clearly see dilation close to the 
orifice, although it is not visually obvious in the bulk of the sample.
6.4.2 MF Zero internal and wall friction, jj.=0 and jli^ = 0 :
Fig. 6. 11 shows the wall stresses for the mass flow hopper. On settling to a 
static state, the normal pressure on the bin wall becomes steadily lower than 
the hydrostatic prediction as the junction between the vertical and inclined 
sections meet. This is just as for the funnel flow case of Fig. 6. 10. Along 
the inclined section there is exceptional agreement between the model and 
equation predictions. This is to be expected on the grounds that there is a 
component of the bed weight normal to the container wall on this portion of 
the hopper (in contrast to the vertical part of the container). Therefore 
structural effects within the bed (such as arching) are less likely to have an 
influence on the normal pressure. The vertical part of the hopper behaves much 
the same in the funnel as in mass flow cases. During discharge, the effects in 
the vertical section are similar to those occurring in funnel flow (i.e., a 
dilation and relative decrease in normal pressure). In contrast, the cone 
section experiences a slightly increased load such that the wall load even 
exceeds that of the hydrostatic case. It is possible that this is due to 
inertial effects combined with the finite size of the particles, restricting 
the local mobility of the particles in the hopper cone. This reduces the local 
compressibility of the fluid in this zone, resulting in the large normal wall 
stresses in this region. It is expected that for simulations involving large 
numbers of much smaller particles, the above effects would be much reduced.
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a. Static
b. Discharge
stress on wall represented by scaled lines
H = hydrostatic equivalent A = active state equivalent P = passive state equivalent
Fig. 6.10 Wall stress for 2D FF zero friction hopper - data Table 6.1 
N=1000, Ad=0.0, D=17, B=5, a=90°, p=0, M^=0. 7==0. 1 .
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a. Static
b. Discharge
stress on wall represented by scaled lines
H = hydrostatic equivalent A = active state equivalent P = passive state equivalent
Fig. 6.11 Wall stress for 20 MF zero friction hopper data Table 6.1
N=1000, Ad=0.0, 0=17, B=5, a=19°, |u=0, ?=0.1 .
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6.4.3 FF Finite internal and wall friction, u=0.3 and fx^ = 0.3 :
Fig. 6. 12 shows the fully rough wall funnel flow hopper. With internal
friction, the continuum theory active and passive curves are exponential. 
However, in the static situation, the model predictions of the normal stresses 
are closer to the hydrostatic case than the theoretical active/passive case. 
When these results were first observed a number of explanations were 
hypothesised (see Langston et al 1994), including underconsolidation, 2D 
effects, finite N effects, the form of the Mindlin curve. Some of these are 
partly valid, but subsequently it has been shown that the en masse filling 
procedure is unrealistic and does not allow the wall friction to build up in a 
unidirectional manner. During discharge, the wall friction is acting in good 
accord with the assumptions of the continuum theory. It is therefore not 
unreasonable that the theory and model predictions of the normal pressure are 
in much better agreement in discharge than in the static situation. Local 
fluctuations in the normal stress for the present 1000 particle system arise 
because of the relatively narrow stress element width (approximately three 
particles on each side). Some simulations with 10,000 particles were 
undertaken with a stress resolution of about 10 particles on each side, and 
therefore gave a smoother profile for the wall stress, although the larger 
system still shows the same overall trends in the results.
6.4.4 MF Finite internal and wall friction, [i=0.3 and ii^ = 0.3 :
Fig. 6.13 shows the mass flow fully rough wall hopper. In the static case the
effects are similar to those for the funnel flow hopper above. That is, the 
wall friction is not fully developed. The normal stresses are nearer to the 
predictions of hydrostatic theory and the tangential stresses are not acting 
fully downwards. In the cone the hydrostatic theory performs a reasonable fit 
to the simulation normal pressure profile. Nedderman (1992) states that it is 
difficult to predict the state of the material in the cone and, indeed, Jenike 
et al (1973) assume a hydrostatic variation for normal wall stress in a static 
cone. This assumption is in good accord with the computer model here. During 
discharge, the model results are encouragingly close to differential slice 
force balance theory for the vertical section as for the funnel flow hopper 
discussed above. In the cone the model results seem to follow a different 
trend. The normal pressure at the boundary between the bin and cone is much 
larger than the theory predicts, although agreement improves towards the apex 
of the cone. As for the particles without internal friction, this could be due 
to a complex coupling between the relatively large size of particle, inertia 
and geometry change in this part of the system.
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a. Static
H
H
H
b. Discharge
stress on wall represented by scaled lines
H = hydrostatic equivalent A = active state equivalent P = passive state equivalent
Fig. 6.12 Wall stress for 20 FF fully rough wall hopper - data Table 6.1
N=1000, Ad=0.0, D=17, B=5, a=90^, p=0.3, ^i^=0.3, ?=0.1 •
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a. Static
b. Discharge
stress on wall represented by scaled lines
H = hydrostatic equivalent A = active state equivalent P = passive state equivalent
Fig. 6.13 Wall stress for 20 MF fully rough wall hopper - data Table 6.1
N=1000, Ad=0.0, 0=17, B=5, a=90°, p=0.3, jn^=0.3, y=0.1 .
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Subsequent to these initial simulations significant improvements were applied 
to the model. The remaining results are for the polydisperse, gradual fill, 2D 
and 30 simulations using the data in Table 6.2. The tangential wall stress 
lines have been offset by 10° to avoid overlaps for a clearer presentation. In 
the 30 results an S indicates the outer limit on the theoretical switch 
stress.
6.4.5 30 Zero internal and wall friction, jui=0 and 0 :
As an initial test of the 30 model a simulation was undertaken where the 
internal and wall friction coefficients were set to zero, ie an equivalent 
hydrostatic simulation. Figure 6. 14 shows the static and discharge wall 
stresses. The agreement with continuum theory is excellent in the static case. 
The discharge case shows a reduced wall stress owing to particle assembly 
dilation.
6.4.6 20 FF Finite internal and wall friction, jii=0. 6 and 0.3 :
Figure 6.15 shows the results from the 20 simulation of filling and 
discharging a flat-bottom funnel flow hopper using the data shown in Table 
6.2. The static wall stresses are in-between the active and passive continuum 
theory predictions which is a considerable improvement on the results of the 
first stage results where the static stress was approximately equivalent to 
the hydrostatic stress. It should also be noted that wall friction is acting 
downwards on the wall over the entire length which is in accord with continuum 
theoretical assumptions unlike the earlier simulations. The dynamic wall 
stresses are larger than the static stresses and close to the passive 
predictions. Hence overall there is very good agreement with theory.
6.4.7 20 MF Finite internal and wall friction, p=0.6 and 0.3 :
The next simulation shown here in Figure 6. 16 is for a mass flow hopper. All 
the other data is the same as for the previous simulation. The hopper wall 
stresses in the vertical section follow similar trends to the FF hopper above. 
In the wedge and cone sections in the static state the stresses are in-between 
the active and passive states which is reasonable. It is particularly 
interesting that in the discharge state the wall stress at the top of the 
wedge/cone is very large in 20, but also large in 30. This is possibly due to 
the switch stress. The literature (eg Nedderman 1992) states that this part of 
the hopper is most likely to experience this high switch stress soon after 
discharge has commenced. The switch stress is discussed further in chapter 7.
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Fig. 6.14 Wall stress for zero friction 3D funnel flow hopper. Cross-section 
views through hopper centre shown (NB polydispersity =0.1). H is the 
equivalent wall stress from continuum theory (=Pggh).
N=8000, Ad=0.1, D=14, B=9, a=90°, u=0, u. =0, y=0.5 - data Table 6.2 .94 ”
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Fig. 6. 15 Wall stress for 2D FF granular static and discharge states.
.dN=2000, Ad=0.1, D=17, B=10, a=90 p=0.6, fi^ =0.3, y=0.5 data Table 6.2.
A = active, P = passive, H = hydrostatic, S = switch continuum equivalent.
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Fig. 6.16 Wall stress for 2D MF granular static and discharge states. 
N=2000, Ad=0.1, D=17, B=10, a=19°, ju=0.6, 3, y=0.5 - data Table 6.2.
A = active, P = passive, H = hydrostatic, S = switch continuum equivalent.
%
C . I. n=3 6
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6.4.8 3D Finite internal and wall friction, u=0.6 and u^= 0.3 :
The 3D wall stresses shown in Fig. 6.17 FF hopper and Fig.6.18 MF hopper 
exhibit similar trends to the 2D simulations except that in general there is 
less fluctuation over the height of the hopper. This is probably because the 
wall element areas are larger in 3D.
6.4.9 Reduced Tangential Compliance
The previous simulations have shown good agreement with the established theory 
with the possible exception that the particle friction is not as well 
developed in the static case as expected. This would lead to normal wall 
stresses larger than the active limit. It is considered that the low friction 
forces arise because of geometrical effects. The tangential response has been 
softened to correspond with the normal response as described in Chapter 4. 
However, to achieve the friction force the particles in contact must slide 
further, and in doing so the normal displacement is then significantly 
modified. Hence it was decided to undertake some simulations with a stiffen 
tangential response; ie stiffen than that given by equation 4.15 by reducing 
5^ . Figure 6.19 shows the same simulations as in Figures 6. 15 & 6.17 for the 
FF hopper, but for a lower tangential compliance (6^ reduced from 0.73 to
0.073 for particle-particle and from 0.37 to 0.037 for particle-wall
interactions). The static wall stresses are even closer to the theoretical
active predictions which supports the idea that friction is not fully
developed.
6.4.10 Variation of the Normal Continuous Interaction Index
Simulations were undertaken in 2D and 3D for granular discharge from the FF 
hopper for n=72 and 144 (36 in above runs). Generally there is no significant 
difference in the predictions of discharge rate or hopper wall stresses 
between these cases hence n=36 should be reasonable for these parameters. 
There is some increase in static normal wall stress at the base of the hopper 
for n=144 as shown in Figure 6.20. It is considered that it is harder to 
develop friction with higher n, ie the problem discussed above in Section
6.4.9 is enhanced. The main difference is that the packing height is greater 
for larger n, ie the average bulk density is lower due to less particle 
overlap. This indicates that there may be some applications where a higher 
interaction index should be used even at the expense of a longer runtime (due 
to the smaller value of At required), for example the assessment of hopper
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Fig. 6.17 Wall stress for 3D FF granular static and discharge states. 
N=8000,-Ad=0.1, D=14, B=9, %=90°, p=0.6, u^=0.3, y=0.5 - data Table 6.2,
A = active, P = passive, H = hydrostatic, S = switch continuum equivalent.
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Fig. 6. 18 Wall stress for 3D MF granular static and discharge states.
N=8000, Ad=0.1, D=14, B=9, a=19 , fi=0.6, y=0.5 - data Table 6. 2.
A = active, P = passive, H = hydrostatic, S = switch continuum equivalent.
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Fig. 6.19 Wall stress for 2D & 3D FF granular static and discharge states
with increased particle tangential stiffness. Data as per Figs 6. 15 & 6. 17
except decreased by factor of 10. Particles are closer to the active limit
in the static state because the friction is more developed.
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Fig. 6.20 Effect of increased normal stiffness on wall stress for 2D FF 
granular static and discharge states. Data as per Fig 6. 15 except n, the Cl 
index, increased from 36 to 144.
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capacity or an accurate estimate of voidage. A close-up of the base of the 
hopper for the 2D and 3D simulations here, showing the detail of the packing 
structure in the static state and the average bulk densities, is shown in 
Figure 6.9. It is assumed that the bulk density would not vary much for n 
greater than 144 since there appears to be little particle overlap here.
6.4.11. Comparison of Cl, Hertz & Hooke Wall Stresses
A comparison of the effects on wall stress of the different normal interaction 
modes is made in Fig.6,21. This shows a 2D silo with 2000 particles. There is 
no systematic obvious difference in these examples. However, the internal 
effects examined in Chapter 7 do show significant differences.
6.4.12 Switch Stress
The theory of this phenomenon is described in Nedderman (1992). The current 
simulation diagnostics have not been designed to detect this. It is a 
transient (possibly intermittent) effect and the program simply outputs wall 
stresses at regular "snapshots". (It could of course be set up to record max. 
& min. values over any required time period). The 2D results show certain 
peaks in the discharge wall stress. These could be switch values but 
simulations of zero-friction particles have also shown high stress peaks 
(results not included here). High peaks in wall stress at the top of the 
converging flow section are in the most likely place according to the 
literature (Nedderman 1992). The 3D analysis does not show such high peaks. 
This is probably because the wall element areas are much larger and 
fluctuations are smoothed out. These aspects raise a number of questions. Are 
the high stresses seen in experimental discharges due entirely to the switch 
phenomenon or are they sometimes caused by transient inertia effects? Is the 
switch stress axially symmetrical? An excellent example of the switch stress 
is shown in Chapter 7 when internal stress is also considered.
6.4.13 Variation of Friction in a 3D FF Hopper
A series of simulations was carried out of 8000 particles filling and 
discharging from a 3D Flat-Bottom hopper in which the internal granular 
friction coefficient and wall friction values were varied. This was performed 
to test the model under the different types of frictional conditions that can
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occur. (Some of these are theoretical limits which cannot be achieved in 
practice). The four states tested are shown in Fig.6.22 using Mohr’s stress 
circle. In (a) there is zero friction. The Mohr circle is a point and the 
wall yield line lies along the abcissa. There is no friction and hence no 
shear. However, because of the finite particle size compared to the hopper 
volume the particle assembly will not simulate all fluid effects. In (b) there 
is internal friction but still zero wall friction. The Mohr circle has a 
finite radius but the wall yield line is still horizontal. This situation is
well known as the Rankine state (as described by Nedderman 1992). In (c) there
is some wall friction but it is less than the internal friction. This
represents a general situation found in practice. Finally (d) shows the limit 
of the fully rough wall case where the wall friction equals the internal
friction. This is a severe test of the model since here the active and passive 
states coincide. The wall yield line is tangent to the Mohr circle.
Fig.6.23 shows the results of the simulations for the above four cases. The 
stress profiles are shown in the same form as before. The S curve represents 
the theoretical limit of the switch stress. That is if the material is in the 
active state above this level and passive below it there will be a sharp peak 
at this region of the hopper. This figure also shows a cross-section of the 
particles in the mid-plane in the hopper. In each case the hopper is shown in 
a static state and at two moments of discharge. In case (a) - zero friction - 
the wall stresses are close to hydrostatic except close to the orifice during 
discharge. This is probably due to dilation. In case (b) - internal friction 
and zero wall friction - the stress profile is fairly linear between the 
Active and Hydrostatic limits. Clearly the model picks up the linear nature of 
the theory although there is no evidence here that the dynamic stress is 
larger than static as expected in practice. In case (c) - the general friction 
case - the simulated wall stress profile is exponential as in the theory, 
however, quite close to the passive curve in the static situation (which in 
theory should be nearer static). Perhaps the 3D static friction is not as 
fully developed in the model as in the real system. Finally, in case (d) - the 
fully rough wall - the discharge stress profile is very close to the 
superimposed active/passive curves. Since this case does not allow a range of 
results the model predictions are very good. In the static situation the 
simulated profile has the same form as the theory but is larger. This shows 
that the static friction is not fully developed ie not at the point of gross 
sliding. Schulze & Schwedes (1994) have shown experimentally that this is 
reasonable. The static assembly is in the elastic state not plastically 
failing as assumed in the continuum theory. Overall the results are quite 
reasonable for the wide range of conditions and hence give appreciable
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Fig. 6.22 Continuum theory of friction effects on stress. Shows the Mohr
stress circle and wall yield line developing from a point representing zero
friction to different combinations of friction.
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Fig. 6.23 Effect of friction on DE simulation of 3D granular wall stress. 
Shows static and discharging FF silo for the four states represented in 
previous figure. Generally good agreement with continuum across range of 
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confidence in the modelling techniques.
6.5 Concluding Remarks
This chapter demonstrates an application of a Discrete Element method to model 
hopper granular filling and discharging. Realistic predictions were obtained 
for discharge rate, bulk density, static hopper wall stress and discharge wall 
stress in 2 and 3 dimensions. These results give confidence in a modelling 
technique that starts from a particle level description which can be used to 
explore the influence of microscopic features beyond the capability of current 
continuum theories. The method of filling the hopper has been shown to have a 
significant effect on the static wall stress. Similar simulation studies in 
the literature ignore this aspect and use unrealistic filling procedures. This 
chapter has also illustrated how such a model can be used to investigate the 
significance of friction in the system.
Having assessed global parameters in this chapter, the following chapters look 
at internal phenomena such as internal bulk stresses and velocity 
distributions.
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7. SIMULATION OF INTERNAL STRESS AND FLOW FIELDS 
IN FUNNEL FLOW HOPPERS
7.1 Introduction
Discrete Element simulations have been carried out of the filling and 
discharge of funnel flow hoppers under both plane-strain (2D) and 
axially-symmetrie (3D) conditions using assemblies of the order of 10^ 
particles. This work follows directly from the previous simulations which 
were used to predict discharge rates and hopper wall stresses in chapter 6. 
This chapter concentrates on the prediction of the internal distributions of 
the normal and tangential components of the bulk stresses, distributions of 
particle velocities and interstitial voidage in both static and flowing 
(dynamic) conditions.
In order to illustrate the effects on the bulk phenomena of different particle 
interaction laws, simulations have been carried out contrasting i) Hertz type 
(elastic) interaction which Is a good representation of nearly rigid particles 
at high normal loads with ii) a soft continuous interaction which allows for 
significant frictional engagement between particles at very small normal loads 
similar to the conditions known to prevail near the hopper outlet during 
discharge. A non-intrusive local averaging technique was developed to compute 
bulk stresses from the values of local interparticle contact stresses which 
made it possible to monitor the changes in the orientation of the major 
principal normal stress as well as the magnitude of the shear stress in 
different hopper sections. Distributions of contact tangential displacement 
vectors have been computed to show the state of bulk plastic deformation in 
the bed in both plane-strain and axial symmetric flows. Corresponding maps of 
particle velocity vectors have also been generated to provide information 
about slow and fast moving regions of the flow fields and the extent of bulk 
dilation accompanying flow.
The internal flow patterns and distributions of high shear regions are shown 
to be affected significantly by the nature of the particle interaction law 
chosen with softer interactions giving rise to more well developed rupture 
zones (local regions of high bulk shear) in both plane-strain and axial 
symmetry. In contrast, the internal distribution of the bulk normal stress is 
not so significantly affected by the choice of the particle normal force 
interaction law.
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Unlike the material discharge rates or hopper wall stresses which can be 
monitored directly and unambiguously experimentally, the measurements of 
internal stresses and flow fields in hoppers rely on the use of indirect 
techniques or inferred measurements which incorporate a priori assumptions. 
Photographic techniques have been used extensively in the past to visualize 
plane-strain (2D) flow fields. However, in all cases the inherent assumption 
has been that the individual particle velocities are not retarded 
significantly by the existence of the transparent front wall, see for example 
Tüzün et al (1982) for a review of such measurements. There is little attempt 
in the literature to measure internal stresses in a 2D hopper as the size of 
the "pill" accommodating a stress transducer has to be of the order of at 
least several particle diameters, and it is impossible for the pill to flow 
freely without significantly obstructing the flow field; see McCabe (1974). 
Instead, bulk stresses have been inferred from stress transducers placed on 
the surface of inserts at different sections of the hopper; see for example 
Nedderman et al (1980).
In 3D, measurements of internal stress distributions have been carried out 
using transducer pills (see Perry and Handley (1967), Rao and Venkateswarlu 
(1975)), but these could only measure the magnitude of a local normal stress 
at different positions within the bulk. Due to the uncertainty about the 
orientation and position of the transducer active surface within the bulk, no 
reliable information could be obtained about the direction of the major 
principal stress or indeed the magnitude of the shear stress. Radioisotopes or 
radio-pills have been used in the past to determine particle velocity maps in 
axially-symmetric containers, however, the information is often sketchy and 
somewhat unreliable owing to the relative size and density difference between 
the tracer pills and the particles.
More recently, particle tracer techniques which rely on mathematical inversion 
of the residence time distributions to calculate the velocity distributions 
have been used. The major drawback of this technique is that an a priori 
assumption concerning the shape of the particle trajectories has been made, 
coupled with a further assumption of constant bulk density within the flowing 
material. Cleaver and Nedderman (1993) report quite reproducible velocity 
profiles using the above technique in a narrow-angled mass flow hopper where 
the particle trajectories are predominantly radial except very close to the 
hopper outlet or adjacent the hopper walls where the changes in local voidage 
are found to give anomalous velocities.
Direct visualization of 3D flow fields necessitates the use of X-ray
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techniques which in the past have severely limited i) the depth of the flow 
field as well as ii) the duration of flow due to the exponential increase in 
the intensity of the source required. Bransby et al (1973), (1975), Bosley et
al (1967) and Lee et al (1974) have frequently observed so-called "rupture 
zones" or high shear regions during discharge of granular materials as shown 
later. However, X-ray experiments rely on the use of lead markers and hence to 
a large extent provide only qualitative information (snap shots in time) of 
the flow field rather than quantifying the velocity distributions. In fact 
most of these techniqes measure a small initial displacement of an originally 
compacted bed which indicates little about the steady state velocity profiles. 
A non-evasive imaging technique which can quantify directly particle velocity 
distributions in three dimensional flow fields still eludes the 
experimentalists to the present day.
In continuum mechanics analyses of hopper flow, it is customary to make 
assumptions about the principal stress and strain rate directions within the 
bulk as well as assuming critical "plastic" failure everywhere at incipient 
flow; see Nedderman (1992), Walters (1973), and Drescher (1991). The power of 
the present simulation studies is that discrete element modelling can directly 
test the validity of these by now traditional assumptions and indicate the 
simplification inherent in some continuum analyses. Furthermore, by allowing 
the use of different particle interaction laws, it is possible to explore the 
influence of discrete particle properties on bulk phenomena, which is not so 
easy in continuum analyses.
It is also significant that the model can produce successive planar scans 
within an axially symmetric flow field providing a depth of information about 
the nature of the flow fields which no experimental work to date could 
provide.
7.2 Computer Simulation Model and Data
The details of the calculation of particle contact forces is described in 
chapter 5. It is radically different from the conventional contact mechanics 
calculations where the contact interactions between solid bodies are 
calculated by near-exact forms of the micro-contact force relationships which 
scale by the dimensions of a single asperity contact region between the 
particles; see for example Cundall et al (1979), Thornton et al (1991). The 
physics operating on this scale may not be critical for hopper flow. There are 
also uncertainties associated with characterizing particle surface properties
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of real granular materials. Instead, by adopting interaction laws which vary 
on the scale of the particle dimensions, it is possible to describe assembly 
behaviour without recourse to particle surface topography. Furthermore, coarse 
granular materials considered here (i.e. typically d > 1mm) do not exhibit 
'significant interparticle surface forces (Clift (1985)) such as due to Van der 
Waals, electrostatics or adsorbed moisture all of which would scale with 
particle surface roughness.
In the absence of any significant surface interactions, the frictional 
engagement of particles in the bulk is considered through a tangential force 
-displacement model (F^  v 5^) which exhibits a continuous transition from 
elastic through to plastic deformation of the contact zone prior to the onset 
of gross sliding dislocations of the particles (when 5^ > 8^^^). In this 
respect, it is very similar in form to the model developed by Mindlin and 
co-workers (1953) for an elastic point contact between smooth spheres ; 
however, here the frictional engagement of the particles is on the scale of 
particle size and particle separation distance rather than the elastic contact 
region; refer to chapter 4.
One significant consequence of this approach is that it takes account of the 
fact that during sustained shear flow of a particle assembly, the bulk 
frictional work or plastic deformation is done predominantly by the geometric 
rearrangement of the particle packing structure through reorientation of 
individual particles at the gross sliding limit rather than through energy 
dissipation due to the tangential elastic loading and unloading of the 
individual contact regions which would be the case more in a static or a 
quasi-static assembly such as in a hopper fill prior to the start of 
discharge.
Even though the the assembly forces are decoupled from micro-contact 
mechanics, the approach adopted here is still deterministic in that the bulk 
stress and velocity fields are calculated simultaneously without the use of 
any stochastic component in the particle displacements as in Monte Carlo (Duke 
et al 1990) or in iterative finite element (Ragneau 1993) approaches which 
rely on convergence of the initial guesses of the input parameters. 
Furthermore, the Discrete Element Modelling used here is also more rigorous 
than calculations based on stochastic (Bideau 1993) and cellular automata 
(Deserable 1993) techniques which use idealized equations of motion particle 
trajectories and velocity fields based largely on geometric arguments without 
considering the bulk stress distributions.
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This chapter presents the results of the 2D and 3D DE simulations of the 
internal stress and velocity fields during flow of materials in funnel flow 
silos. In each case, the simulation results are compared with literature 
predictions based on continuum mechanics as well as with the results of the 
published experimental work. By being able to test different interaction laws 
(refer to chapter 5) in the simulations, it is possible to comment on the 
relationship between the specific forms of the interparticle interactions and 
the resulting global stress and velocity distributions.
Two types of particle normal interaction laws have been used; one based on 
Hertzian (elastic) interaction and the other which is based on a continous 
normal interaction potential that allows for inelastic (i.e. soft) 
interactions between the particles in the assembly.
In each of the simulations shown here, an assembly of 8000 particles is 
considered. Table 7.1 shows the list of input parameter values used in the 2-D 
and 3-D simulations respectively. Here, the bin and orifice dimensions are 
given in terms of equivalent maximum particle diameters. To produce a more 
realistic representation of granular material and avoid the formation of long 
range lattice structures reported elsewhere (Campbell and Potapov (1993) and 
Langston et al (1995)), a 10% standard variation of the particle size was 
introduced.
The internal coefficent of friction was taken to be twice that of the wall 
coefficient of friction in order to accentuate the difference in bulk stress 
states prevailing during bulk filling and discharge which generally occur in 
practice. With the internal and wall friction angles very close to each other 
(i.e. approaching the fully- rough wall case), the difference between the 
active (filling) and passive (discharge) stress states is known to disappear 
(see Nedderman (1992)).
In simulations using the Hertz equations, a value of the Poisson’s ratio of 
0.3 is coupled with a Young’s Modulus value of 50,000 in reduced units ( m g /  
d^) which is a factor of 10^- 10^ smaller than the Young’s modulus of a
typical particle. The value of the Young’s Modulus used in the simulations was 
chosen to achieve the magnitude of normal effective contact displacements 
similar to those obtained with the continuous interaction index of n = 36. 
Finally, in the Cl model particles are considered to have lost tangential 
engagement when their centre to centre separation distance, r, exceeds 1.2 
times the reference particle size, d. The consequence of this is that there 
can be substantial plastic deformation of the bulk even at low normal loads
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2D 3D Units
Hopper diameter D 34 14 d
Orifice diameter B 10 9 & 5 d
Hopper half-angle a 90 90
Number of Particles N 8000 8000
Dispersity Ad 0. 1 0. 1 d
Friction coefficient:
internal 0.6 0. 6
wall ^w 0. 3 0. 3
Damping coefficient:
internal y 0. 5 0. 5
wall ^w 0. 5 0. 5
Timestep At 0. 001 0. 001 /(d/g)
Time open orifice 
Time stop simulation
topen
t tstop
150.
200.
50.
75.
Vid/g)
Vid/g)
Cl index n 36 36
Cl cutoff ''i 1.2 1.2 d
Elastic Modulus E 50000 50000 mg/d^
Poisson ratio V 0.3 0.3
Note : Reduced units
d maximum particle diameter = 1 m
m maximum particle mass =1 m
g gravitational acceleration =1 
eg if d=0.01 metres g=9.81 m s ^ t=1.0 = 0.032 secs
Table 7. 1 Principal Simulation Data
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through well developed tangential engagements between the particles. In the 
Hertz model particle interaction ceases when r > d.
Each simulation commences with the slow filling of the hopper contents and 
after allowing for the settling of the hopper contents, the orifice is opened 
to start the "initial transient" stage of discharge leading eventually to the 
steady-state fall of the material head in,the hopper. Subsequently, the batch 
discharge event is continued to be observed over the so-called "pseudo-steady 
state" stage under a high material head where the top surface of the material 
remains relatively flat. The flow is then stopped before the falling material 
head gets too close to the converging flow zone established at the vicinity of 
the hopper outlet. The simulation scenario adopted here follows closely the 
procedure of typical experimental work; see for example Arteaga and Tüzün 
(1993).
The following sections examine and compare the simulation results obtained in 
a plane-strain (2-D) bin with those resulting in a cylindrical (3-D) vessel. 
Unless otherwise stated, the mid-plane of the cylindrical bin results is 
compared with the plane-strain results. It is, however, possible to access 
similar data through all possible planes at different rotations in the 3-D 
simulations.
The discrete element simulation technique calculates the individual contact 
forces and displacements as a function of the time of filling and discharge of 
the hoppers. The stress and velocity distributions are generated from the 
individual contact data by way of assembly calculations. Consequently, the 
distributions of the contact forces and strains will be presented here first 
followed by the resulting bulk stress and velocity distributions.
7.3 Internal Distributions of Contact Forces and Displacements
7.3.1 Presentation
Figs.7.1 and 7.2 show typical distributions of the contact tangential and 
normal force vectors in 2D for the Hertz and Cl models. Each line is centred 
at the point of particle-particle interaction and its length is proportional 
to the magnitude. It is aligned with the force vector. The scaling has been 
set to aid clarity i.e. how long to make the longest line. The corresponding 
shear strains are, analyzed in Fig.7.3 . As described previously, the
tangential force at a contact increases as the particles slide relative to one 
and another i.e. the tangential displacement increases. This follows the
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Mindlin (1953) curve up until a point of gross sliding when the friction force 
is constant. In gross sliding, the local tangential displacement has reached a 
maximum, ô . This maximum displacement, corresponding to the on-set of grossm a x
sliding is proportional to the normal displacement ("overlap"), A
normalized slip vector or the strain is defined as the ratio of tangential
displacement, 0^ , to the maximum displacement required for the onset of gross
sliding, Ô .It can be considered as a measure of how close a local region m a x
within the flow field is to "rigid plastic failure" or "rupture". Fig.7.3 
shows the distributions of the normalized tangential slip vectors of all the 
contacts.
The corresponding set of contact force and tangential displacement 
distributions is shown in Fig.7.4 for the mid-plane of a cylindrical (3-D) 
container. The implications of these results are considered in detail below.
It is also possible to represent contact data in terms of histograms where the 
number frequency of the contacts is plotted against contact force and 
normalized tangential slip vectors. Fig.7.5 compares the histograms of the 
normalized tangential slip vectors corresponding to (static) fill and 
(dynamic) flow states in the plane-strain (2-D) hopper.
7.3.2 Discussion of Contact Mechanics
There are two independent comparisons presented in Figs.7.1 - 4 above. First, 
the effect of the particle interaction law (i.e. Hertz vs. Cl) used and 
secondly, the effect of the hopper geometry (i.e. 2-D vs. 3-D). The
plane-strain (2D) simulation results indicate much more uniform contact force 
and displacement distributions in flow when the Hertz normal force interaction 
law is used. In marked contrast, with Cl simulation results, the material is 
found to shear preferentially in well-defined narrow shear or "rupture" zones 
which are separated by large essentially undeformed regions of the flowing 
assembly. Furthermore, much larger contact strains are obtained at the 
vicinity of the discharge orifice (where the normal contact forces are very 
small) when the Cl model is used in the simulations. Fig. 7.2 shows the Cl 
model normal forces are more concentrated at the walls than with the Hertz 
model.
The trends found in the 2-D simulations are not so pronounced in the 
axially-symmetric (3-D) configuration as is seen in the comparisons provided 
in Fig.7.4. Here, the so-called "rupture zones" are not as well defined; 
however, there is visible evidence that with the Cl model, a marked region of 
high shear strain exists next to the walls and close to the orifice whereas in
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Fig. 7.4 3D mid-plane contact vectors during discharge for (a) Hertz 
tangential forces (b) Hertz normal forces (c) Hertz tangential displacement 
ratios (d) Cl tangential forces (e) Cl normal forces (f) Cl tangential 
displacement ratios. For c & f the longest line corresponds to 6^  ^=1.0.
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Fig. 7.5 Tangential displacement ratio histograms in section of 2D hopper for
(a) Hertz static (b) Hertz discharge (c) Cl static (d) Cl discharge
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the Hertz simulations, the shear strain is more uniformly distributed. The 
same could be said of the contact tangential force distributions to some 
extent, however, the distributions of the contact normal forces do not 
appear to be significantly different in both cases. The ability of the 
Continuous Interaction law to allow for prolonged frictional engagement at 
very low values of the contact normal loads produces a network of shear zones 
of finite size within the flowing bulk rather than a uniformly distributed 
shear across the bed, as it is the case with the Hertz interaction Law which 
scales friction in direct proportion of the magnitude of the contact normal 
force.
A possible validation of the flow fields generated by the continuous 
interaction law is given in an earlier work by Tüzün and Nedderman (1979) who 
presented photographic evidence of the non-uniform dilation and possible 
rupture zones during the flow of 600 jum ballotini in a planar glass hopper; 
see Fig. 7.6. This figure shows a flow field very similar to that seen in 
Fig.7.1(b) obtained with the Continous Interaction Law. Tüzün (1979) however, 
attributed the non-uniform nature of the flow fields obtained with fine size 
ballotini to the interstitial fluid pressure effects which become significant 
with decreasing particle size. The simulations in this chapter do not consider 
the particle-interstitial fluid interactions. Bransby et al (1973), (1975)
also report similar rupture zones during the flow of cohesive sand particles 
in a rectangular silo using x-ray radiography. These experimental results 
considered together appear to suggest non-uniform shearing of the flowing 
assembly during flow when strong interparticle surface interactions and/or 
particle-fluid interactions are present. In such cases, the magnitude of the 
tangential forces will not simply scale by the normal mechanical load at the 
contacts which would otherwise be the case with the Hertz interaction law. 
Although it is not possible as yet to specify the exact microscopic
physics underpinning the Continuous Interaction law, it has been shown that 
its mathematical form produces flow characteristics which occur in the limit 
when interparticle friction and interstitial fluid effects dominate.
7.4 Internal Distributions of Bulk Stresses 
7. 4. 1 Presentation
The internal distributions of the normal and tangential bulk stresses have 
been calculated by adopting a local averaging technique that works on the 
values of the normal and tangential contact force vectors at various "probe" 
points within the particle assembly. The information thus generated is
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(a) (b)
Fig. 7.6 Photographs (Tüzün et al 1979) of ballotini discharging from 2D 
hopper showing rupture zones for (a) 1/15 second exposure (b) 1/2 second 
exposure.
(Reproduced with permission of Powder Technology).
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analogous to the experimental measurements obtained by placing force 
transducer pills at different positions within the bulk; see Perry and Handley
(1967) and Rao and Venkateswarlu (1975). A distribution of probe points is
generated whose frequency and contact sample size could be altered depending 
upon the detail of the information required. Here, the probe points are set up 
at a distance of every seven (2-D) and every two (3-D) particle diameters.
Normal and shear stresses for each probe point are calculated from the 
following equations in 2-D :
''2d ”'x “
''2d V  = ^ ''n ''nu (7 1='
VzD ""xy = Z ft ytu ^ ^nu ’'n '7.1.d)
where is the sample volume, <r is the stress tensor, F is the force vector,
x^ is the contact x component vector (from particle to particle centre) and
subscript u indicates unit vector, n normal vector and t tangential vector.
The 3-D equations for the horizontal stress cr and the vertical stress <r isr z
similar. This is essentially a numerical integration of the force vectors 
within a small radius (2D circular, 3D spherical region) of the probe point to 
obtain an average stress. In the analysis here the search radius is set to 
2.0 .
Fig.7.7 gives the presentation format for the internal stresses at the probe 
points. The stresses are represented by proportional lines offset by 10° from 
the vertical for clarity. The figure also defines the sign convention. As in 
chapter 6, classical values for the stresses based on continuum treatments are 
shown alongside the hopper, calculated from the Janssen (1895), Walker (1967) 
and Walters (1973) differential slice continuum method. These show the 
internal stresses at different depths below the material surface for the 
active A, passive P and hydrostatic H ( = pgh) states. In 3D, the probes have 
been set in six segments and only the values of segments 1 and 4 are shown 
(i.e. the mid-plane stresses).
Figs.7.8 and 7.9 show the static and dynamic (flowing) normal bulk stress 
distributions in 2-D (plane-strain) and 3-D (axially-symmetric) configurations 
respectively using both Hertz and Cl models for particle interactions.
1 2 3
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point
t-i - <r +vey" ' O' +ve X
O' , O' -ve x’ y
O' +vez ■
cr +ve r
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radial segment
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plan view of probe
figs show mid-plane probes
7- yx'xy T -ve zrT -ve rz
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In ideal 2D continuum 
T +ve at left, -ve at right, 0 at centre.
SHEAR STRESS
Fig. 7.7 Internal stress presentation key. Line lengths are proportional to 
stress value at ’probe’ points. All normal stresses are drawn to same scale. 
All shear stresses are drawn on five times larger scale. Comparisons with 
continuum theory shown beside hopper for internal stress at that depth for 
A = active state, P = passive state, H = hydrostatic state.
The lines are rotated by 10° to avoid overlaps.
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Fig.7.10 shows the flowing shear stresses for both the 2-D and 3-D cases.
In addition to the comparisons with the continuum theory, the model is 
compared with some experimental results from Rao and Venkateswarlu (1975) who 
used a radio pill in ballotini discharging from a circular mass flow hopper. 
These are compared with the simulation results in the following section.
7.4.2 Internal Stress Analysis
The 2-D normal stresses shown in Fig.7.8 demonstrate the realistic nature of
the simulation. When static, the stresses are nearer to the Active limit, i.e.
(T > O' which occurs in practice. They are not right at the limit as can be yy X X
seen on the figure by comparing the ratio of the two normal stress components, 
which is reasonable since the continuum theory assumes that the material is at 
the point of yielding which is unlikely to be the case when static. This 
observation is also supported by recent experimental work of Schulze and 
Schwedes (1994) who showed that a static material acts inside the Mohr circle 
which defines the limit of plastic equilibrium of the stresses. Friction is 
not fully developed and hence the material is within the active and passive 
limits. However, the resulting stresses inside the silo are greater than the 
active and passive curves because the Mohr circle is "further to the right" at
greater depths. It is also interesting to note that there are significant
stress fluctuations across the width of the hopper. The continuum theory of 
Janssen (1895) constrains the stress to be constant across the hopper and
hence is not so realistic.
In discharge, the stresses near to the orifice tend towards the passive state, 
as is observed experimentally, i.e. (Oyy< Œ^^). In this region the particles 
are more restricted by the influence of the walls in flow. When static the 
vertical load is more significant. It is interesting to note that the stagnant 
zones in the corners remain in the active state and that the vertical stress 
is very low in the orifice region during discharge.
The 3D normal stresses seen in Fig. 7.9 reflect the same trends as the 2D 
results except that the fluctuations across the width of the hopper are
smaller which seems to be a general characteristic in the 2-D vs. 3-D 
comparison, probably because there are more contacts to average in the "probe 
regions". The flowing shear stress values in Fig.7.10 show the expected sign 
i.e. negative at the right hand side wall, positive at the left hand wall, and 
generally minimum at the centre where in continuum theory there is zero shear 
accompanying flow. Generally which gives further confidence in the
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results. Any slight difference arises from the sampling error. Some of the 
flowing shear stresses are quite large especially at the walls where they 
appear to be even larger than the passive continuum limit.
The 3D model internal stresses are compared with some experimental results of
Rao and Venkateswarlu (1975). Fig.7.11(a) shows the horizontal stress (e^^) at
a radio pill which moves with the sand as it discharges from a circular mass
flow hopper. Clearly this is on a larger scale in terms of particle numbers
but the trends in the results can still be compared on a relative basis.
Fig.7.11(b) shows the stresses extracted from the central simulation probes at
a constant depth below the top particle surface. This represents the radio
pill falling with the material at the centre of the hopper. The simulation
results both for the Cl and Hertz reactions seen in Figs. 7. 11(c) and (d) show
a clear trend : initial decrease of cr due to bulk dilation at therr
initiation of flow , followed by an increase as the probe nears the orifice 
and is surrounded by the stagnant zones; see the schematic in Fig.7.11(b). 
Even though the simulations are carried out in a flat-bottom hopper, the 
stagnant zones have a similar effect here as the walls in the conical hopper 
section used by Rao and Venkateswarlu (1975). In both cases, the material 
takes on the near passive stress state upon entry into the converging flow 
zone close to the outlet. The experimental increase in horizontal stress on 
entering the converging flow zone is quite clear in both the experimental and 
simulation results shown in Fig.7.11.
However, in contrast to the simulation results seen in Figs.7.11 (c) and (d), 
there is little difference between the static and the initial flowing stress
(which is in fact slightly larger) in the radio pill experiment; see
Fig.7.11(a). Clearly, whether the flow initiation is accompanied with dilation 
or consolidation of the material around the sensor depends on the disturbance 
caused by the sensor on the surrounding flow field. In the radio pill 
experiments by Rao and Venkateswarlu (1975), it would be reasonable to assume 
that the material surrounding the static pill is in an underconsolidated state 
(i.e. high voidage ) due to the disturbance caused in placing the pill in a
given location which upon commencement of flow allows the particles to pack
more efficiently around the pill thereby increasing the normal stress. Since 
the simulation sensor is non-intrusive, no such complication is introduced.
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Fig. 7.11 Comparison of experimental and simulation internal normal stresses 
in the static and discharge states. (a) Horizontal normal stress in a hopper 
for an experiment comprising a radio-pill amongst glass spheres from Lakshman 
Rao et al (1975) (reproduced with permission of Powder Technology.).
(b) situation of probe in 3D simulation (constant depth of 10 particle 
diameters) (c) 3D Hertz simulation (d) 3D Cl simulation.
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7.5 Particle Velocity Fields and Stagnant Zones
7.5.1 Simulation Results
The DE simulations produce distributions of particle position as a function of 
flow time. Fig.7.12 shows typical examples obtained in a plane-strain (2-D) 
hopper using both Hertz and Continuous Interaction Laws. This form of 
graphical presentation gives a combined picture of the stream velocities and 
also of the bulk voidage distribution. However, Fig.7.12 does not, in itself, 
present the distributions of the magnitude and the direction of particle 
velocities themselves.
In Figs.7.13 and 7.14 are maps of individual particle velocity vectors 
normalized with respect to the maximum velocity in the field. Here, the
distributions of the direction and the magnitude of the individual particle 
vectors help to define individual particle trajectories as well as the 
boundaries of the slow and fast moving regions quite vividly. In Figs. 7.14(a) 
and (b), the velocity fields at the mid-plane of the the cylindrical hopper is 
presented as a function of flow time in comparison for both the Hertz and Cl
Law cases respectively. In 3-D calculations, it is possible to generate
similar information over any vertical plane within the cylinder which allows
for the investigations of radial symmetry within the flow field.
7.5.2 Experimental Validation of 2-D and 3-D Flow Fields 
Flowing Voidage
In Fig. 7. 12 there is evidence of an increase in the flowing voidage at the 
vicinity of the hopper outlet (which appears to be somewhat more pronounced in 
the Hertz interaction case). This result is confirmed by many experimental 
studies cited in the literature; see for example Harmens (1963), Brown and 
Richards (1970), Van Zulichem and Van Egmond (1974) and is also consistent 
with the photographic evidence provided by Tüzün and Nedderman (1979); refer 
to Fig.7.6 above. A more quantitative comparison of experimental and 
simulation voidage distributions which uses the tomographic scan data produced 
in an (3-D) axially-symmetric hopper is shown in chapter 8.
Stagnant Zones
The size of the so-called stagnant regions in funnel-flow has been studied 
extensively in the past in plane-strain 2-D hoppers by Tüzün (1979) and Nguyen 
et al (1979) and more recently in 3-D by Morrea (1994). The plane-strain 
velocity fields presented in Fig.7.13 indicate a marked contrast between the 
stagnant regions produced in Hertz simulations (Fig.7.13(a)) and those
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obtained with Cl (Fig.7.13(b)).
In the case of Hertz Law interaction, there appears to be no significant 
stagnant zone with the particles very close to the bottom wall moving at 
appreciable horizontal velocities towards the bin outlet. This picture is 
confirmed by the earlier experimental observations of Nguyen et al (1979) who 
reported significant velocities near the bottom of a funnel-flow bin. The 
stagnant zones produced with the Cl model is, in marked contrast, much more 
pronounced and the boundary has a near parabolic shape similar to that 
observed by Tüzün and Nedderman (1979) in their plane-strain flow experiments; 
see Fig. 7.6. It is also important to note here that in both cases, the 
velocity fields produced by simulations are not symmetric and the stagnant 
zone boundary is not well defined due to the rather large particle sizes and 
relatively small particle numbers used in the simulations compared with 
typical experiments.
One possible explanation for the difference in experimental observations of 
Nguyen et al (1979) and Tüzün and Nedderman (1979) could lie in the extent of 
consolidation of the particle bed in the lower part of the bin. Tüzün and 
Nedderman (1979) have used bins of large aspect ratio (H/D > 5) allowing for 
the overconsolidation of the lower part of the bed when filling from a great 
height. This situation appears to be well represented by the Cl Law which 
allows for greater normal "overlap" of particles in simulation which would 
restrict the rolling action of the particles in flow. In contrast, the flow
fields obtained by Nguyen et al (1979) in shallow bins are simulated better 
with the Hertz interaction which produces a looser more "underconsolidated" 
bed, allowing for a greater degree of horizontal movement through an increased 
rolling action of the particles.
The development of the flow region boundary as a function of time is presented 
in Fig.7.14 for the mid-plane of the cylindrical hopper. The initial transient 
stage of flow (following the commencement of discharge) and the pseudo-steady 
stage (when the flow boundary meets the hopper walls) are both graphically 
portrayed in this figure. The development of the granular flow fields produced 
by simulation match quite accurately the experimental observations reported
elsewhere; see for example Tüzün et al (1982).
In comparing the size of the stagnant zones obtained in plane-strain (2-D)
(Fig.7.13) and cylindrical (3-D) hoppers (Fig.7.14), it would be fair to say 
that the transition from fast flow near the hopper centre to slow flow towards 
the hopper walls is much more diffuse in 3-D, indicating a somewhat smaller
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converging flow zone above the hopper outlet as well as smaller stagnant
zones. Furthermore, the marked contrast observed in plane strain flow of the 
shape of the boundary with Hertz and Cl simulations is much less apparent in 
3-D flow. This suggests that in 3-D, the particles in general have a higher 
degree of freedom of movement which would make their trajectories less
sensitive to the variations in packing voidage.
Angle of the Stagnant Zone Boundary
The angle, <f>^ the stagnant zone boundary makes with the bottom wall at the 
edge of the discharge orifice is an important parameter in silo design codes. 
This angle determines the transition from mass flow to funnel behaviour as a 
function of the change in the hopper half angle for a given value of the
coefficient of internal friction. In general, funnel flow will occur when the
included hopper half angle a > ti / 2 - 0 ; see Fig. 7. 15. The value of <f> has 
been shown to be a function of both the internal and the wall coefficients of 
friction. In axial symmetry, Jenike (1961) proposes an analytical equation of 
the form ;
a = 7t / 2 - I cos  ^ f -— ^ ■ 1 “ 0 (7.2)
2 ' 2 sin ÿ
where 20 = w + ÿ , and w = sin ^  f tw—1 to define the critical hopper halfw '• sin 0 J
angle, for mass flow to funnel flow transition which is used in most of the
current national design codes.
In plane strain, Tüzün and Nedderman (1982) propose the stagnant zone boundary 
to coincide with an internal failure zone which in passive stress state 
appropriate for flow would result in
0^= 7i / 4  + 0 / 2  (7.3)
when the walls are fully rough; i.e. 0 = 0 .  Tüzün (1979) reports values of
0 ”the angle quite close to 45 when the wall friction angle 0^« 0 which is the 
case in the present simulations where 0^= 16.7° and 0 = 31°. In comparing the 
literature data with the predictions based on the simulation results, it is 
necessary to relate the single particle friction coefficients to bulk 
frictional values. Previous work by Mullier et al (1991) and Tüzün and Walton 
(1992) have shown that with smooth elastic spheres, the bulk and single 
particle friction angles are quite similar. The number of asperity contacts 
within a single contact region does not affect the normal load dependence of 
the gross sliding friction coefficient. Single particle shear tests show that
137
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Funnel flow if a > u / Z  -  (p
Fig. 7.15 Criterion for hopper half angle required for funnel flow.
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Simulation Simulation 
angle ° <p^
Analytical 
angle ° 0^
2D Cl 40 (fig.7.13b) 60.5 (eq.7.3)
2D Hertz 10 (fig.7.13a)
3D Cl 55 (fig.7.14b) 56.3 (eq. 7.2)
3D Hertz 30 (fig.7.14a)
Table 7.2 Comparison of Simulation and Analytical Flow Angles in FF Hoppers.
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the friction coefficient only varies significantly at very small compressive 
loads, of the order of the weight of a single particle. Furthermore, this 
effect is compensated in bulk by dilatancy (i.e increase in bulk voidage) 
accompanying shear.
Table 7.2 compares the values of 0^ obtained with Hertz and Cl simulations 
with the continuum mechanics predictions cited above. The agreement is quite 
encouraging when the Continuous Interaction law is used in the simulations. 
These results are also significant in that they illustrate the potential of 
simulations to design a hopper geometry appropriate to a given set of 
frictional properties.
Velocity Fields
The flow fields of coarse granular (i.e. d ^ 1 mm ) materials have been 
studied extensively in plane-strain bins (see Tüzün et al (1982) and Negi et 
al (1992)) and a number of theories have been proposed to predict the measured 
velocity profiles (see Nedderman (1992)). In general, the kinematic approach 
based on stochastic modelling ((Litwiniszyn (1963), Mullins (1972)) predicts 
uniform and continuous flow fields giving rise to parabolic streamlines in the 
converging flow zone surmounting the outlet of a flat-bottom bin; see for 
example Fig.7.16 which shows typical predictions by the Kinematic Model of 
Tüzün and Nedderman (1979). Chapter 2 summarises the basis of the kinematic 
model.
Comparing the simulation results presented in Fig.7.13 with the predictions of 
the kinematic model seen in Fig. 7. 16, it is apparent that the Cl Law agrees 
somewhat better with the parabolic streamlines predicted by the Kinematic 
Model. However, there are two significant differences between theory and 
simulation ; i) The simulation results indicate a degree of asymmetry about 
the centre-line and more importantly ii) sudden discontinuities are produced 
in the direction of the velocity vectors very close to the orifice (see 
Fig.7.13) which are not predicted by the kinematic theory (Fig.7.16).
The velocity discontinuities of the kind seen in the simulations (Fig.7.13) 
are predicted by theoretical models based on the traditional plasticity theory 
of soil mechanics which predicts discontinuous bulk stress distributions for 
granular materials with a finite coefficient of friction; see for example 
Drescher (1991). The corresponding velocity fields are generated by defining a 
constitutive material law which relates the relative directions of the 
principal stresses and strain rates in terms of a finite dilation angle 
accompanying flow; see Shield (1955). In this case, the predicted velocity
1 4 0
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(')
Fig. 7.16 Particle streamlines calculated from the kinematic model for 
(a) 3D silo (b) 2D silo.
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fields are also found to exhibit discontinuities. Quite clearly, the current 
simulation results provide evidence more in the favour of stress-based 
analyses of particulate flow rather than purely stochastic flow models which 
ignore the bulk stress distributions and are dominated by geometrical 
considerations. This also confirms the ability of the discrete particle 
simulations to produce a rigorous formal coupling of the bulk stress and 
velocity fields in hopper flow in terms of the single particle interaction 
laws which is beyond the scope of continuum theories.
In 3-D, the experimental information on the granular velocity fields is quite 
scarce because it is difficult to measure velocities without disturbing the 
flow field. The tracer techniques described in the introduction section have 
been applied in a few cases in the study of 3-D mass-flow (Cleaver (1991), and 
funnel-flow (McCabe (1974), Morrea (1994)). The DE simulation predictions are 
compared with data generated by McCabe (1974) who followed trajectories of 
radio-isotope tracers placed at different heights during the flow of sand in a 
flat-bottom silo as seen in Fig.7.17. In this figure the vertical velocity of 
the radio-isotope is plotted as a function of height above the outlet for the 
case of batch discharge of the hopper contents.
Fig. 7.18(a) and (b) show the velocity fields generated by the Hertz and Cl 
simulations at the mid-plane of a cylindrical silo. The figures trace the 
vertical velocity versus height profiles of a number of particles which had 
the same original positions in the hopper as the radio-isotope tracers in 
McCabe's (1974) experiment. Direct comparison of the vertical velocity 
profiles in Fig.7.18(a) and (b) with the experimental profile seen in Fig.7.17 
shows that the Cl model trends are fairly similar even though the simulations 
have involved a significantly smaller number of particles than the real 
experiment. The Hertz simulation results seen in Fig.7.18(a) indicate several 
variations in the velocity gradient with height in the region close to the 
orifice, whereas Fig.7.18(b) based on Cl simulation shows a sudden increase in 
the velocity gradient as the particle enters the converging flow zone from 
the plug flow zone above followed by a more or less radial variation inside 
the converging flow zone. This is in line with the experimental situation seen 
in Fig.7.17. These results are also supported by the most recent observations 
of Morrea (1994) who measured residence time distributions of tracers in 
axially-symmetric silos.
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Fig. 7.17 3D mid-plane experimental velocity profiles from McCabe (1974) 
measured using radioactive isotope tracers in sand.
(Reproduced with permission of Géotechnique.).
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Fig. 7.18 3D simulation results for comparison with Fig.7.17. for (a) Hertz
(b) Cl laws. The abscissa shows the ratio of particle velocity to the velocity
of the particles in the plug flow region at the top of the hopper.144 -
7.6 Conclusions of Funnel Flow (FF) Hopper Studies
There are three significant advances reported here in the DE simulations when 
compared with work cited in current simulation literature:
i) The discrete particle models developed are capable of producing both the 
stress and the flow fields simultaneously and quantitatively in a 
deterministic form i.e. without recourse to any iterative or statistical 
techniques.
ii) The simulation results show quantitatively the effects of different 
interparticle force relationships on the resulting bulk stress and velocity 
fields thus allowing for direct model discrimination in comparison with 
different analytical but approximate theories.
iii) Owing to the deterministic nature of the simulation technique, it is 
possible to reproduce, by using a relatively small number of particles, the 
behaviour found in real experiments involving much larger numbers of 
particles.
The work presented here confirms the formal coupling of the bulk stress and 
velocity fields in hopper flow in both plane strain and axially-symmetric 
geometries, thereby seriously questioning the validity of theories based on 
stochastic and only kinematic considerations. At the interparticle level, the 
force algorithms which give rise to prolonged "frictional" engagement at very 
small values of the contact normal loads (e.g. Continuous Interaction) appear 
to give rise to much more realistic bulk flow predictions in hoppers than 
those that scale shear strains in direct proportion to the magnitude of normal 
loads; e.g. Hertz.
Quite clearly, further parametric studies are required with different 
functional forms of the interparticle force models to establish the precise 
physical nature of the microstructural interactions which give rise to the 
observed macroscopic behaviour during bulk flow in hoppers. Here, the discrete 
nature of the simulation studies allows for direct incorporation of single 
particle properties such as size, shape, elasticity, surface roughness,etc. 
into the theoretical models. This avenue of investigation is not open to 
continuum mechanics.
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7.7 Example of Switch Stress
Following on from the study of internal characteristics in a funnel flow 
hopper reported in Langston et al (1995b), this chapter describes simulations 
that illustrate some further interesting features of internal phenomena.
Fig.7.19 shows a good example of the switch stress (section 2.3.3) occurring 
in a 2D FF silo with 2000 particles using the Hertz particle interaction. This 
shows the wall stress in the same format as in chapter 6, and the internal 
stress in the format described earlier in this chapter. The static states 
illustrate that the material is more "active" over the full height of the 
silo, but is not at the limit as discussed earlier. On discharge the material 
is clearly more "passive" near the orifice. The walls are hence more of a 
restriction than gravity and the major principal stress is more horizontal. 
However at the top of the silo the material is still more active. Hence there 
is a region half-way up the column of material where these conditions 
cross-over and the high near-vertical active stress becomes the minor stress 
component causing a very large near-horizontal major stress component - ie the 
switch stress effect (Nedderman 1992). Both the internal and wall horizontal 
stresses are large here. In general the position of the switch stress starts 
close to the orifice on initiation of discharge and rises upwards. It should 
be noted that the A & P curves are the continuum equivalents for active or 
passive states over the entire height of the silo only.
7.8 Heap and Repose Angles
Figs.7.20 & 7.21 illustate a "wide" 2D silo being filled and discharged with 
500 particles using the Cl and Hertz models respectively. These show the 
approximate angles of heap, flow and repose. The internal coefficient of 
friction is 0.6 which corresponds to an angle of 31°. Hence it is clear that 
in the static states the Cl model creates larger angles of heap and repose (~ 
20°) than the Hertz model (~12°). The Hertz model may be applicable for 
perfect discs but the Cl model can simulate general granular effects more 
realistically.
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Fig. 7.19 Example of switch stress in 2D simulation. On discharge the lower 
section material is passive, the upper section is active, and the transition 
results in very high horizontal stress.
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Fig. 7.20 Heap and repose angles in 2D CI model simulation. Shows the 
filling, static fill, discharge stages and the near final state.
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Fig. 7.21.Heap and repose angles in 2D Hertz model simulation. Shows static 
fill and near final discharged state.
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7.9 Kinematic and Radial Velocity Field (RVF) Velocity Comparisons
Fig.7.22 compares the DE velocity profiles with predictions from the Kinematic 
model (see chapter 2 and Tüzün et al 1982) for 8000 particles in a FF 2D silo. 
The line lengths are proportional to the velocities and are on the same scale. 
The kinematic model parameters match the DE simulation in terms of hopper 
geometry, discharge rate and "sensor" positions. It also assumes a triangular 
pulse form at the orifice and the whole silo velocity profile is assumed 
symmetrical. The DE simualtion uses the Cl model with n=36. The figure shows 
general agreement but the simulation clearly shows significant fluctuations 
and stochastic asymmetry. There are also larger horizontal velocities with the 
DE model, most noticeable close to the base of the hopper, similar to 
observations in Nguyen et al (1979b).
Finally Fig.7.23 shows a 10° MF 2D hopper with 8000 particles. The velocity 
profiles are compared with the RVF model (see chapter 2) in a similar manner
to above for the same discharge rate. The agreement is very close, but clearly
the DE simulation particle velocities vary about the radial line. In the 
simulation the particles achieve free fall at the orifice plane, with the 
trajectories almost vertical rather than towards the virtual apex.
Accelerations are more sudden in the simulation as shown by the abrupt changes 
in the direction of velocity vectors close to the orifice. It would be
interesting to make this comparison on a larger system (more particles in the 
simulation).
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Fig. 7.22 Comparison of particle velocities over 2D FF hopper, in Kinematic 
and DE simulation (at two example times). Cl model, n=36, N=8000, fi=0.6, 
{1^ =0.3, B=10, D=34, y=0.5 . The Kinematic model is symmetrical and assumes a 
triangular pulse at the orifice giving the same discharge rate as the DE 
simulation.
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8. COMPARISONS OF MATHEMATICAL MODEL RESULTS WITH 2D PHOTOGRAPHIC EXPERIMENTS
8.1 Introduction
It is important in the development of computer models to demonstrate that they 
are realistic and valid for the purpose to which they are applied. Chapter 6 
demonstrates that this Discrete Element simulation model gives good 
quantitative agreement when compared with empirical discharge rate equations 
such as due to Beverloo et al (1961) and continuum differential wall stress 
equations such as due to Walker (1967). Chapter 7 demonstrates that the 
internal velocity and stress profiles are also realistic when compared with 
experimental results in the literature and with the kinematic and radial 
velocity field models. Given this general agreement at the macro level a 
detailed validation at the particle level was sought. This was achieved in a 
two-fold manner.
The first set of experiments, described in this chapter, comprised a 2D system 
with large disc particles. This involved photographing the discharge of 
"draughts" from a vertical planar hopper and comparing these with graphical 
predictions from the Continuous Interaction simulations. These comparisons are 
presented in detail in this chapter. They are made on the basis of structure, 
voidage, angle of flow, nature of flow, relative velocities; these are 
undertaken using visual comparisons of the photographs and simulation 
graphics, and also on measurements made from the photographs and compared 
quantitatively in the tables. As discussed later all these comparisons give 
added confidence that discrete particle simulation can be applied to hopper 
granular flow.
The second set of experiments was conducted for a 3D system with s 7mm maple 
peas using gamma-ray tomography. Here the comparisons are made on the basis of 
solid fraction profiles in static and flowing beds, and on some detailed 
horizontal cross-section scans of the static bed. These experiments are 
described in chapter 9 following.
Why should we be concerned with a 2D analysis given that a 3D version of the 
model has been developed and that gamma-ray tomography is being used to 
compare with this model’s results ? There are 2D industrial applications 
including bottling, or cigarette packaging, and some traffic flow problems are 
similar in nature (e.g.people on the underground) and also are on a similar
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scale of particle number. However, the main reason is that it is much easier 
to compare the experiment and mathematical model compare in 2D. Even though 
the hundred or so (real) 2D particles used here are orders of magnitude fewer 
than in most industrial hoppers (3D), the process is still a test of the
simulation model in its own right. That is it is a real event which
"exercices" many aspects of the model. So that if the 100 particles in a 2D 
laboratory experiment can be modelled reasonably, this goes some way to
validating the use of the computer model application to millions of particles
in 3D industrial hoppers.
8.2 2D Experimental Method
8.2.1 Configuration
Trial experiments were carried out using steel washers on an inclined melamine 
board tilted at about 45 degrees. However, it was considered that the planar 
friction was not insignificant. The most realistic 2D arrangement was obtained 
for wooden draughts in a vertical planar hopper. This comprised a melamine 
board and perspex sheet both mounted vertically and parrallel. The separation 
was about 8mm and the thickness of the draughts 7mm. The diameter of the 
particles ranged from 28 to 29mm. Wooden struts were fixed to the board by 
double sided tape to form the walls of the hopper and a wooden flap hinged at 
the base of the board acted as the orifice. All surfaces were very smooth 
especially the particles. Clearly no real configuration will be an idealised 
2D system, but this was considered to be quite adequate for the purpose. Some 
experiments reported in the literature as 2D are in fact 3D which use spheres 
in a rectangular hopper with a small 3rd dimension (which is not to say that 
such systems have not produced useful results). By using discs instead of 
spheres we can be certain about the plane of rotation in the experiment. It is 
an interesting point that a 2D simulation is easier to develop than 3D, but 
that experimentally a 3D system is easier to set up. Photographs were taken 
with a Pentax SF7 camera with a. wind-on motor, mounted on a tripod. A light 
source was used. A stop watch was mounted on the hopper to indicate time after 
opening.
8.2.2 Methodology
Particles were added at the top of the hopper either
a) in a random fashion,
b) one at a time from the centre to form a heap,
c) in an ordered manner to set up coloured layers in the hopper.
When all particles had been added the orifice was opened. Photographs were
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taken of the static full hopper and during discharge (using the wind-on motor 
~2 pictures/sec) and of the static hopper after discharge. The exposure time 
was altered between experiments so as to take some sharp images during flow 
and some deliberately blurred to indicate the nature of flow. Some of the 
particles were labelled and marked with a reference radial line.
8.2.3 Experimental Data
Table 8. 1 shows the experimental data for the cases reported in this thesis. 
The friction coefficients were determined by measuring the sliding angle for 
the draughts - taped together so that they could not roll - either along the 
wall or for a layer of particles sliding along another fixed layer. The 
contact damping coefficients were calculated from the rebound height when 
single particles were dropped onto the hopper wall and onto another fixed 
particle (see appendix B which relates the coefficient of restitution to the 
damping coefficient). It is important to note that a direct rigorous 
comparison between experiment and computer simulation is possible, because all 
the simulation parameters were measured.
8.2.4 Computer Simulation Data
All the experimental data in Table 8. 1 were input to the model simulations.
The simulation timestep was set small enough to ensure sufficient accuracy 
-5At=0.001 (5.4 X  10 s). The Continuous Interaction (Cl) model, see chapter 4,
was used for the simulations with the interaction exponent n was set to 144 
which effectively represents a hard disc. This enabled a direct comparison 
with the "perfect" hard discs in the experiment. Other applications for 
general granular material have shown that n=36 gives more realistic results 
(see for example chapter 6). The experiments involved different methods of 
filling the hopper, as described above, which were reproduced in the 
simulations. The simulation time span was set sufficiently long to allow 
complete fill and discharge. The slight polydispersity of the draughts was 
also simulated in the computer model.
8.3 Comparison of 20 Experimental and Simulation Results
This section will now compare the photographs from some of the ten experiments
with the graphical output of the simulations. The main comparisons are 
discussed here with further results shown in Appendix F. The marker lines on 
the melamine board assist comparisons between simulation and experiment. The
corresponding lines are shown on the simulated output.
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Exp.
no.
MF/
FF a N Ad D B
Comments Fig.
no.
1 FF 90 93 . 03 10 3 no flow 8. 1
2 92 4 flow 8.2
3 96 4 layered 8.3, 8.4
4 92 4 long expos. 8. 5
5 96 4 FI
6 168 .07 14. 1 4 larger hopper F2
7 MF 20 96 .03 - 3 flow 8. 6
8 96 - 3 long expos. 8.7
9 96 - 3 " F3
10 168 . 07 - 3 larger hopper F4
Notes
MF is mass flow hopper, FF is funnel flow hopper, a is hopper half-angle in 
degrees, N is number of particles. Ad is polydispersity, D is max. hopper 
width, B is orifice size.
Reduced Units : length unit = 29mm max particle diameter
mass unit = (not used) max particle mass
time unit = 0.054 s / (d/g)
Friction coefficients p = 0.3, jn = 0.3,
damping coefficients y = 0.3 = 0.3 .
Table 8.1 Experimental Data for 2D Hopper Flow
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8.3.1 Minimum orifice size in Funnel Flow (FF) hopper with no-flow.
Fig.8.1 shows the experiment where the discharge is stopped by the formation 
of an arch because the orifice (B=3) is too small. This effect is reproduced 
exactly in the simulation as shown. Clearly this small system reproduces this 
important phenomena that is well known to occur in large hoppers where the 
outlet is too small. The height of packing and the structure is similar
between the simulation and experiment.
On taking the same hopper but increasing the orifice from three to four 
particle diameters, then flow occurs quite freely as shown in Fig.8.2. This 
also occurs in the simulation when the orifice is similarly increased. Clearly 
these systems are chaotic especially during flow and it is not intended to 
show exact particle-particle correspondence between simulation and experiment. 
This experiment is in fact quite informative in that the "zero time", or time 
when the orifice is opened (or very near to) has been caught in the sequence 
of shots, (In the experiment the camera is set to take a series of photographs 
using the wind-on motor and then the orifice is opened.) Hence Fig.8.2a shows 
the flow at t = 0.97s (17.8 in reduced units). The simulated flow patterns at
t = 16 & 18 are similar in nature both in terms of voidage near the orifice
and material aligned with the wall. It is interesting that the simulation 
reproduces the rather asymmetrical nature of the particle flow as the material 
falls through the orifice.
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Fig. 8.1 FF Hopper with no sustained flow (B=3). (a) shows the experiment and
(b) the simulation. Note the comparable packing geometry. "3" indicates an 
arbitrary height marker line.
(a) Exp.
Positions L oc i t i es
(b) Sim.
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(b) S i m  t =  16
(c) S i m  t =  18
Fig. 8.2 FF Hopper with sustained flow (B=4). These show comparable particle 
positions and voidage patterns in experiment and simulation at similar times 
after discharge. 159
8.3.2 Funnel Flow hopper with layered structure.
The same experiment as described in the previous paragraph was repeated but 
this time all the white particles were labelled and the hopper was filled in a 
systematic manner to set up a regular pattern of black and white layers, with 
the white layers numbered in units, tens, twentys etc - see Fig. 8.3a. The 
layers in the simulation are also identified in terms of height although the 
numbering system does not correspond exactly to the experiment. The static
packing structure shown in the same figure is very similar in experiment and
simulation with the same height of packing.
The discharge pattern in figure c shows a very interesting feature. This
figure corresponds to 0 < t <10.5. (In this experiment no snapshots capture
t~0, hence there is uncertainty in t here.) It shows that particles below the 
labelled 30s level are in movement but the particles above only show slight 
movement. This corresponds to the nature of flow seen in the simulation shown 
for t=4 (figure d) , ie it is initiated in layers. The pattern in figure e at 
10.5 < t < 20.6 is similar to the simulation at t=14, in particular the 
voidage at the orifice and population of particles along the wall.
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(a) Exp t=0
3
(b) Sim t=0
Fig. 8.3 FF Hopper with layered structure, (a) & (b) show the initial static 
hopper with the packing identified in horizontal layers, (c) & (d) show the 
state of flow for comparable times, and (e) & (f) at a later state. The 
simulation particle positions are very similar to the experiment indicating 
flow in "layers". 161
(c) Exp t=5
(d) Sim t=4
Pos i 1 1ons and Y Bonds
c
162 Fig. 8.3 (cont)
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(e) Exp t=15
(f) Sim t=14
Positions 1^3 ^ands
Fig. 8.3 (cont)
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8,3.3 Example of similar rotational movement.
An example of the similarity in rotational movement between the experiment and 
simulation is also shown in the experiment described in the previous 
paragraph. Fig.8.4. shows the comparison of experiment and simulation for 
this. Compare the radial line on particle no. 25 in figures a & b with the 
marked particle in figures c & d. The line has rotated through the same angle 
for the same time of discharge. (Remember that this is 2D so there can only be 
one plane of rotation - parrallel to the melamine board.)
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(a) Exp t=0
Fig. 8.4 Example of similar particle rotation. Particle no. 25 in experiment 
(a) & (b) show similar linear & rotational movement to the particle marked in 
red in the simulation (c) & (d).
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(c) Sim t=0
Positions and Angles
Q
Pos i t i ons and Angles
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(d) Sim t=4
Fig. 8.4 (cont)
8.3.4 Stagnant and flowing region boundary in Funnel Flow hopper with long 
exposure image.
Fig. 8.5 shows the same hopper as in Fig. 8.3 but in this experiment the 
discharge was photographed with a longer exposure to show the regions of flow 
and no-flow. This was quite successful as shown in figure b. There is a sharp 
boundary between the flowing and near stationary particles.The asymmetry of 
the flow pattern is shown very clearly. The velocity vectors shown in the 
simulation output (figure c) match this type of flow very well. Examples of 
intermittent flow can be seen in particles 1 and 6 which exhibit pronounced 
linear and rotational movement. This is also evident in the simulations. 
Figure b has captured some rotational movement in particle 9.
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Fig. 8.5 FF Hopper stagnant/flow regions, (b) shows a photograph with a 
longer exposure (0.125s) to differentiate the flow boundary, (c) shows 
particle velocity vectors at a similar instant in time in the simulation, 
which indicates a similar flow boundary.
i'J- ,1X X  )
(a) Exp t=0
(b) Exp
(c) Sim Velocities
P o s i t i b n s  and f e v l a c H i e s
, 'l 16 8
8.3.5 Final states of Funnel Flow hopper batch discharge.
Apart from the first experiment where the orifice size was too small for 
sustained discharge, all the particles discharged except for a few. An example 
of the end state is shown in Fig.8.6. The simulations gave similar results as 
shown by the example in the figure. The heap and repose angles were generally 
similar between experiment and simulation as is shown in more detail in 
later.
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(a) E x p
(b) S i m
)
Fig. 8.6 Final state of FF hopper after discharge in 
(a) experiment and (b) simulation.
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Having investigated features of flow in Funnel Flow hoppers the thesis now 
considers the 2D experiments for a Mass Flow (MF) hopper.
8.3.6 Discharge from a Mass Flow hopper
The first MF hopper used B=3, the same orifice size as for the blocked FF 
hopper in experiment 1. Here, however, the particles discharged quite freely 
both in simulation and experiment as shown in Fig.8.7. (In the MF experiments 
no particles remain in the hopper in experiment or simulation.) Fig. 8.7a & b 
show that the experiment and simulation have very similar static packing 
structures, with the same packing height and voidage patterns. It is also 
interesting to note that the packing structure here is not so ordered, so 
"crystalline", as for the FF hopper. The flowing voidage in the experiment 
shown in figure c is also replicated in the simulation as shown in figure d. 
Mass Flow hoppers tend towards radial flow patterns. That is all particles are 
in flow with their trajectories pointing towards the hopper virtual apex (see 
chapter 2). This flow pattern is also discernable in the experiment from the 
positions of the labelled particles in figures a & c. (Some particles are 
labelled in the experiment - these are not very clear in the photographs).
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(a) Exp t=0
3
(b) Sim t=0
Positions and T Bands
Fig. 8.7 Discharge from a MF Hopper, (a) & (b) show the static hopper with 
similar packing geometries and (c) & (d) discharging states with similar flow 
patterns. 1 7 2
V : .
I (c) Exp t=8.5
3
2
Pos i t i o n s ^ n d  Y Bands 
time= IBD^ O
(d) Sim t=10
173 Fig. 8.7 (cont)
8.3.7 Mass Flow hopper with long exposure photograph
Fig. 8.8 shows an experiment with the same MF hopper as in section 8.3.6, but 
with longer exposure photographs during flow. It illustrates the radial nature 
of the flow which predominates in MF hoppers as already described. The 
velocity vectors in the simulation show good agreement. The pattern of 
particle positions at the top of the material was also similar throughout 
discharge indicating radial flow. The particle velocities are inversely 
proportional to the hopper sectional width (they flow faster nearer the 
orifice). As with the FF hopper there is some asymmetry in velocities.
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(a) Exp
Positions gjod V e L  oc i t i es 
t i me= 1 &4|..
(b) Sim
o
Fig. 8.8 MF Hopper with longer exposure photograph. The experiment in (a) and 
simulation in (b) show similar radial flow.
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8.4 Summary of 2D Comparisons
8.4.1 Appendix F describes further experiments and simulations which contain 
detailed validation, including experiments of slightly larger systems. This 
section looks at some detailed quantified comparisons made on all ten 
experiments.
8.4.2 Funnel Flow Results : Table 8.2
These results show excellent agreement between experiment and simulation on 
the packing height (which depends on the packing structure) and discharge 
rate. The static heap angles are also in quite good agreement for the 
experiments where particles were introduced one at a time at the top of the 
hopper at the centre. Neither the experiment or simulation showed much of a 
tendency to form a repose angle although this could be better tested in a 
larger system. The angles of flow (angle to horizontal of line between flowing 
and static region) agreed well within the degree to which they could be 
estimated. The voidage at the orifice was also in good agreement. The latter 
was estimated on the basis of the number of particle centres within a 
rectangle of 3 particle diameters height over the orifice (hence area = 12).
8.4.2 Mass Flow Results : Table 8.3
The MF results show good agreement on packing height. The simulated height in 
experiment no. 10 is a little low. The discharge rate is higher in the 
experiments because the wall friction coefficient used in the simulations was 
overestimated. A further simulation (not shown here) with a wall friction 
coefficient reduced from 0.3 to 0.2 gave very good agreement. It is 
interesting that with this hopper geometry the wall friction is critical for 
discharge rate. The static heap angles and voidage at the orifice in flow are 
in reasonable agreement between experiment and model. The voidage is estimated 
on the number of particles in the region 3 particle diameters above the 
orifice over the entire width of the hopper. Example particle velocities were 
estimated at the hopper wall and hopper centre. These probably fluctuate 
between particles and so the values shown should only be taken as spot points. 
A more rigorous comparison of the radial flow field between the model and 
continuum predictions is described in Chapter 7. The velocities in Table 8.3 
correspond with the experimental discharge being larger than the simulated 
value. Generally the nature of the radial flow patterns agrees well between 
simulation and experiment.
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Exp.
no.
Exp/
Sim H W ®R ^Of
1 Exp 9. 5 0 - - - -
Sim 9.4 0
2 Exp 9.5 3.3 - u 60-70 . 48
Sim 9.4 3.6 0 50-60 .54
3 Exp 9. 9 4. 1 - u u .28
Sim 9. 9 3. 9 0 . 24
4 Exp 9.5 u - u 60-85 u
Sim 9.4 0 60-85
5 Exp 10.6 u 35,25 0 70-85 u
Sim 10. 1 30, 15 0 70-80
6 Exp 12.7 4. 1 25,20 ~o 70-85 . 15
Sim 11.6 4. 1 20,20 ~o 60—85 . 15
Notes :
Exp is experimental results, Sim is simulation results,
H is height of bed in static fill, W is number discharge rate,
0 is estimate of angle of : subscript H heap, R repose, f flow 
angle measured from the horizontal to the interface line 
is estimate of voidage in region 3 max. particle diameters above the 
orifice.
Reduced units are as in table 8.1 .
- indicates not applicable 
u indicates unclear from photograph
Table 8. 2 Summarv of FF Measured Results
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Exp.
no.
Exp/
Sim H W ^Of Upw U /U pc pw
7 Exp 13.2 5.2 - . 36 . 92 .69 1.3
Sim 13. 3 3.7 .23 .63 .36 1.7
8 Exp 13.3 u - . 23 . 52 . 52 1.0
Sim 13.3 3.7 .23 . 63 .36 1.7
9 Exp 13.7 u 25,30 u u u u
Sim 13.3 3.7 40,30 .23 .63 .36 1.7
10 Exp 18.5 5. 8 25,25 u .55 . 40 1.4
Sim 17. 8 4. 1 35,20 .33 . 13 2. 7
Notes :
as per Table 8.2 .
Up is estimate of particle velocity : subscript c at centre, w at wall.
Table 8.3 Summary of MF Measured Results
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8.5 Conclusions of 2D Experimental Study
The experiments described here have been designed to illustrate at the 
particle level the validity of the BE Continuous Interaction model. They
complement the earlier global validation of the discharge rate and wall stress 
analysis. The primary comparisons are of a visual qualitative / quantitative 
nature - a direct mapping of simulation and experiment with identical
parameters (eg friction, damping and polydispersity). The packing height, 
discharge rate, heap and flowing angles, voidage and particle velocities have
been quantified and compared between experiment and simulation. Overall the
comparisons show good agreement for static packing, static and flowing 
voidage, stagnant/flow boundary in FF, heap and repose angles. In particular 
there was clear agreement in some aspects of the nature of flow, such as 
layered initiation of flow in the FF silo, and radial flow in the MF hopper. 
The accumulated evidence is that the • computer model is rather good at 
reproducing the experimental systems.
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9. Comparisons of 3D DE Simulation with
GAMMA-RAY TOMOGRAPHY EXPERIMENTS
9.1 Introduction
Various problems arise during the transport and handling of granular materials 
in the process industry. Particle segregation and attrition, lack of control 
in solids flow rates, build up of adverse pore pressures are some of the major 
ones. It is a common belief that most of these problems are closely linked to 
the behaviour of the interstitial voidage within the process units.
Until recently there had been no experimental method to provide this data. 
Gamma-ray tomography was one of the first non-invasive techniques used to 
investigate the two phase flow behaviour of single or multicomponent granular 
systems. A new tomographic facility developed at Surrey University, has opened 
new perspectives in the study of granular systems by meeting both the spatial 
and the temporal resolution requirements simultaneously. The principle of this 
method is the transmission of gamma-rays (produced by radioactive sources) 
through the granular material and measurement of the strength of the beam 
after penetration. With approriate calibration, described below, the solid 
fraction of the granular material along the ray trajectory can be calculated.
A preliminary work using this technique in gas based granular systems has been 
reported by Hosseini-Ashrafi and Tüzün (1993) where consecutive scans at 
various heights of a hopper housing mono-sized and binary mixtures during 
start-stop experiments. These revealed a maximum value of voidage near the 
orifice propagating with time up the conical section of the hopper. The 
voidage values obtained from the gamma-ray scan showed close agreement with 
published theoretical values, and their transformation in polar coordinates 
(both angular and annular) proved the axial symmetry inside the hopper. The 
confirmation of axial symmetry inside the hopper enabled the development of a 
this technique (Hosseini-Ashrafi and Tüzün (1993)) which offers considerably 
faster scans without sacrificing the spatial resolution. The new technique 
employs single photon absorptio-metric 2D profiles across the hopper within a 
few seconds. A spatial resolution of 1mm (necessary for quantifying the 
interstitial voidage) was obtained and consecutive transformation of the 
Cartesian data to polar coordinates resulting in a radial distribution of the 
density function. The main advantage of this technique is that tomographic 
information can be extracted from the single profile measurements in a shorter 
time period than if a complete scan was performed. A more extensive 
description of the experimental techniques used to measure voidage in flowing
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granular systems is given by Nikitidis et al (1995).
The tomography facilities provide an ideal experimental method of helping to 
validate the Distinct Element computer simulation. The voidage profiles of 
static and flowing beds of non-cohesive granular material were measured and 
directly compared with simulations of the hopper.
9.2 Configuration and Experiments
9.2.1 Apparatus
The CAT scanner used in these experiments employs a scanner head consisting of 
153six Gd sources emitting gamma photons at energies of 44keV and lOOkeV and
six collimated Csl scintillation detectors arranged in a parallel geometry. 
153Gd has a half life of 241 days and high specific activity which provides 
high photon fluxes with the minimum source size. Each scan was taken by 
translating the head in small steps laterally in order to sample the object 
fully. If a complete image scan was required, the head could then be rotated 
by 1.5° to make another translation and continued until it had rotated 180°. 
The collimators used in these experiments had 1mm and 2mm aperture widths 
which governs to a large extent the final image resolution. The vertical 
resolution (length of the aperture) was 3mm, allowing for good precision. The 
fastest total scan time achieved was 90sec with the 2mm collimator. A 2m tall
Perspex cylinder of 144mm inner diameter was mounted on a conical hopper 
section of 30° half-angle and a 34mm diameter orifice. A schematic diagram of 
the experimental rig is shown in Fig.9.1,
9.2.2 Material
Canadian maple peas of size distribution 5-7mm were used. These are "real" 
polydisperse non-spherical particles (ie not specifically manufactured to be 
spherical-like glass ballotini). Hence they provide a real test for the 
simulation which models nominal spheres. The experimental work involved scans 
at different heights of the hopper for both static and flowing beds. In this 
first stage of the comparative evaluation these coarse near spherical 
particles were used where particle motion is dominated by gravity and packing 
geometry with negligible interstitial fluid and particle adhesive forces - see 
Tüzün et al (1994). It is considered here that in this case the mechanics of 
bulk flow is well represented by soft Hertzian interactions of elastic 
spheres. In the next stage of the work (not reported in this thesis) it is 
intended to extend the comparisons to fine (ie d < 1mm) particles of irregular 
shapes where both the interstitial fluid and interparticle attractive forces
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Fig. 9.1 Schematic diagram of the Gamma-ray Tomography Apparatus.
(a) shows : 1. the scanner ring 2. vibration-free table mount 3. perspex 
hopper 4. motorized verticle positioner 5. hopper support structure.
(b) shows the rotating scanner gantry comprising six parallel geometry photon 
beams. (Figure kindly supplied by M E Hossseini-Ashrafi).
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will be significant in determining flow. For such fine particles the 
Continuous Interaction model may prove more appropriate for predicting long 
range phenomena such as shear (rupture) zones within the flowing bulk. (See 
chapter 4 for simulation particle interactions.)
The maple peas were slowly poured into the hopper from the top until the bed 
height was equal to several bin diameters. This ensured steady-state flow 
conditions under high material head. With this method of filling it is 
reasonable to expect a solid fraction tj of about 0.6 which is found for random 
loose packing of spheres (Sherrington and Oliver 1984). The non-sphericity of 
the maple peas should decrease t) whereas the polydispersity should increase t]. 
The solid fraction should also decrease at the walls. Both the experiments and 
simulations showed these trends.
9.3 Principle of Scanning Gamma-ray Tomography
The form of the experimental results is explained in Fig. 9.2. The source 
transmits a beam of intensity which is detected on the other side of the 
hopper with strength I. These are related by :
I = exp(-%l) (9.1)
where x is the mean attenuation coefficient along the photon path and 1 is the 
path length. Using photons of the same energy, ensuring elemental homogeneity 
and allowing for the hopper walls the solids fraction of the material in the 
hopper is given by :
%(y) = %(y) / (9.2)
where x is the linear attenuation coefficient of the material. Hence by m
translating the six source-detector beams over a horizontal section of the
hopper a solids fraction profile can be measured as shown in Fig.9.2. In this
study the solids fraction is measured every 2mm. A complete linear profile of 
the hopper can be determined in about 90 secs. For a static bed a complete 
cross-section image can be built up if the source-detector beam is rotated 
around the plane and measurments made every few degrees. The image can then be 
calculated from the linear results around the hopper.
It can also be instructive to transform the linear solids fraction profile
results into a radial form as illustrated in Fig.9.2. The mathematical
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(a) Linear profile solid fraction is length through particle / length through hopper
y
J  2mm spacing here
n ( y )  =  m o )
0
(b) Radial profile
Ti(r) = f(T|(y))
Fig. 9.2 Presentation of Tomography Results. (a) shows how the photon beams
pass through the hopper section, the calculation of solid fraction from the
beam intensity and the presentation of the linear profile. (b) shows the
definition of the radial solid fraction and presentation of the radial
profile. The radial tomography profile is obtained by transforming the linear
results, whereas the simulation radial profile is obtained directly.18 4
transform assumes the particle assembly is axially symmetric. The line 
integral is given by :
F(y) =
+00
F(r) dx (9.3)
where F(y) is the solid length along the ray line at y and F(r) is the solid 
fraction at radius r and dx is the increment along the ray line. With R the 
radius of the hopper section equation 9.3 can be rewritten :
JR
F(y) = 2 F(r) r dr / (r^-y^) (9.4)
and the solution to this equation is
^  ,
F(r) - -(1/tc)
where F’(y) is the differential ôF(y)/ôy.
9.4 Simulation
Table 9. 1 summarises the simulation data in both metric units and reduced 
units as used elsewhere in this thesis. That is, the length unit is 7mm (the 
maximum particle diameter) and gravitational acceleration is unity, hence the 
time unit (i/d/g) corresponds to 0.0267 secs. The simulation geometry is set up 
to replicate the experiment. Many more particles are used in the experiment, 
to allow sufficient time of discharge for the tomography measurements, but 
this only means that the hopper is taller. It is well known that the height of 
packing (above a critical value) does not affect voidage or flowrate. As 
already noted the experimental particles are only approximately spherical, 
however, this is considered a reasonable test of the simulation capability. 
The friction and damping data are for typical granular materials. The softened 
Hertzian particle interaction is the same as in previous studies (chapters 6 & 
7). Fig.9.3 shows the simulation hopper before discharge and at the end of the 
simulation when 20% of the particles have discharged, and also the constant 
discharge rate (see chapter 6. )
The simulation calculates the linear solid fraction profile so ,that direct
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Parameter Reduced Units mm, sec
Hopper diameter D 20.6 144
Orifice diameter B 4. 9 34
Half-angle (deg) a 30
Number of particles N 8000
Particle diameter d 0.714 - 1.0 5. - 7.
Internal friction 0. 3
Wall friction 0. 3
Internal damping r 0. 3
Wall damping 0. 3
Young’s modulus E 50000. 1.8 X 10^
Poisson’s ratio V 0. 3
Time interval At 0. 001
Time orifice open topen 50. 1.34
Time simulation stop t  ^stop 100. 2. 68
Discharge times 
results sampled
60,70,80,90, 100 0.27 interval
Reduced units d^=1.0 upper limit of particle diameter (7mm)
m =1.0 particle mass at d=1.0 m
g =1.0 gravitational acceleration.
To convert to real time units, reduced time should be multiplied by Vid/g).
Table 9.1 Principal Simulation Data for Tomography Comparisons
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(a) t = 5 0 . (b) t =100.
6 0  m m
0
(c)
5 0 . r mass d i s c h a r g e  r a t e
4 0 ,
3 0 ,
20.
10,
j t i m e  
1 0 0 .8 0 ,6 0 ,4 0 ,20,0,0
Fig. 9.3 DE Simulation of the Tomographic Experimental Hopper. (a) shows the 
simulation hopper filled just before opening for discharge and the heights at 
which voidage profiles are taken. (b) shows the discharging hopper at the end 
of simulation. (c) shows the constant discharge rate.
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comparisons can be made with the experiments. That is, it sets up horizontal 
lines through the hopper at the appropriate height with the same line spacing 
(2mm) and determines what fraction of the line intersecting the hopper also 
intersects the particles. For the static profiles the simulation uses the 
particle positions of the settled bed at the bottom of the hopper before it is 
opened (t=50). For discharge it is possible to take the particle positions at 
a moment in time and calculate the same data, however, this would not be a 
true comparison with experiment since the experiment needs a finite time for 
each scan. That is, it would not be reasonable to compare a "frozen" image 
from the simulation at an instant in time with a "blurred" image from the 
experiment of a small time interval. Hence the simulation results are averaged 
over five moments in time (t=60, 70, 80, 90, 100) to give an equivalent
"blurring" of the profile. A "continuous" calculation over an equivalent time 
period used in the experiment would require much more data, and the average 
over five time moments is statistically sufficient, in that it gives data that 
fluctuates in a comparable manner to the experiment, as shown by the results 
comparisons.
The simulation calculates the radial solid fraction results directly. That is 
there is no need to tranform the linear data as for the experiment. The 
simulation sets up circles inside the hopper at the appropriate height and 
radial spacing and for each one determines the fraction that is inside a 
particle. The comparisons with experiment are then also a test of the 
applicability of the transformation.
A complete section image was constructed by the tomography at z=20mm for the 
static bed. The simulation plot for the static bed is compared with this. It 
is also possible to plot dynamic simulation images (some are shown later), but 
this is not possible for the experiment.
The following sections compare the experimental and simulation results.
9.5 Solid Fraction of Static Bed
Figs.9.4-9 show the solid fraction profiles for the static hopper at 7, 17,
30, 40, 50, 60 mm height respectively. These show the simulation linear and
radial profiles and the full image plots, and the experimental linear profile 
and radial transformation of the linear results. It can be seen that the 
agreement between simulation and experiment is generally very good for all 
these heights both in absolute value and in fluctuation. In some instances the
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Fig. 9.4 Static solid fraction profiles at height above orifice z=1.0 (7mm).
(a) shows the image of the simulation. (b) the linear profiles (c) the
radial profiles. V tomography    simulation
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Fig. 9.5 Static solid fraction profiles at height above orifice z=2.4 (17mm)
(a) shows the image of the simulation. (b) the linear profiles (c) the
radial profiles. V tomography ----- simulation
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Fig. 9.6 Static solid fraction profiles at height above orifice z=4.29 (30mm)
(a) shows the image of the simulation. (b) the linear profiles (c) the
radial profiles. V tomography   simulation
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Fig. 9.7 Static solid fraction profiles at height above orifice z=5.71 (40mm)
(a) shows the image of the simulation. (b) the linear profiles (c) the
radial profiles. V tomography   simulation
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Fig. 9.8 Static solid fraction profiles at height above orifice z=7.14 (50mm).
(a) shows the image of the simulation. (b) the linear profiles (c) the
radial profiles. V tomography   simulation
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Fig. 9.9 Static solid fraction profiles at height above orifice z=8.57 (60mm).
(a) shows the image of the simulation. (b) the linear profiles (c) the
radial profiles. V tomography ------ simulation
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simulation results peak slighlty higher which is probably due to the 
non-sphericity in the real granules. Perfectly spherical particles tend to 
enhance packing order near the walls.
Looking at the radial transforms it can be seen that the simulation radial
profiles are not in such good agreement with the transformed tomography
results. They are fairly good at z= 7 & 60mm, and there is a comparable
pattern of oscillation at z= 17 & 50mm with larger fluctuations at lower r. It
is considered that this is largely a measure of the validity of the radial
transform in this application. This is dependent upon the assumption of axial 
symmetry, which is probably reasonable on a gross scale, but due to the 
stochastic nature of the process it is not reasonable for this small system
(few particles at an instant in time). It is also less accurate for r near to
R (the section radius), because there are fewer data points for the 
transformation. Clearly the simulation results peak at R-0.5d which is 
expected for the particles lining up against the wall. None of the transformed 
results show this. The transform is also dependent on the differentiation of 
the linear profile with y which makes it sensitive to fluctuations in the 
linear profile. (Any peaks in the linear profile are exaggerated in the radial 
profile.) In larger systems (with more particles across the hopper diameter) 
the radial transform is probably more accurate and potentially useful since 
hopper granular flow is by nature a radial process. Hence any patterns in the 
bed structure should show up on a radial basis.
Fig. 9. 10 shows a comparison of the complete image scan at 20mm with the 
computer simulation plot. There is clearly a strong similarity in the nature 
of these packings in particle-wall alignment, maximum gap size and number of 
large particles. The difference in sphericity is not evident. The only 
noticeable difference is that the simulation shows many more smaller slices. 
This is because the particles can be intersected at any section and the 
tomography beam is 2.5 mm thick (~.36d) and is hence not slicing along a plane 
as in the simulation plot. The beam thickness is comparable to the particle 
radii and hence there is some loss of resolution in the tomograhy picture.
Fig.9.11 shows a plot of average solid fraction at a horizontal section versus 
height above orifice for the static hopper. This shows good agreement except 
at z= 17 & 30 mm where there is a slight difference. Hence overall there is 
good agreement for the static bed.
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Fig. 9.10 Static image of hopper section at z=2.86 (20mm) comparing the 
packing structure of the simulation plot (b) with the tomography full scan (a) 
The scanning beam is 2.5mm thick (0.36d) hence it is not so "sharp" as the 
simulation plot.
(a) E x p e r i m e n t
(b) Simulation
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Fig. 9.11 Average static solid fraction (sf) profiles versus height (z) above 
orifice. V tomography ------- - simulation
t =  5 0 . 0 0
6.0
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9.6 Solid Fraction of Discharging Bed
Figs.9.12-16 show the solid fraction profiles for the discharging hopper at 0, 
7, 20, 40, 60 mm heights. These show the simulation linear and radial profiles 
averaged over five time slices and the full image plots for t=100. The
experimental linear profile and radial transformation of the linear results
are also presented.
These show excellent agreement across the linear profiles except at z=0 which 
is discussed later. There is slightly more fluctuation in the tomography
results which is then exaggerated in the radial profiles for the reasons 
discussed above. The solid fractions are slightly lower during discharge than 
the static cases especially near the orifice as would be expected. The 
profiles are also smoother during discharge due to the averaging nature of the 
process.
For z=0. in Fig.9.12a the tomography results are significantly lower than the 
simulation. This is probably because the tomography beam is 2.5 mm thick and 
straddles the orifice plane. Fig.9.12b shows the results where the beam is 
raised so that it covers the region immediately above the orifice. Here
agreement is much better, but, as noted for some static cases, the simulation 
results have higher peaks. The slight non-sphericity of the maple peas 
probably increases voidage in the near-free flowing region of the orifice. 
Fig. 9.12c gives a measure of how the simulation results fluctuate with time. 
The average results are from five snapshots. Figure c shows three of these 
snapshots indicating considerable variation.
Fig.9.17 shows the horizontal section average solid fraction versus height 
above orifice for the flowing bed. These results support the above discussion. 
The figure also shows how the average simulation results vary in time.
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Fig. 9.12A Solid fraction profiles at z=0. (0mm) during discharge. (a) shows
the image of the simulation at t=100 and (b) the linear and (c) the radial 
profiles averaged over time. Note that the tomography beam (thickness 2.5mm) 
straddles the orifice. V tomography .... simulation
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Fig. 9.12B Discharge solid fraction profiles at z=0. [0mm).
The tomography beam.(thickness 2.5mm) is just above the orifice. 
V tomography simulation
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Fig. 9.12C Variation of simulation solid fraction profiles with time during 
discharge at z=0.
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Fig. 9.13 Discharge solid fraction profiles at z=1.0 (7mm). (a) shows the
image of the simulation at t=100 (b) the linear and (c) the radial profiles
averaged over time. V tomography   simulation
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Fig. 9.14 As for Fig.9.13 except z-2.86 (20mm).
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Fig. 9.15 As for Fig.9.13 except z
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Fig. 9.16 As for Fig.9.13 except z
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Fig. 9.17 (a) Average discharge solid fraction versus height above orifice,
(b) shows how the simulation solid fraction v height profile varies with time.
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9.7 Conclusions of 3D Tomography Study
There is generally good agreement between the simulation results of spheres 
using a soft particle interaction and the gamma-ray tomography voidages for 
the Canadian maple peas both in a static and flowing bed. The experimental 
static bed shows a solid fraction of about 0.6 which.is as expected for random 
loose packing of spheres. On discharge the solid fraction decreases near the 
orifice due to dilation. In general non-sphericity will decrease t/, whereas 
polydispersity will increase 7). The solid fraction also decreases near the 
wall as is expected. The simulation results show higher peaks and on average 
slightly higher solid fractions near the orifice due to the non-sphericity of 
the experimental particles. It is significant that the structure of the bed, 
both in its settled static state and during discharge , can be adequately 
described by a mathematical model where the particle interactions scale with 
the particle diameter rather than with the microcontact asperities. Further 
work will concentrate on the flow of micron-size particles.
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10. Distinct Element Simulation of Interstitial Air 
Effects on Granular Flows in Ax i a l l y-symmetric Hoppers
10.1 Introduction
10.1.1 Summary
Two phase flow of interstitial air in a moving packed bed of granular solids 
is modelled using a Distinct Element (DE) technique which considers the 
Newtonian dynamics of particle motion passing through a radial flow field of 
air in a mass flow hopper. The air flow is assumed to be incompressible and 
the mass flux of air at any height within the hopper is assumed to be 
constant. These assumptions allow the simulation of air-retarded and 
air-assisted flows in mass flow hoppers without the need for an extensive 
development of the momentum balance calculations on an Eulerian fixed grid. 
The particle-particle and particle-hopper wall interactions are modelled using 
a Hertzian interaction law and a contact friction algorithm of the Hindi in 
analytic form (Langston et al (1995a)).
Predictions of discharge rates in both air-retarded and air-assisted flows are 
compared with the continuum mechanics calculations based on the steady-state 
flow assumption. The DE simulation results indicate certain transient and 
oscillatory features of the flow fields which have not hitherto been 
demonstrated by the continuum theories. Furthermore, it is shown that 
air-assisted flow leads to increased wall stresses which reduce the bulk 
solids discharge rate for discharge through small orifices.
10.1.2 Background
Interstitial air effects are significant in industrial hoppers in a number of 
ways. Principally, air pressure can be varied inside a hopper to enhance and 
control the solids discharge rate. In contrast, it is more difficult to 
control the discharge rate by varying the orifice size. In air-assisted 
discharge, the air is introduced either in a region close to the orifice (see 
for example de Jong (1979)) or at the top of the bed co-current to the solids 
flow ; see Nedderman et al (1983). Furthermore, closed-top hoppers are often 
used in industry to control the environment of the solids (e.g. temperature, 
pressure, humidity, etc.). In addition, solids discharge under gravity from a 
closed-top hopper can be significantly reduced, or even stopped owing to the 
drag force imposed by the counter-current flow of air resulting from the 
partial vacuum created in the vessel behind the moving bed. With fine
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particles typically less than 0.5mm diameter, air drag becomes significant and 
even discharge from an open-top hopper can be reduced by air impedance. These 
phenomena are described by Nedderman (1992) along with some continuum 
analytical methods of modelling these effects.
The previous chapters describe the development of a Distinct Element (DE) 
model to simulate granular flow from 2D and 3D hoppers (see also Langston et 
al 1994, and 1995a). These studies investigated solid discharge rate and wall 
stresses (static and dynamic) for non-cohesive particles in discharge where 
there was negligible interstitial fluid effects. Good agreement was achieved 
with continuum and established empirical predictions.These comparisons were 
undertaken principally to establish confidence in the technique. The continuum 
approach is rather limited in the number of hopper properties that can be 
predicted without gross speculative assumptions about the constitutive 
equations governing the material. These treatments have therefore been 
confined largely to wall stresses and discharge rates. It is clear that the DE 
method has a number of advantages over the continuum approach ; most obviously 
in modelling the bulk flow effects due to differences in particle shape, size, 
density; etc. such as segregation or agglomeration during flow which are yet 
to be demonstrated. The DE simulations in most cases provide an effective 
complementary tool to the established continuum technique allowing the key 
assumptions of the continuum approach to be tested as well as a wider range of 
material properties to be explored.
The DE model was developed beyond the previous work to incorporate the 
important interstitial air effects described above in a 3D mass-flow hopper 
with large (> 0.5mm) particles; thus providing a simulation of two-phase flow 
in hoppers. For discharge in air, significant adverse interstitial pore 
pressure gradients are observed with particle size less than 0.5 mm even in 
open top hoppers, giving rise to complex interstitial pore pressure profiles 
accompanying solids discharge from the hopper; see Spink and Nedderman (1978). 
In closed top hoppers, similar effects are observed at even larger (i.e. > 1
mm ) particle sizes due to the partial vacuum created behind the flowing bed; 
see Tüzün (1987). With particles less than 0.1 mm in size, cohesive 
interactions are also known to play an important role in the bulk flow 
mechanisms in addition to the interstitial fluid effects; see Clift (1985). 
Here we confine our attention only to the interaction between gravity and 
interstitial fluid pressures observed in the bulk flow of cohesionless solids.
In the present DE simulations, owing to the finite number of particles (sio*) 
that can be modelled in a reasonable computer runtime, we have modelled the
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interstitial fluid retarding effects in a closed top hopper by altering the 
relative solid density rather than by reducing the particle size. This is an 
equally legitimate means of altering the balance between gravity and the 
interstitial fluid forces affecting bulk solids flow. Air-assisted discharge, 
however, can be easily demonstrated with more typical particle solid density.
10.1.3 Modelling Air/Particle Interaction
Several researchers have used the continuum approach to investigate the 
effects of air on discharge rate from hoppers and bins. Holland et al (1969) 
developed an equation of motion for forces acting on the granules which helped 
to explain retardation of fine granule discharge and increased discharge under 
air-assisted flow. Spink et al (1978) undertook a theoretical and experimental 
study of the retarded discharge of fine non-cohesive powders from hoppers and 
Nedderman et al (1983) studied increased discharge rate from a pressurized 
mass flow hopper, in particular investigating the effects of air density 
changes.
In contrast, there is surprisingly little work on the application of DE 
simulation to air/granular systems. Tsuji has developed such a model for 
fluidised beds and pneumatic conveying - see for example Tsuji et al 1992, 
1993(a),(b). A Newtonian DE model is used for the solid particles and the air 
flow is modelled on a fixed grid using mass and momentum balances. The air/ 
particle interaction (drag) force is modelled using the Ergun equation when 
the voidage is below 0.8, and the single particle equations for voidage 
greater than this. Molerus (1980) has undertaken a theoretical and 
experimental study of the pressure drop in fixed and fluidized beds using the 
Navier-Stokes equation for different packing arrangements in a cell model 
which could be a useful way of enhancing the DE technique.
There have been many molecular dynamics studies in which gas flow around solid 
objects has been treated using a molecular description of the gas. These 
include flow past solid objects of various shapes (discs, spheres, plates), 
see for example Rapaport et al (1986). The disadvantage of such a discrete 
representation of the gas is that the time scale of the simulation has to 
tuned to that of the gas molecules, which restricts any substantial movement 
of the solid objects (ie granules in our case). In order to follow the system 
on the time scale of the granules and their discharge, we are forced for 
computational time reasons to adopt a continuum description of the gas. This 
we consider to be satisfactory without loss of physical rigour in the context 
of other approximations in the model.
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10.1.4 Application to Hopper Flow
This work describes Distinct Element simulations of two forms of
axially-symmetric mass flow; a) air-assisted discharge where a constant air
overpressure is maintained above the hopper contents; b) air-retarded 
discharge from a closed top hopper. These are illustrated in Figs. 10. 1 &
10.2. The analysis of air flow in a funnel-flow hopper is considerably more ,
complex because the solids velocity profiles are non-radial and there are i
stagnant regions close to the discharge orifice; refer to section 10.5. The |
funnel-flow simulation is therefore reserved for a later stage of development. I
I have developed a 3D model rather than start in 2D because the 2D physics is j
pathologically different in this case. Air percolation can be prevented by j
the solids network in 2D which cannot happen in 3D. j
I
10.1.5 Axially-symmetric Mass Flow in Hoppers
A hopper half-angle of 10° is chosen to induce mass flow condition in the 
conical hopper section which is surmounted by a short cylindrical section on 
top. The silo is filled to a height above the bin/hopper transition prior to 
the commencement of discharge.
In the air-assisted case, the air is forced downwards through the particle bed 
and the drag force on the particles acts co-currently with gravity thereby 
increasing the solid discharge rate; refer to Fig.10.1. In the air-retarded 
case observed in the closed-top silo, the solid discharge under gravity causes 
a partial vacuum behind the flowing particle bed thereby causing a backflow of 
air which decreases the solid discharge rate; refer to Fig.10.2.
The air flow is assumed incompressible at the relatively low velocities 
associated with the hopper discharge rates and the relatively modest 
overpressures applied in the air-assisted case. In contrast, the simulations 
allow for the compressibility of the particle bed (i.e. variation of local bed 
voidage) during flow. In continuum analyses, the bed voidage is assumed either 
constant or related to the mean consolidating stress at a given height; see 
Crewdson et al (1977). Furthermore, the analysis of air percolation within the 
flowing bed is addressed by assuming radial flow of air within the cone. This 
means that a detailed Finite Element momentum balance on the air is not 
required thus allowing an Eulerian (fixed) grid for air flow through which the 
particles are allowed to pass in accordance with Newtonian Dynamics. This is 
considered reasonable for hopper flow but not for the more complex fluidised 
bed with a fine jet as modelled by Tsuji, Kawaguchi et al (1993) as described 
above. However, it must be emphasized that no assumptions on particle flow 
have been made. Particle flow is determined by the DE analysis and is
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AP (constant) AIR
Wi Air +  Solid
Fig. 10.1 Hopper simulations : 3D Mass Flow with non-cohesive (> 500pm) 8000 
spherical particles. Air-assisted with constant overpressure.
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/ IAIR SOLID AIR
Fig. 10.2 Hopper simulations : 30 Mass Flow with non-cohesive (> 500pm) 8000 
spherical particles. Closed-top air retarded.
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therefore not necessarily radial.
The primary results presented here are the discharge rates of solid and air, 
for the air-assisted analysis, and a comparison with the continuum models. We 
also look at wall stresses which are quite significantly affected, a 
phenomenon often ignored. Particle voidage and velocity profiles are also 
considered. For the air-retarded cases, the reduction in discharge rate is the 
most significant effect.
10.2 Modelling Air Drag
10.2.1 Air Forces on Particle
Fig.10.3 is a schematic diagram of the forces acting on a static particle in a 
moving fluid stream. In this study the buoyancy force can be ignored since the 
particle solid densities are significantly larger than air (data in Table 10.1 
shown later). Lift and turning moment can also be ignored because the 
particles are spherical. The drag force is calculated from the Ergun equation 
as described in the next section. It is assumed that the particles will always 
be in a 'packed bed’ situation rather than acting as 'single particles’ at 
some instances as may occur in a leaner system. Hence the drag equations for 
single particles are never used here, unlike with Tsuji's (1993b) model 
described earlier.
Before describing the model in detail the method is summarised as follows.
(a) The hopper is filled with no air effects modelled - ie as in the previous 
studies.
During discharge at each timestep :
(b) Calculate air velocity at orifice
- retarded flow from a volumetric flow counter to solid flow
- air assisted flow from Ergun equation, average voidage and overpressure
(c) Calculate air velocity at each particle - assumptions below
(d) Calculate relative air-particle velocity, and hence local pressure drop 
and hence drag force on particle.
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DRAG BUOYANCY
(a) GENERAL
LIFT
WEIGHT
)MOMENT
Air velocity relative 
to particle
(b) SIMULATION VECTORS
U^ INTERSTITIAL AIR
acts in this 
direction
Up PARTICLE
Fig. 10.3 Air forces acting on particle in a relatively moving air stream, 
a. General system b. Simulation vectors. Here >> and particles are 
spherical hence only the weight and drag are significant.
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10.2.2 Ergun equation for a packed bed.
The Ergun equation (Ergun (1952)) for predicting the pressure drop AP for a 
gas flowing through a packed bed is as follows :
AP 1-er  - ^ 150 e + 1.75 e (10.1)
where L is the bed length, e is the bed voidage, d is the particle diameter, 
and and p^ are fluid viscosity and density respectively. is the velocity 
of the interstitial air. The first term in eqn(lO.l) is also known as the 
Carman-Kozeny equation which represents the skin friction in laminar flow and 
is obtained by applying the well-known Poiseulle equation to a bed of spheres; 
see Carman (1937). The second term incorporates the inertial effects 
accompanying high Reynolds numbers of the particle bed and large pressure 
ratios of the interstitial gas. Consequently, the Ergun equation is valid for 
both laminar and turbulent flow. The empirical constants in eqn(lO.l) depend 
on the particle shape. This study uses the values shown which are applicable 
for spheres.
10.2.3 Application of the Ergun equation in the Hopper Model
The Ergun equation is used in the simulation here in two cases. First to
estimate the superficial velocity at the orifice in the air-assisted flow 
mode, from the bed dimensions average voidage and air overpressure at each 
time node; secondly to calculate the local pressure drop across each particle 
at each time node, for both air retarded and assisted modes. This is performed 
using the local voidage and the relative velocity between the air and the 
moving particle as described later. The air drag force on the particle is then 
calculated from the local pressure drop.
The assumptions on air flow in the hopper are : i) uniform radial flow, ii)
incompressibility and iii) constant total mass flow of air at any height
within the hopper. The distribution of the total mass flow within the hopper
cross-section is decided by the prevailing cross-sectional voidage 
distribution at any given height within the flowing bulk. The simulation 
procedure is the same as in our previous study (Langston et al 1995a). The 
hopper is gradually filled with the bottom orifice closed, adding a few 
particles at a time from the top. Then the particles are allowed to settle. 
Then the orifice is opened and particles allowed to discharge. In this study 
air effects are incorporated, but only during discharge; i.e. no air
entrapment is allowed within the static fill prior to discharge.
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Fig.10.4(a) shows a schematic diagram of the hopper air flow for the 
air-assisted discharge. The overpressure inside the hopper, above the solid 
bed, is constant throughout discharge. At each time step during discharge the 
model calculates the superficial air velocity at the orifice from the
following equation :
dp _ 150 C (l-e)2 1.75 (1-e)
dr - r% . d
(10.2)
C = "R = ( "lO - "po ) (10 3)
where r is the distance to the virtual apex of the hopper cone, subscript 0 
indicates at the orifice and 1 indicates at the top of the packed bed, and 
subscript R indicates relative particle-air velocity.
Integrating from r^ to r^  assuming constant voidage (average of total bed) : 
AP = C ( 1/r^ - 1/r^ ) + Cg ( l/r^^ - 1/r^^ ) (10.4)
This is similar to Nedderman’s equation (1992) except that here the DE 
simulation estimates r^  from the highest particle in the flowing bed and 
integrates to this limit rather than infinity, (ie Nedderman estimates AP from 
the above equation but integrated from r^ to r^ ). The simulation program here
calculates C from the quadratic in eqn(10.4) (r^ , r^ , C^ , C^ , are known), then
estimates from the particle velocities near to the orifice, then
calculates from eqn(10.3) and hence calculates using the voidage. The 
simulation can then calculate the interstitial air velocity around each 
particle from the following equations :
"oz = "oo *0 / *2 (10 5)
"l: = "oz / =1 (10 G)
where is the interstitial air velocity at height z; this is a vector which 
acts radially, pointing to the virtual apex of the cone; is the local
voidage around the particle.
There are many possible ways of estimating e^ , and Fig. 10.5 illustrates the 
method used here. The hopper is divided into a number of cubic zones (of
21 8
AP
(a) AIR ASSISTED
U0 /
/
PLUG FLOW
RADIAL FLOW
(b) RETARDED
Fig. 10.4 Air velocity in the hopper simulation. Air velocity calculated at 
each timestep during discharge. No air effects during fill.
a. Air-assisted : =f(AP, Ergun equation, packing geometry), radial
incompressible flow ; b. Retarded : volume air in = volume solid out
21 9
(a)
(b)
o oo" r0 * 0
o* • ••
" I"" — - .0• o •
• centre inside zone
o centre outside zone
(c)
* voidage data used from these zones
Fig. 10.5 Calculation of local voidage in the bed : a. hopper divided into 
cubic zones (volume inside hopper determined for each edge zone; zone length 
here = 2 max. particle diameters); b. at each time t the voidage of each zone 
is determined from the number of particle centres within the zone; c. the 
local voidage at each particle is then determined by linear interpolation of 
the zone data; in general a particle will be between the centres of eight 
zones in the simulation (only 4 shown in fig). NB only 3D simulations in 
this chapter. 2 2 0
length 2 particle diameters in this study) - Fig.10.5a. The volume of each 
zone inside the hopper is determined. At each timestep in the simulation the 
program determines which particle centres are in each zone, assigns all of 
that particle to that zone and hence calculates the voidage applicable for 
the centre of that zone - Fig.10.5b. Then the local voidage for each particle 
is calculated by a linear interpolation of the eight zone regions which 
surround it - Fig.10.5c.
Fig.10.4(b) shows the closed-top hopper with the air retarded flow. At each 
time step the model calculates the volumetric solid discharge rate at the 
orifice. It is assumed that this is instantaneously balanced by the same 
volumetric flow of air in the opposite direction.
"o
= -Q, = - Z V  ''p ^ (10 7)
U o o  =  Q a  /  A o  ( 1 0 . 8 )
where is particle volume, is the number of particles within a small
distance ôz (=1 particle diameter in this study) of the orifice, A is
cross-section area, and Q is volumetric flowrate of the solid or air. Then the 
air velocity around each particle is calculated in the same manner as with the 
air-assisted case, but with the air velocity vector pointing away from the 
virtual apex.
With the interstitial air velocity determined around each particle the model 
can then calculate the drag force as illustrated in Fig. 10.6. The Ergun
equation is used to calculate the local rate of air pressure drop around the
particle. The value of the local voidage as described earlier in Fig.10.5 
is quite critical here in determining the drag force acting acting on the 
particle. The drag force is then given by :
F^ = (AP/L)^ . ( Vp /(1-c^) ) (10.9)
This is a vector which acts in the direction of the air-particle relative 
velocity as shown in Fig.10.6. As already noted acts radially, is not
necessarily radial and hence F^ need not be radial. (AP/L)^ is calculated 
using eqn(lO.l) where is replaced by the modulus of the relative
air-particle velocity vector - U^J.
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F,D
> U
© particle under analysis
• surrounding particles (part of localised bed)
Fig. 10.6 Calculation of air drag on particle. The Ergun equation is used to 
calculate the local pressure drop from the local voidage (Fig 10.5), the 
particle diameter, and the relative air-particle velocity. The local pressure 
drop is then converted to a force from the particle dimensions and local 
voidage.
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10.3 Simulation of Air-Retarded Flow
10.3.1 Simulation Data
The principal data for the simulations are shown in Table 10.1. The hopper is 
a 10 degree mass-flow hopper containing 8000 spheres uniformly distributed 
between a minimum size of 5 mm to a maximum of 10 mm. The particle normal
contact interaction is Hertzian with a low elastic modulus (see chapter 4) and
with typical friction and damping data. Three sets of flow simulations are 
considered for comparison in this section ; a. Open-Top (OT) hopper with no
air drag effects; b. Closed-Top (CT) with particle solid density p of 100
3 ^kg/m , ie a very light particle (although still significantly denser than3air), c. CT with p^ = 1000 kg/m , ie of the order of the solid density of most
typical granular systems such as agricultural seeds, plastics, fossilized
fuels, etc. Table 10. 1 shows the simulation data in reduced units as used in 
the model, and for equivalent SI units scaled to a max particle diameter of 10
mm. As the particle density is defined as 1.91 in reduced units (a consequence
of setting both maximum particle mass and maximum particle diameter to unity)
the actual particle density variation is modelled here by the change in the
air density and viscosity in reduced units as shown in the table. As an 
example for d^^^ = 10mm we are modelling 0.18 kg (light) or 1.8 kg (denser) 
particles in a 10° cone. The filling process takes 1.6 secs, and then we model 
discharge from a 50 mm orifice for 1.6 secs under 0-0.01 bar (light) or 0-0.1 
bar (denser) air pressure.
10.3.2 Discharge Rates
Fig. 10.7 shows the variation of solid discharge rate, W^ , with time t after 
the commencement of discharge for the three cases of simulations described 
above. As expected the closed top hopper discharge rates are lower, and 
significantly so for the light particles, even at these large sizes. It is 
interesting that the greatest discharge rate fluctuations appear to occur for3solid density p^ of 1000 kg/m . It is well known that oscillations occur in 
hopper flow, especially when there is significant air backflow. The upward 
percolation of air through the flowing particle bed is not continuous here but 
it responds to the variations in volume flux of solids at any given height 
within the hopper. The values in Fig. 10.7 are averaged over a period of 5 
time units and hence some oscillation may be smeared out. Roberts (1995) 
describes how significant shock loads can result from pulsing flow in large 
silos. It remains to be seen to what extent the oscillations observed here are 
exaggerated by the assumptions of radial air flow and constant 
cross-sectional volume flux of air within the hopper.
2 2 3
(a) for p^ =100 kg/m^
Reduced
(b) for pg =1000 kg/m^ if different 
Units (1) SI Units (2)
(a) (b) (a) (b)
hopper diameter D 14 . 14
hopper orifice B 5 . 05
half angle a 10 10
no. Particles N 8000 8000
particle diameter d 0.5 to 1.0 .005 to .01
solid density ^s 1. 91 100. 1000.
fluid density ^f 2.48e-2 2.48e-3 1.3
fluid viscosity 1.09e-4 1.09e-5 1.8e-5
overpressure AP 0 0 0
50 257 2570
115 591 5910
180 925 9250
timestep At .001 3.2e-5
t open orifice 
t stop simulation
topen
t  ^stop
50.
75.
1.6
2.39
internal friction M 0. 6 0. 6
wall friction 0.3 0.3
damping coeff y 0.5 0. 5
elastic modulus E 50000. 2. 6e5 2. 6e6
Poisson's ratio V 0. 3 0.3
(1) reduced units in terms of d=1.0 m=1.0 for largest particle and g=1.0
(2) SI units for the case max d=0.01metre, = as indicated.
(3) 2.6e5 is 2.6 X 10^
Table 10.1 Principal Simulation Data - Air Effects
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(1) Simulation Continuum Theory (2)
Open-top 43.9 1.0 1,0
Closed-top
Pg =100 kg m ^ 31. 1 0. 708 0. 558
Closed-top -3Pg=1000 kg m 42.5 0. 968 0. 933
(1) Average of solid discharge rate at t=10 to 25
(2) See appendix D; = W^(CT)/Wg(OT).
Table 10.2 Comparison of Solid Discharge Rates from Open-top & Closed-top
Hoppers
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Fig. 10.8 Scale of Hopper.
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The values of the ratio, W^ , the retarded discharge rate in a closed-top 
hopper to the discharge rate in the open-top hoppers is shown in Table 10.2 
for the simulations and compares these with the values of predicted by the 
continuum analysis. Details of the continuum method are shown in appendix D. 
The continuum analysis here uses the Ergun equation while Nedderman (1992) 
uses the Carman-Kozeny equation assuming low Reynolds number flows. According 
to the values in Table 10.2, the DE model discharge is not retarded as much as 
in the continuum method. The oscillatory nature of the solids flow fields 
generated in DE simulation could be responsible for the reduction in air drag 
effect predicted by the continuum model. Clearly, more experimental work is 
required in this area, but for the specific situation being modelled we 
consider that the DE model should be more accurate, because aspects such as 
wall friction and finite particle size are not explicitly modelled in the 
continuum theory.
10.3.3 Bed voidage and velocity
There is not much evidence here that the interstitial air percolation in the 
hopper significantly changes the bed structure as shown by examples of hopper 
voidage profiles in Fig.10. 9. Fig.10.8 shows the scale of the hopper. However, 
the velocity profiles in Fig.10. 10 are clearly affected. The light particles 
are significantly retarded even for these large particles. The "normal" 
density particles show some oscillation about the radial line and a band of 
lower velocities in the middle which could indicate a pulse. It is noted that 
the velocity vectors are all drawn to the same scale.
10.4 Simulation of Air-Assisted Flow
10.4.1 Simulation data
The same hopper and particle data are used here as in section 10.3. The 
overpressures inside the hopper (constant for each simulation) are shown in 
Table 10.1. There are six further simulations to consider in this section, for 
two solid densities and three different values of air overpressures. The 
simulation of the open-top hopper in section 10.3 is used here for comparison 
with the air-assisted mode.
10.4.2 Discharge Rates
Fig.10.11 illustrates the solid discharge rate against time for the 
overpressures and solid densities modelled. Whereas is constant under
ambient pressures, as is well known, it increases with time for the 
pressurized cases. This is quite realistic since as the bed height falls, the
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Solid discharge rate
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Fig. 10.11 Solid discharge rate during discharge for air-assisted flow,
3 3a. Pg=100 kg/m b. p^-lOOO kg/m
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Fig. 10.12 Air discharge rate corresponding to cases shown in Fig.10.11
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Solid/air volume discharge rate
0»
P=180
P=115
P=50
Ca) Pg = 100
Solid/air volume discharge rate
(b) Pg = 1000
t
Fig. 10.13 Solid/air volumetric discharge rate corresponding to cases shown 
in Fig.10.11.
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(~ 12.5 m/s) i Air & particle velocity at orifice
Q.=)
"Occc (a) — 100
Air & particle velocity at orifice
(~ 31. m/s) 100
Q-=)
CCO
(b) p^ = 1000
Fig. 10.14 Interstitial air and particle velocity versus fraction of solid 
discharged for AP = 115 a. p^=100 kg/m^ b. p^=1000 kg/m^ .
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Fig. 10.15 Bed voidage versus fraction of solid discharged for overpressures 
modelled in Fig.10.11.
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air velocities at the orifice will increase for a constant AP. The curves for 
the higher solid density particles are similar to the lighter ones because the 
overpressures have been correspondingly increased. That is the discharge rate 
in terms of number of particles is similar for the tenfold denser particles 
because the overpressure is ten times that used for the lighter particles.
Here the results are shown in reduced units. For example, if they are applied 
to g=9.81 m s ^ and d=10 mm, then t=30 is = 1 sec, and AP = 180 is s 0.01 bar 
for the lighter particles and 0.1 bar for the denser particles.
The corresponding air mass discharge rates are shown in Fig.10.12. It is 
interesting to consider the ratio of volumetric flowrate of solids to air as 
shown in Fig.10.13. This generally shows a constant value, which is larger for 
the denser particles as expected. Only at the larger overpressures as the 
hopper is nearly empty does the ratio fall. This indicates dilation of the 
particle bed which is illustrated later. The relationship between solid and 
air flow velocity is also illustrated in Fig.10. 14, which shows the particle 
and interstitial air velocities at the orifice during discharge for the AP=115 
example. As with the discharge rates, the ratio of the two velocities is also 
fairly constant.
Fig.10.15 shows the average bed voidage against solid mass fraction
discharged for all the air assisted simulations. The value of increases 
for all cases along the same line for W^ . Then for the higher air 
overpressures the voidage increases more indicating significant dilation as 
previously described. Therefore the voidage in the bed is comparatively 
insensitive to these levels of overpressure, except near to the end of the 
discharge event.
The results of solid discharge rate are compared with the continuum theory 
predictions described in Nedderman (1992) ; refer to appendix D. Fig.10. 16
shows the ratio indicating the increase of discharge rate as a
function of the overpressure P over the zero overpressure discharge rate. This 
ratio is the same for both solid densities (where the higher density has been 
discharged under a correspondingly higher pressure), but clearly significantly 
less than the prediction from the continuum theory (i.e. DE/continuum s 70%.). 
The main cause for this is believed to be the effect of wall friction. As 
shown below, the normal force between the particles and the wall is 
significantly increased by the air drag. This leads to a substantial increase 
in wall friction which further retards the particles adjacent to the hopper 
walls, thereby resulting in a lower rate of discharge. It should be noted that 
the hopper orifice is quite small (i.e. 5 maximum particle diameters) here and
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hence the wall friction has a large effect. This effect is neglected in the 
continuum theory. One simulation was carried out for AP=115 and zero wall 
friction - all other parameters remaining the same. The prediction of 
is much closer to the continuum curve, as illustrated in the Fig.10.16.
10.4.3 Particle velocities and bed voidage
Example velocity vectors at the mid-plane of the hopper are shown for
different overpressures in Fig.10.17. These are drawn to the same scale and
clearly illustrate the increase under increased air overpressure. It is also 
evident that there is oscillation about the radial lines which seems to set up 
a wave pattern along the hopper. There is also some indication that this is at 
a maximum at AP=115. It is possible that there is a natural frequency near 
this point. It has also been observed by the authors that the discharge 
"plume" from a miniature hour glass also oscillates. It would be interesting 
to investigate this further and establish the key parameters and how this 
might effect the hopper structure; Roberts (1995).
The flowing bed structure of the light (p^= 100 kgm ^) particles at the
mid-plane of the hopper and the profile of average cross-sectional solid 
fractions along the bed height is shown in Fig.10. 18 for zero overpressure and 
Fig.10.19 for AP=180 at similar states of fraction discharged (clearly at 
different t). There is little difference initially but there is dilation under 
air overpressure later on as previously described.There is also a more uniform 
solids fraction value up the cone section in this case. The values of the bed 
solid fraction vary between a maximum of 0.6 and a minimum of 0.4 which is the 
expected range for a packing of spherical particles with a size ratio less 
than 2+1; see Arteaga and Tüzün (1992). Note also that there is no visible 
evidence of an "empty annulus" (see Nedderman et al (1982)) at the plane of 
the orifice.
10.4.4 Wall Stress
A significant revelation of this study is the effect of air over 
pressurization on wall stresses during discharge. Figs.10.20 & 10.21 show the 
wall stresses during discharge for AP=0 and 115 respectively. Under ambient 
discharge the wall stresses oscillate about the passive state predicted by the 
continuum theory (see Langston et al 1995a). Under air pressure the wall 
stress is significantly increased. It is important to note here that the 
stresses shown are purely from particle-wall interactions. The contribution 
from the air pressure is not included. The wall stress is especially high near 
the orifice. It is believed that the effects seen here are especially
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Fig. 10.18 Particle positions and solid fraction versus bed height at two 
instances during discharge for 6P=0.
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Fig. 10.19 Corresponding cases to Fig 10.18 for AP=180 p^=100 kg/m
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Fig. 10.20a Wall stress during discharge for AP-0 open-top hopper.
H = hydrosataic equivalent for same bulk density (=pgh), A & P = Active & 
Passive equivalents from continuum differential slice force balance method of 
Janssen, Walters, Walker as described in Nedderman (1992).
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substantive owing to the small size of the discharge orifice used. However, 
none of the continuum analyses of the air-assisted discharge cited in 
literature have considered the effect of the hopper wall stresses on flow 
retardation which is clearly present. Furthermore, for air-assisted discharge 
through small orifices such as in metering and dosing of powders, there may 
also be significant consequences for wall and particle attrition.
10.5. Conclusions
A discrete element model of 3D mass flow hopper discharge has been developed 
to incorporate air effects for air assisted and closed top air retarded flow. 
Some simple but realistic assumptions on the air model enabled the inclusion 
of air effects without extensive development of an Euler finite element code. 
The results for discharge rates in air assisted and air retarded modes are 
reasonable and the particle velocity maps and the void structures provide 
information on the transient and oscillatory nature of the flow fields which 
are not accessed by the steady-state continuum models. Moreover, the current 
DE model incorporates the finite particle size effects and the effects of wall 
stress. However, the DE model is limited by the number of particles it can 
handle. In the air assisted cases the bed was found to dilate towards the end 
of the discharge event. The air gave rise to collective velocity oscillations 
in the bed during discharge and the wall stresses were significantly enhanced, 
an effect ignored in continuum analyses.
It is envisaged that the air model could be developed further to incorporate 
mass and momentum balances in the z (height) direction for compressible air 
flow under higher air pressures, while still maintaining radial flow. For 
simulation of interstitial air flow in a funnel flow hopper, eg flat bottom 
silo, the assumption of the radial flow will have to be relaxed to take into 
account the more parabolic shape of the streamlines and of the stagnant zone 
boundary; see for example Tüzün and Nedderman (1982).
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11. Conclusions and Future Work
11.1 Simulation Model Capability
This thesis describes the development of a Distinct Element simulation 
model to investigate granular fill and discharge in hoppers. It includes 2D 
and 3D versions and graphical programs as listed in Appendix G. Non-cohesive 
forces are modelled (elastic, friction, damping, gravity, and air drag in 3D 
are included). It is a time stepping program which tracks the position and 
velocity of each particle through the process.
11.2 Principal Results of Study
The main objective of the study has been to show realism in the results of the 
simulation and hence build confidence for future developments in more 
sophisticated and practical studies. This involved quantitative comparisons 
with : empirical discharge rate equations; differential slice force balance
equations for static and dynamic wall stress, and internal stress; internal 
velocity profiles from the continuum kinematic and radial stress field models; 
heap and repose angles from continuum theory; internal stress and velocity 
profiles from experiments in the literature. Experiments were also carried out 
in small 2D systems to compare photographic evidence on the nature of flow, 
and in larger 3D systems using gamma-ray tomography to compare voidage 
profiles in static and flowing particles with simulation predictions. Air 
effects have also been compared quantitatively with continuum theory. Here it 
is even considered that the DE simulation gives more realistic results. Other 
effects have also been noted on a qualitative basis such as the development of 
rupture zones, stochastic asymmetry, oscillations in flow; these enhance the 
simulation credibility, and demonstrate its potential for further studies. A 
unique feature of the study has been a comparison of different particle 
interaction laws which show quite different effects. For instance the 
Continuous Interaction law used in molecular and colloidal dynamics gives a 
greater connectivity in the assembly than the Hertz type interaction and so 
leads to more realistic flow patterns for a general real granular system. 
Another unique result has been the demonstration that the method of filling 
the hopper dramatically effects the static wall stress profile.
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11.3 Future Work
There are many potential applications for this model - see chapter 3. These 
are not discussed in detail here but some of the principal features which 
should be developed are discussed. Segregation and mixing studies of 
multimodal mixtures would demonstrate the power of the technique. The maximum 
polydispersity modelled in studies to date is 50% in particle diameter size. 
If this size range of particles were to be exceeded then the application of 
the Cl model would have to be revised. This should then be more dependent on 
nominal surface separation than particle centre separation. It would also be 
necessary to investigate whether the softened Hertz interaction is still 
valid. Cohesion and different particle shapes would also be useful. Cohesion
could be modelled in the Cl form with the attractive term used in Molecular 
Dynamics (see Haile 1992) in addition to the current repulsive term. 
Mon-spherical 3D particles present a challenge for the development of 
efficient algorithms for contact detection and angular motion. It is arguable 
that the Cl law implicitly represents general shape effects. It depends on the 
application of the simulation as discussed in chapter 3. If an assembly of 
needle-shaped particles is modelled then the geometry would need to be 
described explicity - even if in some simplified manner, eg a cylinder. If the 
particle is fairly compact (eg the maple peas considered in Chapter 9, then 
the Cl model might be a "mean field" equivalent, especially if there are 
significant interstitial fluid effects as for small (d<lmm) particles.
A major challenge is to simulate larger systems. Obviously hardware 
developments will enhance capabilities, but simulation methods are also 
critical. Fig. 11.1 illustates an example of a "stress boundary" technique. It 
is possible that the extraction mechanism is the critical part of the hopper. 
For instance where a low continuous discharge is required from a large silo, 
then gravity flow alone is not possible. In which case it would not be 
necessary to simulate the entire contents of the silo but only the section 
near to the orifice and through the screw extractor. In such a simulation new 
particles would have to be introduced into the top of the section in a 
stressed state. It is considered that this is not difficult to program, is 
quite realistic and the validity could be demonstrated by simulations of more 
of the system. Periodic boundaries - see chapter 3 - are also a potential 
method but the validity for a finite boundary system would have to be 
demonstrated. 2D simulations can cope with larger silos, but the conclusions 
might not necessarily be transferrable to a 3D system.
It is clear that the application of DE simulation will expand rapidly in the 
near future. It will be important for the analyst to demonstrate that the 
application is valid.
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stress boundary 
for simulation
Fig.11.1 Example of possible use of "stress boundary" to limit region of 
process needed to be included in DE simulation.
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Appendix A
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PARTICLE 
TANGENTIAL AND NORMAL DISPLACEMENT FUNCTIONS
Introduction
This appendix uses the contact equations of Hertz and Mindlin (see Johnson 
1985) for interactions between non-cohesive elastic spherical particles to 
show that the force-displacement relationships in the normal and tangential 
direction are related. This new relationship has been used here to apply the 
Mindlin friction equation in tandem with the normal Continuous Interaction 
technique (and other normal interactions) to model granular flow.
Normal / Tangential Compliance
The Hertz equation for normal displacement between two contacting spheres is 
as follows (see Johnson 1985) :
0^ = ( 0.75 / ( E R - (Al)
where
* * 1/qa = ( 0.75 F^ R / E ) ^ ‘ (A2)
1/R* = 1/R^ + 1/Rg
The Mindlin equation gives the following expression for the tangential 
displacement for the onset of gross sliding :
Ô = 3 p F_ / ( 16 G* a ) (A3)max N
Combining these three equations gives :
0 / 0  *  *  I / o  *^max = 3 p F^" ^ ( 1.333 E / R ) / ( 16 G ) (A4)
Ô / Ô = 0.25 u E* / G* (A5)max n
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For two particles of the same material :
E* = E /( 2 ( ) ) (A6)
G*= G /i 2 i 2-v ) ) (A7)
G = E /( 2 ( 1+y ) ) CA8)
On combining equations C5 to C8 the following equation is obtained :
Ô- = Ô / Ô = 0.5 jix (2-v) / (1-y)R max n
This states that the ratio of maximum tangential displacement at gross sliding 
to the normal deformation is a constant independent of load. This ratio is an 
input parameter to the DE simulation model. The above equation can be used to 
calculate <5p^ (or some other value can be used if desired). This is a valid 
method of relating Mindlin to the normal reactions because this displacement 
ratio is a constant and dependent on material properties only.
It is interesting to note that Mindlin derived his expression for tangential 
displacement assuming a ratio for initial tangential compliance to normal 
compliance. The above equations show that the ratio of total compliance, from 
initial load to gross sliding, is a constant. Continuing the above analysis, 
at the onset of gross sliding
S  = V  (AlO)
Hence
C^ = Cp/ C^ = / p = 0.5 (2-v) / (l-v) (All)
Hence the ratio of tangential to normal compliance is only dependent on 
Poisson’s ratio. So for a typical value of r = 0.3 , this gives C^  ^= 1.214
and = 1.214 p .
The initial tangential compliance Cp^ can be found by differentiating the 
Mindlin equation
•=F0 = V x  / '^N > = CF / 1-5 <A12)
261
At ô^= 0 CpQ and are both Infinite, but the ratio Cj^  is a constant for
all values of normal load down to this limit.
Nomenclature
a contact radius
Cp avearage tangential compliance Cp^ initial value at zero load
average normal compliance initial value at zero load
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Appendix B
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DAMPING FACTOR AND COEFFICIENT OF RESTITUTION 
Introduction
The damping forces acting at particle contacts must be modelled to simulate 
realistic motion of the granular material. It is modelled as as a fraction yof 
critical damping for a 2nd order system, which is fairly generally applicable. 
Experimentally data is often available as a coefficient of restitution e. (See 
for example the experiments here in chapter 8 which measured g for draughts.) 
Zhang & Campbell (1992) give an equation which relates e and y. This equation 
is derived here, the result is a factor of /2 different.
Damping Factors
The general 2nd order system equation of motion is:
m x  + c x  + k x  = 0 (Bl)
c = y c^ = y 2 •/(m k) (B2)
In the hopper program y, the damping factor, is input, c the damping constant 
is calculated. The particle mass is m and k is the current stiffness of the 
contact. Working from first principles the coefficient of restitution is :
e = -x^ / x^ (B3)
the ratio of particle velocities before and after impact. Hence the particle 
position as a function of time is :
-rw t
X = a e cos(w t - 0 ) (B4)
= /(k/m) (B5)
from the general response of a 2nd order underdamped system. Therefore the
particle velocity is given by :
-ywgt
X = -y Wn a e cos(w t - 0 ) - w a e sin(w t - 0 ) (B6)u
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Let X = 0 be the point of impact at o)t^-e = it:/2
and the point of departure at o)t^-6 = 3Ti:/2
Then the coefficient of restitution is given by :
-exp [ -y ((3/2 tt + 0) / w ) ]
G  =   : ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------  (B7)
-exp [ -y tÜQ ((1/2 TT + 0) / w ) ]
For simplicity scale the curves so that 0 = 0 . :
e = exp ( -71 y / w ) (B8)
= exp ( -7t y / -/(1-y^ )) (B9)
which on rearrangement gives :
-In ( e )
y = --- 5---------s- (BIO)
/^{ 7r“ + (In e)^)
This is a factor v'Z greater than given in Zang & Campbell (1992). The author 
has no explanation for this discrepancy.
Nomenclature
a amplitude
e coefficient of restitution
0 constant
w frequency
natural frequency
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Appendix C 
ENERGY CONSERVATION AT CONTACT
Introduction
Mindlin et al (1953) investigated the relationship between normal and 
tangential forces between elastic spheres in contact under various cycling 
load schemes. They demonstrated hysteresis effects in loading and unloading 
paths. The simulation model used here is not based on spherical contact 
mechanics interaction but on a "mean field" geometry analysis as described in 
chapter 4. A consequence of the simplified approach is the possibility of 
"gaining energy". Consider the simple situation illustrated in Figure Cl. 
Suppose a particle-wall interaction undergoes the following sequence : under a 
constant normal load it is translated some distance; then without further 
translation the normal load is increased; then under the new constant normal 
force the tangential load is removed and the particle translates back. Under 
these conditions the particle will gain energy (neglecting contact damping). 
In practice this is probably not significant since the contact damping and 
gross sliding loss of energy dominate the process generally. However, it was 
considered that this feature was conceptually unsatisfactory.
Energy Conservation
There are several methods of avoiding the energy gain, and a simple method has 
been incorporated here. The total tangential displacement at the contact ôp is 
modified for the next time step if the normal load has increased; it is 
calculated from the inverse of the Mindlin equation :
4  = ^ max ( 1 - C 1 - Fp. / M ) (CD
if ( 0^ > 0^ ) then reset = &L (C2)r r r r
where ô and F., are calculated for the current time node and F_ is from the max N F
previous time step. The calculation then proceeds as before : ôp and Fp are
calculated for the new time step incorporating the incremental tangential
displacement ô in the current time interval. It should be noted that ôp is not
increased if is larger, ie when the normal load reduces. This entails ar
loss of energy which is considered to be a realistic event.
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NI
In the initial model a particle can gain energy as a contact 
tangentially loads under a certain normal load ( 1 to 2 ) and 
then unloads under a higher normal load ( 3 to 4 ).
increases -> reduce ôp 
F„ decreases no change in ô.
In the revised model the tangential displacement is reduced in the 
next time step if the normal load increases to prevent an energy gain.
Fig. Cl Particle Loading/Unloading Schemes
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Appendix D 
CONTINUUM AIRFLOW MODEL
Introduction
Chapter 10 describes how the DE model was applied to simulate air-assisted and 
air-retarded discharge from conical hoppers. The results were compared with a 
continuum treatment of these scenarios developed by Nedderman. This appendix 
summarises this continuum method.
Air-Assisted Discharge
Nedderman et al (1983) develops the following equation which relates the solid 
discharge rate with air-assisted flow to the discharge without air
W
W (at AP) s
r W (AP=0)s
1 +
f(ReQ) AP
S ^0
1/2
(Dl)
where Re is the airflow Reynolds number, Pg is the granular bulk density, g is 
the gravitational constant, r^ is the distance from the virtual apex to the 
orifice and f(Reg) varies from 1.0 for laminar flow to 3.0 for turbulent flow.
This is based on the Beverloo equation, but assuming that the driving force 
for gravity flow which is pg is added to by the pressure drop at the orifice 
(dp/dz)g. It also assumes radial flow of air and solid, incompressible air 
flow, and the pressure gradient calculated by the Ergun equation which 
accounts for inertia effects and is valid at high Reynolds number.
Air-Retarded Flow
In considering air-retarded solid discharge from a closed-top hopper Nedderman 
(1992) uses the Carmen-Kozeny equation to calculate pressure drop because 
flowrates will be low. For greater generality this study has compared the 
simulations with the continuum theory developed using the Ergun equation as 
follows. The radial pressure gradient is given as follows :
jp 150 (l-c)2 1.75 Up^(l-c)
d E
where U = U. - U and U = U eR i p  Ro R
(D2)
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where U is velocity with subscripts i for interstitial air, p for particle,
R for relative and o for superficial velocity, is air viscosity, d particle
diameter, e bed voidage.
Therefore from a volumetric flow balance :
U.e = - U (1-e) 1 P (D3)
and using the effect of pressure gradient on flow
W Wso 1 +
1 /2
(D4)
and
UpO / [ 2 7T r^ (1-cosa) p^l (D5)
where W is the solid discharge rate under ambient air pressure and a is the so
hopper half-angle. Hence
W  ^ = W  ^ [ 1 + ^s so (D6)
where C. is a constant. So that a quadratic equation is formed for W based on i s
known parameters.
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Appendix E
SCALING EFFECTS IN HERTZ EQUATION
The Hertz equation in chapter 4 eqn(4.6) relates the normal force of repulsion 
to the normal deflection at the contact for two spheres. This is directly 
proportional to Young’s modulus for the the material (for simplicity in this 
appendix we shall consider that both spheres are made of the same material and 
are the same size). Working in reduced units of m=l, d=l, g=l, then E must be 
converted from SI units as follows :
Eru = ( d / m g )^ . = ( 6/x / g d )^ . (El)
Hence E^^ is dependent on the diameter of the particles. This means that using 
the contact equations the normal force of repulsion for two small spheres is - 
in relation to their mass - greater than for two large spheres for the same 
percentage deflection. For example, from the Hertz equation (4.6), two 10mm
radius steel spheres with deflection 0.1 mm exert a force of 10400N, about
30000 times the weight; for two 1mm spheres with deflection 0.01mm it is 104N, 
about 300000 times the particle weight. This implies that scaling up problems 
must be done carefully and that a system of small particles will take much
longer to simulate because they set up a much stiffer system (hence a smaller
timestep is required) as well as a greater population.
It is also interesting to relate the above analysis to the velocity of sound 
in the material :
c = Vi E / p) (E2)
hence
. 2 .2E =    = ru / .2 (E3)
g d^
where t is the reduced unit of time equivalent in secs (= the time particle rutakes to fall d/2 under gravity from rest), and t^^ is the time in secs for 
sound to travel the diameter of the particle (in a continuum).
It is also noted the timestep for the analysis is related to the Rayleigh wave
2 6 9
speed through the material eqn(3.2). which does not vary so much between 
materials as the stress modulus. In other words E/p or G/p are fairly constant 
for steel, aluminum, glass, wood. Hence in reduced units E^^ is fairly 
independent of the material but not the diameter. In the simulations here a 
softened value of E^^ has been used as explained in chapter 4.
2 7 0
Appendix F 
FURTHER 2D HOPPER DISCHARGE EXPERIMENTS
FI Introduction
Chapter 8 describes a series of experiments photographing discharge of 
draughts from 2D hoppers. This appendix contains details of experiments no. 5 
and 6 on Funnel Flow hoppers and no. 9 and 10 on Mass Flow hoppers.
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F2 Experiment and Simulation Comparisons
F2. 1 Experiment 5 : FF hopper with long exposure and heaped fill. The static
hopper shown in Fig.Fla was filled one particle at a time from the top centre 
of the hopper randomly in terms of particle labels. The heap angles produced 
are about 35 & 25 degs. The simulated heap angles in Fig.Fie are about 30 & 15 
degs and the tendency to heap is clearly less in the simulation. (A friction 
coefficient of 0.3 corresponds to an angle of 17 degrees.) It can also be seen 
generally from the figs of FF runs that there is little tendency to form 
repose angles after discharge in the experiment but even less in the 
simulation. It is suspected that the contact damping algorithm may be a 
limitation here. The damping force is proportional to the particles' relative 
velocity in the simulation. The coefficient of damping obtained here from 
rebound heights as described above defines the force magnitude. It is 
suspected that the particles come to rest sooner in the experiment than the 
model and hence produce a greater tendency to heap, because the damping force 
is relatively greater at lower velocities. It is possible that the melamine 
board and perpex sheet also contribute to damping the particle velocities. 
Fig.Flc shows another example of a long exposure during discharge. The 
corresponding simulation velocity vectors show a very similar region of flow.
Fig. FI 2D FF Hopper - long exposure photo. N=96 B=4
(ru=reduced units)
Experiment :
a. Static hopper - heaped fill (particles dropped singly from centre top)
b. t ~ 0.
c. Discharge (photo exposure = 0.125s = 2.3ru) t ~ 0.69s = 12.7ru
d. End state
Simulation :
e. Static hopper with reference radial lines.
f. Discharge t=10ru.
g-h. Discharge showing velocities at t=10 & 15ru. "Blurred equivalent" region 
estimated from velocities, 
i. End state.
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F2.2 Experiment 6 : Larger FF hopper. The final FF experiment used a larger 
hopper with more particles. A heaped fill was produced as in experiment 5 and 
a medium exposure time was used. Generally there is excellent agreement 
between experiment and simulation on the basis of packing height, heap angle, 
discharge rate, voidage in the bulk and at the orifice in flow. The velocity 
fields are in agreement as shown by slight blurring due to medium exposure.
Fig. F2 2D FF Hopper - larger hopper. N=168 B=4
Experiment :
a. Filled static - heaped fill.
b-e. Discharge t>0, >11.4, >21.7, oo (reduced units).
Simulation :
f-J. Discharge showing layers at t=0, 5, 15, 25, 50 ru.
k-m. Similar plots showing velocities and "blurred equivalent" region.
It is estimated that the simulation velocities are slightly greater than 
experiment.
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F2.3 Experiment 9 : MF hopper with long exposure. This is similar to no. 8 
except that this hopper was filled from the top centre to produce a heap. The 
heap angles appear fairly similar in simulation and experiment.
Fig. F3 2D MF Hopper - long exposure photo. N-96 B=3
Experiment :
a. Filled static - heaped fill.
b-c. Discharge (photo exposure = 2.3 ru) t=12.0, 23.9 ru.
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Fig. F3
F4 Experiment 10 : Larger MF hopper with medium exposure. The last experiment 
shows a larger MF hopper with more particles, with the same wall angle and 
orifice size. The static packing structure is similar in simulation and 
experiment with similar heap angles. The MF radial discharge is also clear. 
The voidage in the simulation near to the orifice is quite high, but it is 
difficult to observe the experimental voidage due to the blurring. The 
numbered layers in the simulation start to bow as they approach the orifice ie 
centre moves faster, which is known to occur in practice (but cannot easily be 
examined in this experiment). The velocity vectors in the simulation agree 
with the blurred regions due to the medium exposure time of the photograph. 
The radial nature of the flow is also evident in simulation and experiment. 
The only significant difference between experiment and simulation in the whole 
study seems to be in discharge rate for the MF hopper which is most pronounced 
for this large hopper. The experimental discharge rate seems to be higher than 
the simulation which is rather surprising since any experimental differences 
such as the planar friction should retard it. Chapter 6 shows excellent 
agreement between simulation and empirical equations. In fact comparing 
discharge rates for this run :
experimental =5.8 (reduced units)
simulation = 4.1
Beverloo / Rose & Tanaka = 3.8.
The reason for the discrepancy here is probably due to the effect of wall 
friction. Since the orifce is quite small B=3 the wall friction is quite 
critical. Repeating the simulation with ju^ =0.2 gave a discharge rate very 
similar to the experiment. Hence it is suspected that the experimental 
estimate of was not sufficiently accurate. Clearly this is not so critical 
for the FF hopper. Further simulations were undertaken varying the wall 
damping coefficient but this did not significantly alter the discharge rate, 
ie it is not so critical. (It should be noted that the shape of the hopper 
enhances any difference in packing height in the later stages due to 
differences in discharge rate. )
Fig. F4 2D MF Hopper - larger hopper. N=168 B=3
Experiment :
a. Filled static hopper - heaped fill, 
b-d. Discharge, t~0, 10, 21 ru.
Simulation :
e. Filled static state.
f“i. Discharge showing layers t=5, 20, 35 ru.
j-k. Discharge velocities t=20, 35 showing "blurred regions".
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Appendix G
LIST OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS
Hopper Programs at 13 July 1995
Directory Programs Versions
hop2d
hop2dgraf
hopper 1_8 2D model Cl & variable tail, Hertz, Hooke
hop_plot 1_5 
hop_plot2 2_5
particles & wall stress data 
contact data
hopGd hoppSd 1_4 3D model Cl & variable tail. Hertz, Hooke
air enhanced/retarded
hop3dgraf hplot3d 1_2 particles & wall stress data
hplot3d2 2_2 contact data
hopvoid 1_1 solid fraction profiles
contm kinm
rsf
1_1 continuum kinematic model
1 0 continuum radial stress field model
saved old versions of programs if necessary
sgi silicon graphics 3D colour developed 
with Paul Mitchell
runs data & results of runs
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COMPUTERS
Sun IPX 
DEC 5000 
DEC Alpha 
Silicon Graphics
location 
23 BC19 
25 AZ19 
25 AZ19 
AZ2Q
Example Run Times (CPU hours)
2000 particles fill & discharge 2D silo ;
Sun = 31.5 DEC 5000 = 17.0 DEC Alpha =4.6
8000 particles fill & discharge 3D silo :
DEC Alpha = 25.
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A b b r e v i a t i o n s II
I
2D 2 dimensions j
3D 3 dimensions j
A active state stress '
Cl continuous interaction normal force curve
CT closed top hopper
DE discrete element
FE finite element
FF funnel flow
H hydrostatic equivalent stress
MF mass flow
OT open top hopper
pd particle diameters |
P passive state stress I
ru reduced units I
sf solid fraction
S switch stress limit
SI SI units
No m e n c l a t u r e
A cross-section area hopper
B hopper orifice size
B^ kinematic constant
c c damping constant and critical damping value 
C wall circumference
C empirical constant in Beverloo equation
C constant defined in various equations
Cp, average tangential compliance at onset of sliding
d particle diameter
d maximum dmD hopper width in 2D , diameter in 3D
E Young’s modulus of elasticity
*E function of E and v for two particles
F contact force
Fq air drag on particle
2 9 2
Fp friction force
F^ normal force from particle interaction curve 
F^ tangential force
g gravitational acceleration
G shear modulus
G moment vector
h height above virtual cone apex
Hq h at vertical section
H height of material in hopper
k general linear stiffness
k^ empty annulus factor in Beverloo flow equation
k Boltzman constantBK stress ratio vertical to horizontal
wA for active wall, wP for passive wall 
1 thickness of disc particle OR path length of gamma-ray
I intensity of gamma-ray beam at detector
intensity of gamma-ray beam at source
L 2D hopper orifice slot length in 3rd dimension
L bed length in air flow analysis
m index subscripts: A for active, P for passive, in continuum
differential slice force balance
m particle mass
m maximum massmn index in normal continuous interaction curve
n random numberrN number of particles
N number of contactscNq number of particles near orifice 0 < z < ôz
P gas pressure
*Q volumetric flowrate
Qq stress due to overburden
Q volumetric flowrate (s) solid (a) air
r radial distance from virtual apex of hopper cone
r^ r^ r to orifice, r to top of bed
r separation of particle centres
r^  cut-off separation for normal interaction curve
r cut-off for neighbour list search
R particle radius or radial vector
Re Reynolds number
t time (sometimes indicating from moment orifice open, sometimes from
start of filling process)
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t time hopper orifice openedopent . time simulation stopsstopu velocity of material in x
interstitial air velocity
superficial air velocity (equivalent to empty hopper)
Up . particle velocity
U^ relative air-particle velocity
Uj^  ^ superficial relative velocity
V velocity of material in y
V volume particle P volume of "stress sensor" in 2D 
W mass discharge rate (number discharge rate in 2D experiments here)
'^ EMP empirical prediction of W
W_ fraction of solid mass discharged
ratio of solid mass discharge rate to for an open top hopper
Wg solid mass discharge rate
x,y,z axes 2D ; x horizontal, y vertical; 3D : xy horizontal; z vertical
X X velocity and acceleration of a particle in x direction
X contact x vectorn
a hopper half-angle
QL^ critical angle for flow
a a critical hopper half-angle active/passiveca cp constant in wave speed timestep equation in chapter 3 
|3 global damping constant
y damping ratio - fraction of critical damping
Ô Ô tangential displacement at contact in time interval, 
accumulated, max before slidingmax
0^ normal displacement at contact
tangential displacement ratio ~ 6, / 6 R t maxa /  aR max n0^ tangential displacement at contact
Ad range of particle diameters
AP overpressure
At time interval
e constant in normal Continuous Interaction equation
e bed voidage
local voidage 
average bed voidage
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voidage in flow near orifice 
Tf) solid fraction
0 angle subscript : H heap R repose f flow
II friction coefficients - material (internal) and wall
jLi^ gas viscosity
V Poisson’s ratio
p density
pg static bulk solid density
p^ flowing bulk solid density
p^ fluid (air) density
p^ solid density
(T normal stress
(T^  mean compressive stress
CT horizontal normal stressrrO' shear stressxy i
T shear stress i
0(r) potential between particles
0,0^ friction angles material and wall ,
0^ angle of material stagnant zone boundary '
0 0 active & passive cases of 0 I^sa ^sp  ^ s i
X mean attenuation coefficient along photon path !
X linear attenuation coefficient of material I
^ -1 w sin (sin 0^ / sin 0)
0) angular velocity vector i
subscripts
a air
b bulk
f fluid (air)
hh vertical
J for each particle
1 local
n normal
o at zero overpressure OR superficial velocity
P particle value
r ratio
r,0 polar axes
R relative
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s solid
SI SI units
t tangential
u unit vector
w wall
x,y,z cartesian axes
z at height z above orifice
0 at the orifice
oO superficial velocity at the orifice
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UNVERSITY OF SURREY LIBRARY
